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INTRODUCTION

The action research project reported in this paper was Undertaken

in 1972-103. Its major goal was to determine whether a parent education

program with a focus on the mother/child system could be effectively

developed with urban Aboriginal families. In the first yeaOthe program
(114

was conducted by a white parent educator; in the second year tle team of

parent educators was extended to include three Aboriginal

The report presents, firstly, an analysis of the importance of the

home as a factor shaping children's school progress. Then,"the,social/

"family situation of urban Aboriginals, as reported in the research

literature is described; following this, a detailed picture is presented of

the characteristics and the on-going lives of the families who participated

in the research project.

There follows an examination of the rationale underlying a variety

Of approaches to the establishment of links between home and school; this

,examination leadS' to the conclusion that there'is considerable merit in

approacl'hes which focus on the parent/child dyad.

A detailed description of the research project is presented: its

planning,.. implementation and evaluation. As much detail as possible is),

included so that the reader may be in, a position to judge the underlying

philosophy and the e it to which it was realized in the practical

\\Nprocedures.

Finally,on the evidence that such a parent education project
,

can be implemented and can have ,_, 1,usitive effect on the participating

families, a set of recommendations is presented, in the hope that a

wider-scale testing of this type of program will be instituted.

Printed Watson Ferguson and Co., Brisbane

a
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PREFACE

During, over twenty years of 'research work with Aboriginal parents

and their children, throughout Australia, I baVe been seeking for ways of

helpingto ensure that Aboriginal children will profit from the school

system, in line with their parents' wishes.

'This concern, together with the convictions that parent/child

interactions are highly significant experiences in the child's educational

life, and that Aboriginal parents are, in fact, much more capable teachers

than they give themselves credit for, led to the planning of the research

project reported in this paper'.

It

Much Of the success of the project is attributable to the Senior

'M'arent Educator, the co- author of this report. Mrs Henry brought to the

projedepn immense warmth,. an ability'to relate -to Aboriginal mothers and

children, the gift fdr working creatively with the mothers to help them

discover unsuspected oppoktunities for interacting with their children,

and an enjoyment of the mothers, their children and the project,. In her

4 execution of her role initially. as Senior Parent Educator and later as

leader of the Aboriginal. Parent Educators, she exhibited always her firm

belief in the abilities of the mothers in the program.

The three Aboriginal Parent Educators, Mrs Eunice Collins,

Mrs Barbara Coolwell and Mis Maureen Rayment al g6 brought to the program a

commitment and h major ,contribution. They prdved beyond doubt that Aboriginal

mothers can become effective educators not only of their children, but also of

other bothers.

Finally, of course, the projeCt could not have continued but for the

participation of the/pi-bject mothers. and,their children. In thanking them

for co- operating with us in testing out our assumptions we should like to say

how much we enjoyed/working with them and hqw grateful we'are to them for

the opportunities they gave us to enlarge, our own understandings.

Betty H. Watts
Project Director



FOREWORD

C/
This' piogram would be good for any min rity group, not only

AborigiTils. Many parents are frightened to talk to teachers. They

feel, they can't expreJs themselves. It's partly shyness; it's partly

that they feel they havyn't,got the education to talk to a teacher.

In our program we were working with children but educating the parents:

suggesting that they were the most important teachers in the child's

life.

The program helped the three of is too, as parents, to realize

that education starts at home.

In a way it ended at a crucial momene?!.1aPau57.the parents we
. . .

_worked with were just getting into the We were too. As

well, it would have been a good idea if we '1-ci'.-benable to see how the

children progressed through school.

One of the greatest things aboUt the program was.the confidence

it gave to the housebound mothers, and to us, to mix with people socially.

.t;

Not only has the program helpe4 us to understand the \value of education

in the home but it also opened our eyes to the opportunities for
o

interesting 4obs that are now available to Aboriginal women, and'hel?)ed us

to be pOre confident in our jobs when we got, them.

Euni e Collins

Barbaya Coolwell

Maureen Rayment
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CHAPTER 1

THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF HOME AND SCHOOL IN DETERMINING

CHILDREN'S SCHOOL PROGRESS

Society has established schools for'its yoting. The roles of schools

are currently under intense scrutiny as various gfoups in the community feel

concern about the adolescents; their characteristics and their competence -

as .they complete their schooling and enter the adult, orld of work or

unemployment, displayi'ngvarying attitudes and'beliefs, as contributing citizen

or as delinquent. Clearly schools, in the eyes of the community, have a valid

role to play in the socialization of children and adolescents.

1

Societal concern is expressed also about the negatiye influence of

some homes pn some children. In expreSsing this concern, society recognizes .

the _role of the home in the socialization ofchildren,and young people - a

role which is by some well-performed and by others,, executed in such!a fashion

that the children are left vulnerable to life's vicissitudes and ill-prepared

for adult roles..

Socialization refers to'.the processes whereby the immature in a

society are indoctrinatied into the ways of that society,- the processes

through which*a societyperpetuates itself from generation,. to generation. In .

western societies, formal education (school education) is an essential element

in socialization. Its goals are many an varied and, indeed, different groups

an a Society emphasize and give priority to different goals. For the purposes

of discussion, we would suggest that a working statement of the goals of

formal education might be: schools aim th.rough their personnel and program to

help children to develob in an Optimal fashion so that they might achieve

greater happiness, satisfaction, success, self-realization, sense of purpose

and enjoyment'of learning during the years of their childhood and adolescence,

so that they might develop their imaginations and their joy in living and

so that they might deVelop a concern for ipthers, an appreciation of others

find a concern for social justice. We would hope further that they might also,

on leaving school, find a' meaningful and secure place in the wider community

and make appropriate contributions to the well-being and development of that

community,

r
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If we take this view of school education and'its goals, then

obviously education is not a matter for the school alone.. The home'plays

a major role, also. Where home and school work co-operatively together,

the likely result for the child is achievement of the goals; where schools

proceed as if they were the sole or the most important influence on children,

the likely result.is, for the majority of children, school failure.

THE INFLUENCE OF THE HOME

The home has an undoubted influence on the way in which children

respond to the school environment and the degree of success they achieve in

this new setting. Several studies (e.g. Coleman's 1966 United States study

of the equality of education opportunity' (Coleman et al., 1966) and Wiseman''s

study of eleven year old Manchester children (H.M.S.O. 1967)) have shown

that the home is, in fact, more important than the school in dete,rmining how

well children do at school.

Rosiex, 1973, in his analysis of factors determining the school

success of Australian fqurteen year olds in science,cconfirmed the

significance of home background. He concluded:

Even if the school conditions in 'low home background'
schools were 'improved, they would still have lower school
scores than the 'high home background' schools.
You cannot cqmpensate for this handicap merely by changing
school conditions." (Rosier, 1973: 10)

We must ask why the' home exerts this critical influence on the

children's school achievement. A partial answer liesiln the 'cumulative

nature of child developmesit. Children, base later learnings on earlier learn-

ings. They bring to school, as a result of their. home experiences, certain

ieP

concepts, skills and knowledge and these are the bases n which 'they respond

to what the school has to offer. They also bringto Fhool, as 'a result of,

their home experiences, certain orientations, expectations and attitudes;

these help determine hOw they will perceive the school and hence the influence

the school will have upon their further development. Also as a result of

home and community experiences (both before school entrance and during otit-
ck

of-school hours) they have developed certain values, certain behaviours;

certain rewards and sanctions have become meaningful to them and others have

no significance for them.
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As a result, then-, of these experiences, children are ready to

respond differentially to,what the school ha's offer and will consequently

prOfit differentially:from these offerings. The home has provided the first

major teaching for the child and will throughout his life, at least the
c

early years of his .1i,fe, inevitably continue to act as an educator.
o

I
Ve need to examine, in some detail -the particular,roles of parents

and the particular roleS of teachers; we ed to determine where these overlap

and where they differ. If there is to be "a fruitful partnership, a further

need must be satisfied: teachers must understand the expectations that parents

have of schools and parents must know what expectations teachers hold of them.
O

What are the specific contributions that thethome makes to the y

educational devylopment Of children once they are at school? ,We would

suggest that these inclipde the following:

They provide the major emotional climate in which children,grow

and develop. Parents are normally more significant in the.-child's

eyes than are.his teachers and 'it is' his. parents: values, attitudes

and beliefs that he. is likely to incorporate. ..

Because of this crimate, the parents are a major force in helping

to determine the young child's goals. The goals he adopts shape

his behaviour in and out of the classroom..
1

1:
Parents provide a great variety of learning experiences for the

yoUng child in the'llome, via the mass media, and through the

whole range of activities. conducted by the fimily outside the home%
=

r
1

They have an intimate knowledge of the child within the home

setting, because of the many opportunities provided for obseivationl*

Thus they know him as a person his likes and dbslikes, his

reactions, the things which prove attractive to him, the rewards

that are perceived by him to-be rewarding and the ways of learning-

he prefers. This knowledge is to some degree necessarily subjective.

They can provide an individual learning situation for the child,
9

almost a tutorial setting. They can offer almost instant feedback

to him an his learning endeavours; they can manipulate experiences

and explanaLonsto suit the individual child.

ti
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They know how the child reacts tp the schoOl program and school

events and can help him in a one-to-one situation to'examine and

profit from these reactions.

They can provide a setting, which he school cannot, for the child's

application of his school- learnings to his out-of-school life.

THE INFLUENCE OF THE SCflOOL

What are the specific contributions which the teachers bring to the

child's learning?

In a sense they view the"child from a much wider vantage point

. than'can the home. They see the child within the context of his

age group, and,they see him also in settings where, in some ways,

he is more free to be himself than is the case in the home.

They are able to make a more objective, appraisal of the child, of

his strengths and weaknesses, than can the home..

The teachers, of course, bring to the situation professional

pedagogical skills, insightsjand knowledge which they can use to

tempt the child to make steady progress towards the objectives

of the educational program.

Teachers also offer themselves as adults other than parents as

role, models for the children.

It would seem obvious then that, if the child is to profit from both

groups of teaching adults, there is an urgent, need for.communication,between

the home and the school and marked degree continuity between school and

od
itof-schoolexperences. :

4 .

bottren (1962) has argued:

It is not the school which is the centre of the child's life,
but his family, his friends, his house, his street, his village
and the relatioAships Which all this implies. Any educational
system or curriculum_which cuts the child off from the sources
of his experiences and emotions stands self-condemned. "

(



We think, in many ways, becaUse'of the lack of communication

between school and home and because of thefailuxe of the school to recognize

and value the specific contribution of the home, that we have cut many

children off from the sources of their experiences and emotions. In the

beginning when sdhools were planned, the view Of learning that prevailed and

the educational objectives which were held led to the creation of buildings:
J

The chlldren-'s' lea-rning experiences were planned to-occur within the four

walls of the school. At the same time feles were erected around the sch"ool

and over time the effect was gradually tp hedge the school off from the

community it served, to see education as the school' business and as a

process which occurred within the school complex. Gradually there developed,

among slime teachers at least, a view that they were thgzexperts and that they

alone could and should provide the learning settings for the children.

Education was the school's business.

This has perhaps had minimum adverse effects on some young', children,

but the adverse effects on many children have been extreme. Wese are the

children from homes and sub-comMunities whose values and styles of life

'differ in some ways from the values of the school which is eapentially a

mainstream culture ins itution.

HOME-SCHOOL DISCONTINUITIES

,,Obviously there are some areas of overlap hetween home,and school

for most-Children; there is probably rarely, complete overlap, even in the

case of mainstream Middle-class children. Forthese latter, the situation

might be -seen as:

4

For many culturally different children the area of overlap is much

slighter:

i Home

While the magnitude of the overlap is of importance, the most significant

issue is the-content of the areas.where there is no overlap. Some incong uities
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between the,home and thQ school eXPeriThces of the child are probably of

little import; all children can -(and need to) ,tolerate a degree of dissonance-,

a degree of conflict. But there 'are some areas of the child's life situation

Where Assonance-between home and school' experiences has a major debilitating

effmt on his educational and perS621.:21323eloRment and fulfilment:

41:25'

Such areas-inClud6 particularly values, motives, linguistic
.1

'systems and cognitive styles.

(i) VALUES

The values of the school determine its goals, its prioritig;w the

behaviouisit seeks to induce in children, the .behaviours if rewards, the

very' curriculum it of.Sers. ItiwOuld seem that most schOols reflect, the

values of-the middle-class mainstream culture; these are the achievement,

related values described by Kluckhohn:

f

-relational orientation; the4,:zt!hieving oriepta=
tion, wherein judgment of a person's vaiiie is primarily on the
basis of his accomplishments, his productivity, the man-against

ratiOnal-mastry orientation; and the definition of
human natUre as evil but perfectible." (Kluckhohn, 1950)

any cultural mine;rities, however, reveal'a different profile
, ,dclt

values: for some group goals have primacy over individual,goalsra perbn,,

in home communities, is judged in terms of what-he is, tlatherthanwhat be

has achieved. These are. the affiliative rather-thari the achievement sub -
o.

cultures, and members of 't,n,se groups interact with thetr,children,in. the

light of their value systems

Child rearing values vary, too, by sub - culture and soCialj,class.

Koh.p's Studies, for example (Kohn, 1959101963,'1966, 1969) have shown

'workingclass parents to value obedience, ineatness and c4eapliness, while

middle-class parents ascribe greater importance'to characteristics such as

curiosity,..happiness, consideration and self-control. His and other data

suggest also a social class (difference in respect to the valuing of self-

direction and conformity to (Iii,ternal Authority; discontinuity between school j

iind home with regard to tJlese values has strong implications for the minority

';cliild's feelings of security and

confidence.

his fee_li:,a; of competence and
1,.;
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Just as the school's activities are predetermined by its values,

so, too, are children's activities shaped by their values. Only if class-

room goals are consonant with their values and only if they hold positive

attitudes towards education and/or the teacher and/or classroom activites,

will the children strive toachieve success.

(,ii) MOTIVES

Motives are internal forces to action. An'aroused motive mobilizes

the child's energy, effort and striving. Under its influence, he directs his

efforts towards goals which he believes will satisfy that motive. If, for

example, he has a strong felt need for teacher approval, he. will strive with

tasks where success will, in his view, bring praise and approval from the

teacher.

Motives play a further role in learning: only under the influence

of,an aroused motive will a child use his abilities fully to deal with a

given situation.

The-child in the classroom who is not motivated towards school

goals is likely to be unsuccessful. His poor, performance may lead his .

teacher to ccinciude that he lacks ability. While this will sometimes be

ttne,dften his performance reflects a lack of motivation, ,a lack of involve-

Ment, rather than a lack of ability.

Ausubel (1968) suggested that achievement motivation in school'

set ings has three components: a cognitive drive which is task-oridnted (the
-

need to know); an ego-enhancingcoMponent concerned with achievement as a

sotire of primary or earned status, and an affiliative component, oriented

towards achievement as awdy of Aensurin<continued Status. He pointed out

'that varying proportions of thee components Are normally represented in

achievement-motivation, depending ona numbeeof variables incldding

oulture,an'd ethnic origin

ManyScl-loofsemphasize the f.irSt two of Ausubel's components - the

conitive drive aid ;then, ego - enhancing drie. These motives are not, bowever,

strongly character4toof a significqnt p;oportion of some minority groups;
r

in their case it js.often the need for af..y_l'iation which is the regnant,
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motive. If the school makes no attempt to engage this affiliative motive

at least initially in the service of classrooM learning many youngsters fail
/

to find sources of satisfaction in the classroom and the discontinuities

between their in-school and out -of.- school lives are heightened.

(iii) -LINGUISTIC SYSTEM

The linguisticsystem of the school primarily what Bernstein (1970)

has called the elaborated code, that is, a code oriented towards receiving

and offering universalistic meanings, a code where the speaker makes his

intentions explicit verbally, a code that reqUiresa,longer time dimension

of verbal planning. This is the language of teacher and'of text book.

In the past, (and, indeed, in the present) some schools have

reacted adversely to the inability of certain groups of children (e.g.

inner-city Blacks) to speak standard English. Linguists, psychoIinguists and

sociolinguists have recentli* been concerned to emphasize the linguisitic

integrity of the various dialects.

Thus, for some children there is a discontinuity between home and ,

school in linguistic system, in orientation towards the use of-language and

in the form f social relations in which the language system is rooted;

(iv) COGNITIVE STYLE .

The research literature of the 40's, 50's and 60's documents the

loWer I.Q., the below-average school performance, the high illiteracy rates,

the high drdp-dut rates among many of the culturally different grout's,

especidlly those where a majority of the members live, in depressed socio-

economic conditions.

Explanations of these limited achievements have been sought in the

home circumstances of the children.

Factors within the home are undoubtedly obstacles to the academic

progress of many children: But itmaybe that these 'explanations' are too°

simplistic in their approach. They focus on discontinuities between.home and

school, but in a one-sided fashion:I tie home does not promote the development,

of abilities the school, believes imptant. But does not the home promote

r-77lc'



the development of other abilities? What are',these other abilities and

why does the school not make use oT them?

0

The school favours the abstract, conceptual-style. Studies have
,

sh wn that some culturally different groups develop different cognitive _styles.,

Dif ences,=documented with varying degrees of precision, include, for

examp impulsivity vs. reflection, less'abstract conceptualilation\and

categorization of stimuli, more concreteness and inflexibility in

ellectual functioning, motorDEpreference.

. ,
The child's cognitive style determines-his utilization of his

intellectual abilities: '

4.

" Styles'of categorization maybe an important-intellectual
dimension to determine how intelligence operates. An

individual's ''style' dictates the cues he will` use, but not
necessarily determines the level on which he performs. The

style, of categdrization sets the direction but not the level

pn Which an individual's intelligence might function."
(Sigel,.1963).'

.1 If the school does not capitalize on the culturally different child's

preferred cognitivse style, the result may be underperIormande. An increasing

number of theorists'express the view that culturally different children are"R

often judged as, incompetent,' whereat, in,reality, it is their performance,

not. their competence, which is deficient. The gaprbetweecompetence and

performance is, attributed to inappropriate situational cues - intppropriate

because they fail to stimulate the child to action..-(Wallace, 1$67; LabOv,

1970; Cole and Bruner, 197).

..A further area of 0'1/school discontinuity.for the culturally

k: different child lies in the types of experiences provided at,home and in his

ensuing store of concepts. These areoften very different from those of his

middle.-class counterpart. They are not in tiemselves, however, less valid.

as bases for further learning.

COMPLEMENTARY ROLES OF.HQME AND SCHOOL

The discontinuities between school and home described above indicate

the-urgent ncessity for the inv'olv'ement'of the homesin,the chiNsren's
3

education. This necessity becomes emphasized when- thb cchildren concerned
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1

come from a Cu tural background different/from that of the school and the

school staff.' Ih the case of middle class majority cultUre pupils, the

school, hoMeand surrounding community share a common set of values, espouse)

a common set,of goals, direct theirrewOrds and sanctions to the same range

of behaviour/s; in short, there is continuing interaction among the three,

and each, in broad Outline,_supports and reinforces the activities of the

other two

)

The situation is frequently quite otherwise in respect to the culturally

different There is often no such close communion (in the main informal and

intuitive) between home and School. In many respects, neither reinforces the

activities of the ot er.

!

Gordon h resented'a dttailed rationale for the involvement of
,

parents:

c.

b)
,

language develops from modelling ?Ti significant adults
and by exposure in the home beford schooling begins,
as well as throughout the school year and is not a
function of rote recitation;

attitudes towards learning are learned primarily at
home and the home/is thus the central learning place;

c) the parents' self-esteem, attitudes towards school,
-expecta4on for success, and provision of experiences
influence child performance, attitudes and self-esteem;

d) children learn best when home and school share in the
educational experience;

e) children learn best when their own pub-culture is
respected and finds potency both in the clas oom and
In the general operation of the school;

f) parents themselves gain in self-esteem and feelihgs of
competence when they see *themselves able to teach their
.own children, to teach others - both adults and children/ -
and to function as decision-makers in all respects of a
program;

b
when parents are actively involved in the)ducation of
their children, they will continue to enhance the .

child's growth and their own activity after the formal
program ends:

(GoIdO:Se 1972: 221)

g)

Grotberg in a recent ahalysis of institutional responsibilities

`)for early childhood education, argues:
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model being considered for addption or, adaptation
should be concerned with the total child andhOuld involve
parents The degree to which parents participate in

both
It.

the decisiori.,making process and the educational program
of an institution may well determine the level of the
effectiveness of the institution." (Grotberg, 1972: 337)

All the evidence available to us today leads to the conclusion

that children will make better academic progress when both hOme and school

recognize their need to work productively and harmoniously together.

This need for collaboration is even greater-, as we have shown above,

in the case of minority group than of Majority group children; yet,

as we gall show, Aboriginal parents.and the teachers of their children

rarely meet, let alone collaborate.

Havighurst cogently underlines the complementarity of home and

school as he writes of an implicit contract between home and school:

" The parents contract to prepare their child for school
entrance, both cognitively and affectivday. They further

contract to keep him in school and to make home conditions
appropriate for his success in school. The school contraFts
to receive the child, teach him as well as it can, taking'

account of his strengths and weaknesses and ',the ways irx-/
my

which he can learn most effectively.

Very little of this contract is put into legal, codes, but

the education of the child is Itccessful only when bdt
parties carry out their obligations fully. Sometimes ne or

both parties fail to understand the nature of these

obligations.
,

In the case of Ilthe socially disadvantaged pirents of this

country, nearly all of them fail to meet the terms of the

contract. But the schools generally f41 also by failing to
understand how the children of these families can learn most

successfully." (Havi,ghurst, 1970).



CHAPTER 2

ABORIGINAL STUDENTS AND THEIR FAMILIES. TIDE PRESENT SITUATION

So far the issue.o.f parental importance in the educative process'

has been investigated in general terms;* Before discussing the

ficance of Aboriginal parents in the education of their childien,

focus needs to be. expanded. -\
441

4

Educational attainment, for all its importance, must bease

one facet of a wider picture. 'That picture, whose outlines must now

sketched in, concerns the whole complex of life circumstances of

AboriAboriginal families in Australia and theway'in which these lifeginal

may influence the development of children growing up with-

sti the families:

Sincesthesapion-research pooject whic forms the kernel of this

work was. concetnad'with Aboriginal families n an urban setting, it is on

such urban families that the analysis which follows will focus.

Before ,considering the more general tilltura an. social milieu

in which these fdmilies move, we shall delineate sort 4 of the factors

that impinge most clOsely on their day-to-day lives. Such factors are

family structure,,size,0 household, housing, mobility, health,

occupational status and its partial determinant, eduCational attainment.

It is these factors-that most directly affect the life chances of7

family members.

1. FAMILY STR0CTURE

'Whereas non-Aboriginal Australian households are typically

occupied by nuclear families, urban. Aboriginal households tend to be

somewhat different. Beasley (1970) in her seady of Aboriginal families

in Sydney, reported that 74% of the 100 households studied had a single

nuclear family as the basis, 18% contained two nuclear families, 7%

three nuclear families and 1% a non-nuclear family.unit. A Brisbane

study (Smith and Biddle, 1975) showed a lower proportion of the sample
-06

households (59%) to consist of one family unit; iq 17% of the households

there'were three or molt units per household.



The Sydney and Brisbane\studies showed too, that a number of

Aboriginal households were extended by the.p?esence of relative1.9. In

Sydney, 28% of t1C-6 persbns living in the sample, hoUseholds were kin

rather than nuclear family members; in Brisbane( the suprey found that

Vonly 36% of 351 regular family unites consisted solely of a full nuclear

Kinship relationships are of continuing importance to Aboriginal

households.

Among, oth.urban and rural Aborigines in New South
Wales;'i 'A certainly custiomary for people to have lartge

househol s, jfar'their kin o8rigations required thd provi-
sion of hospitality to" relatives who might need accommo-
dation: Coming to the city slid not free an Aboriginal

from such obligations' The existing overcrowding
was aggravated Still further by the more or less frequent
arrival of tImporary Visitors on holiday, attending .

hospitals in the city, and. so on." (Beasley, 1970: 163).

rwick's (1964) Melbourne study and Gale's (1972) picture of

trba inal life in Adelaide similarly revealed a high proportion of

extended families, often including intermittent or continuous streams of

visitors:

That this pattern may be changing for some groups, including

town and city dwellers, is'. suggested by more recent data obtained by

Watts (1976) in her evaluation of the Aboriginal Secondary Grants Schete.

She, found that among the 916 families across Atstralia who were.In'the

sample, only one in six was characterised 'by the presence of adults other

than parents. Location was a discriminating factor. While 37% of the-

families living on town reserves were extended, the percentages of

extended famil s fell to 19% for town dwellers; 15% for those in cities;

4 13% for both capital city families aid those living in isolated areas on

pasty 1 properties and small mining settlements; and 7% for families on

self-contained Aboriginal communities.
\r

2. SIZE OF HOUSEHOLD )1*1
Data froM some of the studies indicate ar' larger family size

among Aboriginal than among non-Aboriginargroups in urban settings.

The AuStralian average is 2.49 children'Tfar iincompleted families and

or
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2.66 for completed families (Borrie, 1973). The average ,number of

children per Aboriginal' family was estimated by Beasley (1970) to be

3.38 in Sydney, and in Adelaide (Gale, 1972) to be 5.40 for families,

with two Aboriginal parents and 2.60 for families with only one

Aboriginal parent.

,Watts (1976) obtanPd data across Australia on family size,
/

:determined by taking account of the number of children born to a family

together with other chilodren adopted., either legally or more,informally,

in accordance with the usage of many Aborigin#1 people when referring

to 'family'. She found that in over half of the families (62%) the

pareot(s) had brought up or were bringing .up six or more children. In

only 6% of the families did the number of children fall below three.

The pattern of fadilysize Was associated with both location and

occupational status of the students' homes. Very large families of ten

or more children were less frequently found in capitals; the frequency

increased as one moved from cities, 1)(> towns and isolated areas, to town

reserves and finally to Aboriginal communities... Only a small proportion

of the familiesj_n, eaoh location had child-rearing responsibility for

fewer than thrde children. La cr families were found more frequently in

unskilled and Semi-skilled than in skilled or professional homes', while

very small-familieS (fewer than three children) were uncharacteristic of

each of the three occupational groups.

The size of family, the fairly frequent presence of non-family

members and the need to'offset high rentals by making maximum use of

dwelling space lead to a situation of overcrowding in many Aboriginal

homes. The average number of persons per Aboriginal dwelling has been

foUnd to be 7.03 in Sydney (Beasley, 1970) 5.6 in Brisbane (Smith

and Biddle, 1975) compared with the Australian average of 3.55.

Gale (1972: 11) in Adelaide found the average density of the

Aboriginal Ropulation to be at least 1.8 persons per room; often more,

compared with 0.6 persons per room for the general South Australian

population:. The'overcrowding'is heightened by,the relatively small

houses often occupied by Aboriginal, families.
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3. HOUSING

* Beasley reported that the range of houses available to ihis'group

fn Syilhey'corresponded to-the range avallablel to lower income groups.of

the general Australian population: four-fifths of the homes were cottages

or houses. Of these, one-fourth were rated as poor or bad with respect to

int(rior care and maintenance and an equal propOrtion received the same

1
rat eratting on xterior care and "maintenance. In the1 Perth/metropolitan area

Schapper. (1970) reported two-thirds of the Aboriginal population living in

conventional housing, of which at least one-half was. substandard.

r-

In the first main Report of the Commission of Inquiry into-Poverty,

Henderson (1975) drew attention to one of the factors underlying the

disadvantage in housing sufferaed by many Aboriginal families.

Aboriginals have dfficultv'in obtaining accommodation
in many areas due to discrimination. ,In the 'Brisbane study,*

for instance, 34% of respondent laimed that discrimination

was the main problem in obtaining ccommodation SSome

,private landlords will not rent their, properties-to Aboriginal

people; others charge bonds that prevent Aboriginals entering
into accommodation that is both reasonable in price and
condition, and they are then forced into using the poorer
_part of the rental market." (Hende'rson, 1975: /63).

'Home ownership is less frequentamong metropolitan Aboriginals

than among nori-Aboriginals. Gale's Adelaide study showed only a small

proportion of Aboriginal families owning or in the.process of purchasing

their own homeS. In Sydney one-fourth of the'..faMls,,owned or were in the
.

process of buying their own homes, in contrast to tWlathirds of the non-

Aboriginal metropolitan population of New South Wales. In Brisbane

,Smith and Biddle found a somewhat similar situation: only one-fifth of

the Ab riginals owned or were buying their own homes, compared with

fou fifths of non-AboriginalS. Smith and Biddle made the additional

co ent that almost one-fourth of the homes owned or being bought by the

AbOriginart were of inadequate structure.

Moreecent findings cited by Henderson from the Brisbane Survey

of BrOwn et al (1974) suggest that prospects for Aboriginal home ownership(

* ('Brown, J.W., Hirschfeld, R. and Smith, D. :.Aboriginals(id'Islanders

in Brisbane. A.G.P.S. 1974.)
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may actually be diminishing, since in this study only 8% or one-twelfth of

the sampled occupants owned or were in the process of buying their homes

(as against one-fifth in the Smithand Biddle study). Twelve per cent

Pented from the Housing Commission and the

abcommodation where rents were much higher
a

houses (Watts, 1976: 27).

4. MOBILITY

It hajbeen poin

mobility is commonly bet

remainder were in rented

than in Hodsing Comi.ssion

4-

ed out by Smith and Biddle that while high

eved.to be a fqrature of Aboriginal life, their

Brisbane data indicated that this was characteristic of a minority,only.

In reaching this conclusion, they used a somewhat conservative estimate of

mobility, regarding families as not mobile if they) had lived in the.same

or only one other household (53%); mobility (family had_lived,in two
R!,

or three other pI ces) characterized 33% and some 14% were'highly mobile,

families who had 'ived in four or more other households.

The :da6 available from Gale's Adelaide study show that the most

mobile Aboriginal people were th6se who lived with relatives or at the time

of.the survey were in gaol or in acco±xnodation provided by their 'employers;

over 10% of this group had had nine or more addresses in .Adelaide. The

greatest stability was found to be among those who owned or were buying

their homes. Among this group, no children under fifteen years of age

had lived at more than two addresses in Adelaide. Though many of, the

adults in these families had shown a high degree of mobility after

arriving in the city, moving from one rental house to the other, the

pattern was one of almost complete stability after a house was bought.

InterMdiate betweep home owners and those living with relatives in respect

to degree of mobility, were the Aboriginal families living in rented houses.

4
Lickiss (1971), in her study of the households of 120 children

resident in. Sydney, explored some of the motivations accompanying the

high residential mobility.

" Moving house was precipitated by difficulties with landlords
(often concerrhng'rent, less often household behaviour),
availability of more suitable accommodation (cheaper, better,
nearer Work or closer to relatives),, domestic crises within
the urban household or in the country area of origin
necessitating return, or difficulties with various community

r
rl 7)
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legal, health, br welfare agencies (movement as an
evasive tactic).. In one case a neighbourhood petEtibn was
lodged, to try to force an Aboriginal household to move on
the grounds of unsatisfactory living standards - it was 'trued
that there was periodic overcrowding in this household
because of the extraordinarily, generous attitude o&the woman
who was head ('I can't turn a boy or.a girl from my own .

town away, if they '.1.ave no place to sleep for the night, now
can I?') .- a cleai case of conflict of what she regarded as
the inviolable demands of kindness, loyalty and hospitality
with the demands of urban housing standards. (More serious
charges levrlled against this household were quite untrue
and indicated a serious level of neighbourhood racial

0 prejudice.)" (Lickiss,- 1971

5. HEALTH .

Lickiss' Sydney study giveso A' picture of the health of
11

(- Aboriginal moters in her sample., Five of the 28 mothers on whom

personal informaLon was available and two grandmothers were under treatment,
F .,

for serious illness. Furthermore, she reported that Psychological dis,%-
. I..,

turbance was common in the rithers4
/

.1) ,
p

..

" Mothers spoke of the st4isses of city life; they
recognized urban life as a'present economic necessity but
most insisted that child rearing is more difficult.
Worry about 'the boys getting into trouble' was commonly
expressed; some women blamed the 'distractions' of city
life for weakened parental authorith others resented '

overcrowding. Some mentioned the stress of racial
discrimination directed towards their children. P.

In general, 1.t appeared possible that environmental
factors, including urban living, contributed to'the
psychological malaise of many of he women, but data on
previous personalit patterns were rarely available."
(Lickiss, 1971: 212). .

The children's nutritional status was, on the whole, less

opti - she reported marginal intake of prOtein and vitam.,ins in sever
V.--

households, .and the probability of deficiency in calorie intake'-in some

ales.

.Gale has drawn attention to the role of ill-health in bri'hging

many rural Aborigines to the city. Twelve per ent Of the individuals

in her study,who had come Co Adelaide anllhad re 'ined there fbr more
.

.

.
. .

than six months had come for medical reasons. , loreover, because of the

sttength of kinship ti , a whole family ofter, moved to the city because

of the, medical needs bf o e of its members.

I 0..17
a
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Gale reported a high rate of sickness among the urbalAboriginal

population of Adelaide, 23% of her sample bdIng.admitted to hospital during

the period of the study, with, sh0 suggests; consequent effetts upon

employment opportunities for the adults and educational opportunities for

the children.

In her samples, over a three-year period, one in ten of all the

children under fifteen years and almost one in seven of those under four

year spent periods of over one month in hospital. A further one in

twelve of all the children under fifteen years went to hospital for one or

more peripds of less than one month. AdMissiOns were most frequently for

respiratory,infections, pneumonia,, gastro-enteritis and ear infections.

Gale sees a vital link between socio-economic factors and ill-health,

with over-crowding, under-nutrition and poor hygiene as contributory

factors.' She finds the situation serious on several counts:

" The high rate of sickness involving long-term
hospitalization amongst children under fifteen years must
mean that the education of this group is interrupted or
impaired. A lack of educ'ation,.in its turn, will adversely
affect their economic prospects in the future.

Further, the separation of a child from parents and
family, particularly at a young age, is regarded by most
authorities as having serious effects upon the child's

.-emotional development. Therefore it seems unfortunate
that a major proportion of the hospital admissions amongst
Aboriginal children in the younger age groups, should be
for comparatively lo periods of hospitalization:"
(Gale, 1972: 199-200)

The Report on the Aboriginal Secondary Grants Scheme details

further consequencessiof the ways in which, Aboriginal families suffer in

the area of health:

" The health of the family indirectly affects the ischoolfamily
performance of students. Recurring illnesses cause stress
for family members; parents are less well.able, in conditions
of ill-health, to enact the parenting role;,, expenses
incurred by illnesseS are a major threat to precarious
fipances, and hence an additional cause of strain and
anxiety; illnesses of family members, particularly of
younger children, often mean long'waits at outpatients'
departments and are thus likely to lead to the secondary
student staying home from schbol to help in such circumstances.
The student'sown health and nutiltional status of course
affect both his. attendance at school and the energy

11.

3
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available for mobilization in the service of school, learning.
Furthermore, children and adolescents whq are frequently ill
or not functioning at an optimal level sometimes ha'
diminished4eelings of self-regard and form negative @t
judgments &Out their own competence." (Watts, 1976 ,20i,

Hetzel, summarizing thr findings of a national seminar in 1972 of

health services for Aborigin referred, like Gale, to the widespread
.

incidence in this population,Of infant and toddler gastro-enteritit,

respiratory infection and malrition, the prominence of pneumonia

associated with overcrowded living:conditions, and the prevalence of

chronic brOnchitis, chronic ear disease (resulting in signi;icant degrees.

oof hearing loss' among children). - He concluded:

Thdre can be no dispute with the facts'indicating the
deplorable-state of the health of the Aboriginal people.
The accepted,indicatOrsof health used by the World
Health Organization-- infant mortality and crude
mortality are grossly elevated in,6omparispn With the
white population of Australia, while life expectFicy is
correspondingly much shorter." (Hetzel,' 1974: th43).

In this diSmal situation, important.urban-rural differences should

not be overlooked. While Gale., as we have seen",, has drawn attention to thy'

high incidence of illness among Aboriginal families in the city,

particularly among young children, she has pointed out that the silation

is still worse in rural 'areas:

" It seems that-'theurban.settinq, in Which better jobs,
housing, and sanitation are aVailable, along 'withreadily
availdb14 medical services and out-patients' clinics, have
prevented among urban Aborigines the occurrence of the
mbre serious illnesses preValent amongst rural Aborigines.
This does not mean that Aborigines in,ethe city are as
healthy as'their white counterparts. They are still .
affected by poverty and insufficient medical attention. '
This'study 1-as merely shown that, by and large, urban
Aborigines are healthier than rural Aborigines."
'(Gale, 1972: 203).

6, OCCUPATIONAL STATUS \

Significant proportions of urban Aboriginals'tend to be employed

at jobs at or near the lower end of the socio-economic scale The Brisbane

study by Smith and Biddle revealed that approximately 8.7% of those working

had jobs classified in the three lowest ranking categories on an eight-

'category scale. This scale orders Australiam occupations by both skill

es, dP
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level and'pretsti,w. Approximately 93% hold jobs in the four lowest

.:ategorie:-1; the comparable figure for all Australian workers in 1961

. was- 51%.

. 0

In her Sydney sample Beasley also found a majcirity of the Abgrigi-
. 1

r61 meW(aPpreximatedir 11O%) working in unskilled occupations such a!

''goneraljaboUrand factory work. ,She found a pfmildr picture for )

Abori(Q.nal women: 47% in predominantly unskilled, full-time factory'

employmi t, 13l, in' domestic work, but'only'D% in full-time sales or

clerical work.

".

Figures ir the.1971 Census confirm the general employment

picture across Australia. This shows most Aboriginals to be employees

rather than. emPloyers,) to be characteristicAlly in unskilled or semi

s.k.ILlod occupations, and to puffer a higher unemployment rate than the

general Australi.ah population. (See Table II,1). )

In Watts' study (1976), in only ne -third Of the 916 Aboriginal

households was there a parent working at the semi-Skilled, skilled or

higher levels. The sample revealed ocdtpa ion to be'associated with
-

both location 'and family size; thehighest'proportion of parents in
.

Skilled or professional occupations (36%). being found in capital cities,

and under half of all the skilled or professional.p'arents having

. families of six or more..children-(compared with over two-thirds of semi-,

skilled, unskilled, pensioner or unempioyed:parnts).

7. EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENTS

In the interweaving of fAtors that go to make up the web of life j

circumptancesof many urban Aboriginal families, educational attainment

:has been mentioned already-several times in the preceding sections'.

Conditions of housing and health, for example, may strongly iriluencb the

educational achievements of children and the capacity for involvement of

parents; in turn, educational achievements have consequences for occupational

opportunities and for life style.

Data from earlier studies show that am40g the Aborkginal adults;

attained educatiuhar levels\are, in general, extremely low. The Brisbane



Table .1

Comparison ofOccupationa Status of Aborigilain andTotal Australian Population*

(a), The Population. years of age and oi by Occupational status - ftrcentage distribution,

Australia, Ceusts 30 June, 1971
1

The Aboriginal Population

Males Females Persons

,

Employer ,

Own-Account Worker

WAge or Salary Earner

Unpaid Helper'' \ .,

TOTALEMP',OYED

Looking, for First 39b

Other, Unemployed'

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

UNEMPLOYED

IN LABOUR FORCE

NOT IN LABOUR FORCE

4

0,3

1.7

58.2

0,2

60,4

0,9

r r
)..)

6,4

66.9

33,,1

100.0

0.1

0,3 ,

21.0

0.24

21.6

0.6

1.4

1.9

23.6

76.4

100.0

*
0.2

,

1

1.0

39.9

0.2

41.3

0.8
,

3,5

4.2

45.6

54.4

100.0

Total Australian Population

Males Females Persons

4.8

6,6

'67.5

0.2

79,1

0,2

1,0,

d,2

Et .3

1.9,7

100.0

1.3 3.1

1.7 4:12

32.8 50,1

0.5 0.4

36.3 57.7

0.2 0.2

0.6 d.8

0.8 1.0

37.1 58.7'

62.9 41,3

100.0 100,0

(b) The Employed Population 15 years of age and over by Occupation Percentage distribution,

Australia, CensUs 30 June, 1971

Thp Aboriginal Population

Mlles Females Persons

Professional, Techn'oal and Related Workers 1.6 4( "A

Administrative, Exuutive, Managerial, Workers 0,7 0.454 0.6

Clerical Workers 1 1.3' 8.0 3.1

,

Sales Workers , 1.3 4.4 ', 2,1

Farmers, Fishermen, Hunters, Timber Gettprs, etc, 32.8 5.8 25.8

Miners, Quarrymen, Riplated Workers,
i ,

2.6 0.3 2.0

yorli,ers in Transport and Communication 5.5 1.5 4.5

riiieSmeh; ,Production Process Workers, Labourers , 42.6 13.8 35.2

Service, SpOrt and Recreation Workers 3.7 50.5 15.7

MemberS of Armed Services 0,8 0.1 0.6

Occupation Inadequately Described or not stated 7.0' 10.5 7.9

TOTAL EMPLOYED 100.0 100.0 190.0

* Bureau of Census and Statistics 1971, Census of Population and Housing, The Aboriginal Population, Tables

26,and 27.

Total Australian Population

Males Females Persons /

8,6 13.7 10.2

8.6 2.5 '6.7

804 32.0 15.8

6.1 12.3 8.1

9,5 .3.8 7.7

0.9 0.0 0.6

7.0 2.4 5.5

40,6 13.5 32.1

4,0 14.7 7.4

1,7 0.2, 1.2

4.5 4.8 4.6

100,0 100.0 100.0



stuuy of -A . and young people from 431 households in

1965-1960revealed that 2. % hdd received no schooling, 19% had been

educated only to the fourth grade, and a further 65.8% had not proceeded

beyond primary school. Beasley's 1970 su

s

vey of Aboriginals in Sydney

Vover the age of 15 year revealed a. somewh- 'N similar pattern: one-third

had attended primary school only; two-fifths had attended secondary

school but had not gained the Intermediate .Certificate awarded 'at the

succesfulcompletiOn of the third year of .high school. The educational

level, of 13.6% of the sample was unknown; if .this information had been

available, the proportion who had attended primary sChocil pnly would

probably have been larger.
i

.
J.

Both surveys were conducted with populations/.Currently'living in

metropolitan areas in which access to schools, particularly at the

secondary level, is easier. Although both Smith and Biddleis and

Beasley's samples included adults who had migrated to the city from

country areas, significant numbers in each sample (approximately 20

and 50%, respectively), were nonmigrants. 0neMight expect lower

educational standards obtain among Aboriginal adultsfwho had qroWn up

in country areas. Schapper's report on Western Australia's Aboriginal

population in 1966, predominantly rural, supports this expectation.

In the Brisbane and Sydney studies, examieion of the school

achievement levels pf younger Aboriginals shows that their achievements

are somewhat higher than those of their elders; for example, in Beasley's

sample. the people who had attended secondary school were mainly under. 40

and those who had achieved the Intermediate Certificate were) ineptly under

30. In Smith and Biddle's Brisbane sample it was found that at every

decade, as age increased, the amount of, education decreased.,

The 1971 Census statistics confirm the pattern of Aboriginal

disadvantage in attained level of schooling relative to the general

population. These figures show that while less than 1% of the total

Australian population had never attended school, this cpntrasts with almost

one-quarter ot,the Aboriginal population. Of those who did not proceed

beyond primary school, aIMost half of the Aboriginals did not enter the

final two years of the primv school; the contrasting proportion'for the

ri
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:.4 total population was 16%. At the secondary level and higher, 3.5% of the

Aboriginals went on to senior secondary and post-secondary education,

. compared with 29.6% of the total Australian population.
0

1

,

. The diTferential d6crease in the holding power of the sekndary

school from earlier to later years is perhaps brought out more clearly if

enrolments of students at the senior secondary and'post-secondary stages are

expressed as percentages of those enrolling in the first year of secondary

.school. 'Thus of all those wWo enrolled in the first year of secondary

school, 60% of the total Australian population were still atfschool in the

senior grades, compared with 12% of the Aboriginal students; and l(2% of

the total population who 'entered secondary school were undertaking post-

secondary courses as against452 of the AborigiAl students. (Watts,

'1976: 16).

Watts' findings indicatethat among the sample of 916 Aboriginal

secondary students across Australia, only 15% had fathers and 18% had

mothers who had had secondary or highet education. Differences between/

states in this respect are marked. Thus, taking account of the parent with

the higher level' of schooling, the following perceptages of parents of/

sampled secondary school students had either received no fotpal schooAng

or had attended primary school only: in Queensland: 83%; in New South

Wales: 61%; Tasmania: 71% (.47tts, 1976: 31).

There are Marked differences in the educational levels of the

parents of these Aboriginal', secondary students, when family location is

taken into account. The comparative advantage, in terms ot parentalM

education, of being brought up in an urban setting is borne out by the

higher proportion, in all states, of capital city parents who had received

some secondary education (39% in Queensland; 59% in New South Wales; 37%

in Western Australia and 55% in South Australia), while the com4T-Zre

)eigUresfor parents living in towns were Queensland: '15%; New South Wales:
Nk ,t

33%; Western Australia and South 'Australia: 14%. Frequency of parental

Secondary schooling decreased sharply inolaited.areas, town reserves

and Aboriginal' communities.

o

r'
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When we turn from school levels reached to actual school

achievements, some recent studies present a disturbing picture. In

Western Australia,.Tannock and Judge (1975) analysed the judgments of 257

school principals and 1755 teachers about themselves and the 4309 Aboriginal

children they were educating.

At the primary level, the teachers' assessments consistently

indicated that the Aboriginal children's achievement wassubstantially,belowi.

thj level considered average for white children, in ull but the non-academic

curriculum areas. This\was especially so in areas of basic intellectual

skills in reading, in oral.and written language use, apd in mathematics.

The picture at the secondary Level was equally discouraging, the

Aboriginal secondary studen falling behind his white peers in academit

achievement, assessed by his as "having considerably less '

capacity and performance in the vital skill areas associated with reading
4'

and communication." (Tannock and judge, 1975: 89).
&

, \
From the South Austr4ian Department of Education comes a

similar comment:
.

.

" Thef\lack of motivation and achiev'ement of Aboriginal
students has been observed continuously from the time that
secondary education'has been'available to them."
(Binnion, 1976: 9).

,watts (1976) evaluated student school achievement in terms of the

schools' internal assessment, noting that this procedure precluded

absolute or between state comparisons, since assessment policies vary. It

was possible, however, to categorise the Aboriginal students as either

higher achievers (those whose peNformahoe'judged by internal assessment was

aVerage or above' in the regular claseS) or poerer.achievers:'Iall students

in adapted or modified classes together with thoge in regulai-lelasses
. -

with below average 'achievement) . In thoe states which; make extensive

use of adapted classes, about 'a. quarter of the students from :QUeegslanc3',

a third of those from Western,Australia, and just tinder half 0,ethe -New!':
,,,

South Wales students were achieving at least average results in regular

classes. But the percentage of'ttudents in regular classes whO were .

assessed by the internal, procedures of the schools as performing at an
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abobe average level was much smaller: some 8% o'erall, across Australia.

SUMMARY

Watts concluded:

" It can. reasonably be inferred that many of thestudents are
not achieving satisfactory levels of academic achievement
compared with the total Australian population of secondary
school students. A minority is however doing extremely well
and, as always, there is a sizeable group whose academic ,

achievements'are satisfactory-within their systems, though
not outstanding. ", (Watts, 1976: 76).

r

So far we have been discussing a number of factors which exert

a direct press on the daily lives-of many Aboriginal families, factors

whose interrelatedness is brought but in Appl ard's (1968) summing up of the

.way of life of many Aboriginals:

" Like many minority groups, Aboriginal workers are
economically underprivileged. Most are unskilled, poorly
paid,'-and subject to periods of seasoual unemployment and,
as a cbnsequence,40e general economic standard of their
communities is poor and includes some individuals'who can
only .be described as poverty stricken."

I

1,0w-educatiOnal achievement, linked with a typical consequence of

employment in labouring and semi-skilled jobs for many, associated with

degrees of poverty, in turn,often reflected in high mobility and precarious

health. The effects f low wages tend, too, to be exacerbated by inadequate

housing and large h eholds.

What i5 the cultural and social backdrop to this interplay of

more'direct,and cumulative pressures?

Calley is dmong those who has noted, a hack of emphasis among manY-71:5,

Aboriginal groups, on competition and material.success, an orientation to the

present r ther than the future:

,Aborigines do not set store:by accumulated material
po:-;essions and theforwardmarch of technology that other
Australians do. Given sufficient food and some protection from
the weather, they'are often content to ignore the rat race of
modern society, to live fof the present." (Calley, 1968: 11).
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A

In Brisbane, Smith and Biddle found 68% of the families in their

sample had no savings, 50% held no bank accounts, 75% of the male heads of

family units had no life insurance policies, and 74% of the household heads

had no insurance policy for possessions.

To what degree is the emphasi on the present as against. the future

an expression of traditional Abet-loin values, to what extent is it the

consequence, rather, of a'life lived perfOrce under conditians which are

often ptecarious, where attitudessmust be shaped to permit survival in

circumsthnces where future events appear quite beyond the individual's

control,?'

8. CULTURE AND VALUES

While the Aboriginal population is highly diverse, several studies

suggest a number of values that appear to have remained constant within, this

diversity. Calley for example, writes of the.sense of reciprocal obligation

that characterises Aboriginal culture:

" But to the'Aborigthe, particularly if he is a long way removed
from the oldsway of fife__ what makes an Aborigine is willingness
to help kin'and be helped by them, to live in close day to day
contact with them, to emphasize interpersonal relations,"

,Othei studies have pointed to differences between Aboriginal and

European orientations to nature:

" Aboriginal society,, has traditional regarded harmony with
nature as being of pt'ime importance, whereas white'society
moLilds and chnges' the environment continually to suit its
changing need : In this conte)i,k. white society is the dOminator,

and Aboriginal society the dominated. Thus Aborigines are
accustomed to sit and 'let.the world go by', feeling themselves
unable to make changes." (Binnio0(1976: 34)..

1 t..,\

Sections of non-Aboriginal society at the present time, it need 'hardly

/-"Ibepointed out, are engaged in a painful ceappraisal of this very question,

with increasing discussion of iosues concerning conservation and the need for

a.harmonious balance between man and the resourcesof his environment.
(`1 s'

Many of the characteristics to be found in some Aboriginal groups,

including some urbanggroups, are characteristics of the disadvantaged poor,

of those who are excluded from the sources of present or.future powepr low
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aspirations, a sense of helplessness, short-term and improvident spending

patterns, gambling and drinking (Jessor and Richardson, 1968).
lot

In general,) we do not know how far dttitudes concerning, fo-r

example, the present versus'the future, collaboration versus competition,

acceptance versus domination of nature may
/

be expresSions of Aborigt.ndlity,

. of a traditional Jorientation Dawson, 19E), or how far they are reflections

of disadvantage in the class hierarchy. We await future studies in which

these questions will be explored. To do this, values will need to be tapped

among Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal groups of similar social class levels.

. It does appear that some changes in traditional values have taken

place. Watts (1970), fOr example, studied the verbally expressed varies of

Aboriginal mothers and their adolescent daughters in two large, government

communities in Queensland; the study included control groups of white rural

and metropolitan mothers and daughtets. Less sharp ethnic differences were

. found than had been expected. Although as a group the white mothers were

more firmly oriented towards the future, as against the present and the

past, the two ethnic groups, across both age levels, tended to choose

similar orderings on the positions on the value orientations. Among the

adolescents, ethnic differences were still less marked, though the white

girls expressed a stronger preference than the Aboriginal girls for the

future over the present and the past, and for individuality oyer linealit

o

Eckermann's (1973) study of the values of the,Aboriginal residents

of a Queensland settlement indlcated that they identified more closely with

_whites than with their own group. She concludes:

that Aborigines see Europeans as more predictable than
their own group and.... Europeans more like themselves than
'other Aborigines. This is a startljng development indicating
,_that perhaps Aborigines have internalized derogatory values
about themselves, have consequently rejected. their own group
and identified with what they believe to be European
orientations."

A potent concept in the understanding;of value changes among

minority groups is that of comparison Zevel: the appraisal of one's situation

not by reference to some absolute standard, but by comparison with that of
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'others. Dawson (1970) describes comparison-level as

"....a certain 'minimum level of expectations' determined
byexperience in past relevant situations, experience in
present similar situations, assessment of howothers are
faring in other relevant situations' and perception of
relative outcomes for others in alternative situations."
(Dawson, 1970: 76).

Dawson discusses the extension of comparison level theory to the

study of inter-group relations:

"...where the comparison letrel of the minority group is close
to that of the majority g9up, the minority group will be
dissatisfied; where the coMpREison level of the'minority
group is relatively - low, as capered with that of the majority
group, the minority groUp will probably be reasonably content
and have a low level of aspiration." (Dawson, 1970: 76).

'1

Dakyson investigated the importance ascribed to traditional and

western values, and to education and integration in two Aboriginal groups,

one rural, one urban. He related his findings to the comparison levels of

the respective groups. He found that urbanization, which was accompanied

by improved material, educational occupational and status conditions

relative to the rural. group, was associated with significantly-more favourable

attitudes to western values, and to education; and that these 7titudes were

also. associated with a rising comparison level. On attitudes to integration,

Dawson's findings were more inconclusive,, possibly, he speculates, because
li

the urbanized respondents may have been using a number of his'questions

about integration to.express th increasing hostility to the majority group\
associated with a rising compariso 10e1.,

As urbanization continues, as Aboriginal circumstances improve, so,

Dawson postulates, will comparison 'level continue to rise. Expressions

.of'aoriginal hostil'ity may well become pore marked in the future.
\

9. SOCIAL INTERACTION BETWEEN ABORIGINAL AND WHITE AUSTRALIANS

mentibn has been made of Eckermann's findings on the apparent inter-

nalization by a group4of Aboriginals of the 'derogatory values held aboUt

them by members of the white community. Some of these derogatory beliefs
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and attitudes have been documented by Western (1969) in studies carried

out in a metropolis, a city and three country towns. The white respondents

were substantially in support of Aboriginal rights, but more, than 20%

of the metropolitan sample and as many as 76% of the country town residents

held negative stereotypes of Aboriginals as people, believing that

Aboriginals prefer notto.mix with whites, that they need protection froM

their own lack of responsibility, that they are pretty much alike!-rhiat

white culture is much more advanced, and that Aboriginals expect to get more

out of life than white people.

Taft's (1970) study of white Western Australian attitudes towards:

Aboriginals, conducted in Perth, in a provincial city with a record of racial

conflict and in a provincial town With a reputation for harmonious inter-

group relations, concluded that:

" The general stereotype of Aborigines, then, is thaesmof an
irresponsible, lazy and dirty slob who has the redeeming
-features of being a good parent and a fridhdly, respectful,
and generOus person," (Taft, 1970: 14)

CorrelateLof attitudes towardt Aboriginals Kaye been explored by a

number of investigators. In South Australia Gale (1972) found unfavourable

attitudes more marked among residents of small country towns, older and

less educated people, and those with depreSsed economic status. Western,
,

however, in his samplers in two southern communities,.did not find a clear

cut relationship between degree of prejudice and extent of social contact,

and emphasizes the complexity of the problem. Taft, similarly unable to

relate beliefs'concerning the characteristics of Aboriginals to ,--the sex',

age,, educational 'or occupational level of those holdingthe teIfefs,

considers the influence of community norms to be Of great importance, and
,1 ---. , --

emphasizes the interaction between personal.experi,ence and these norms :,

lb
-` t - " '

" '1?-le more the ehaviour of Aborlgines is unacceptable to the

( ',White community norms, 'the more unfavorable thesattitudescof v

the, Whites towards them; and, vice versa, the more unfavorable
the-attitudes of the,Whites, the more likely it is. that the
Aborigines will appear to behave in an unacceptable manner."
(T 't, 1970: 49)

Th re is a dearth of, reliable data on, the extent. of overt

prejudice, and its association wib discriminatory practices in employment,

education, housing, and use of community facilities. But it would,be
- T

#4,
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astonishing if the ,levels of prejudice, documented,bY keptern, Taft, Gale .

and others, were not frequently distorting the expectations Aboriginal and

white members of the communityebring to their interactions with each other.

As one Aboriginal,remalleid:

I must prove myself everywhere I go. If I move into
range communities, White communities, people look at me

and think, 'Oh, an Aboriginal person; he's probably a no-
hoper' - and I must prove myself. People just do not
accept me as a person." (Moriarty, 1969).

Partly, one may suppose, as a result of such fecklings of strain and

rejection, a perception of what Cawte (1972) refers to as "cultural

exclusion", partly as a result of the hostilitY noted earlier associated with

a rising comparison level, there is evidence of loW Aboriginal partici-

pation in the general life of the'community. The level of participation

was explored by Smith and Biddl (1975) in their 1965 Brisbane study.

Their data on pion meMberstiip a d membership in. clubs and other voluntary

organiZations,show only 75% of the males in employment to belong, to unions

and 7,7V of the .respondents (excluding. pre- schoolchildren and persons ndt

interviewed)'to have no affiliation with clubs or organizations.

In its turn,. the relative lack of social interaction at the informal

community level as distinguished from the more formalized, role- defined

contact in employment or bureaucratic situations, promotes and perpetuates

uncertainty among members of both groups. Where situations of contact

`do occur, members of each group may bring to them expectations based on the'

norms operating within their own group. Since there are real differences

in these norms, contact may lead to further strain, disappointment and

confirmation of prejudice.-

. IP
If sociirdnteraction betWeen Aboriginals nd non- Abbriginals

remains generally loW, there has been a growth sin e the early 1960's of

strictly Aboriginal associations: cultural, political, sporting. Such

groups, which reflect a growing awareness of Aboriginal identity, have.,
, .

received impetus from mass media exposure of similar organizat'ons of

minority g'roup's overseas, such as the Black Power movement in the U.S

In Australia, these associations have been increasingly supported and

sometimes funded by governments whose stance, formerly assimilationist,

has in some_cases begun to move towards the espousal of cultural pluralism.

P.7
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This movement` owards the recognition of and pride in

Aboriginality has found itsmost'vociferous political voice in the'demand

for land rights - the seeking of title to former tribal lands. Less

dramatic manifestations of the same spirit have been Such geographically

disparate movements as the drive towards "oltstationing" in the outback

north of Australia (the move back to tribal communities by formerly dispersed

groups), and the planned,setting up of-a separate Aboriginal community in

the inner suburb of Redfern in Sydney..

Aboriginal leg 1 and health agencies, funded or subsidised b

governments, with Abori inal as well as.non-Aboriginal profeUsiondi to fing,

have recently begbn\to ppear, as have voluntary clubs and associations.

Gale draws attention both to the strengths and weaknesses of these bodies:

"....these associations have begun to play An increasingly .

important political role:'4 In matters affecting Aborigines, few
political or adminiStrative decisions are now made without at
least some consultation with these Aborigines' groups. And

they.havershown to an increasingly larger white audience that
Aborigines can run their °Am affairs efficiently and intelligently.,

But 'containing few-educated members, commanding ,only
limited resources, and hindered by internalconflicts, the.
Voluntary associations have been able to assist in the
adjustment of only a minority'of Aborigines who have moved to
the city., To help the majority would be a mammoth task."
(Gale, 1972: 259). .

On the wider scene, there are some grounds for optimism. Such

bodies asthe.National Aboriginal Conference and the National Aboriginal

Education Committee have begun to put before both people and Government'

articulated Aboriginal views on a variety of long-term goals, programs

'and priorities for evenditure.L
?1,

SUMMARY,

Despite some nOpeful signs Ah-Stralia-wide, thiS overview of

fattors.affecting, in particular, urban Aboriginal families bears out

Gale's contention that while "the majority of Aborigines in,the city are

\better housed,. better educated, better employed, in better health, and

less liable to mental illness or criminal behavidur than their rural

counterparts they still suffer disadvantage in almost every respect

by comparison with the general population." (Gale, 1972:261).
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The Long -term solution, sudcessful cultural pluralism, involves,

as Havighurst and Dreyer (1975) see it: .

"1. Mutual appreciation and understandipg of every
sub-culturO.'b'y the other ones.

o

"2. Freedom for each sub - culture to practiseitS :
culture and socialize its children.

3. Sharing by each group in the economic and civil
life of the society."

At present, Australia falls far short of being a successful

culturally pluralistic society; to the extent to which it does so fall short,

so to that extent will Aboriginal youth be deprived of opportunities for

healthy development and for maximum realization of.thqr (potentials.

The implications for the. education of Aboriginal students are

obvious.- Efforts to improve access to education, efforts to improve

Aboriginal parents' participation in and .support of the educational

process and efforts by schools to offer programs more effectively and

more sensitively are likely to have limited success for students whose

energies are sapped andlwhose creativity is stifled by unsatisfactory living

conditions. Broad social programs then are required - and are beginning,

to be implemented concurrently with educational reform:

" There is an obvious, need for improvement of housing .and
neighbourhood facilities; promotion of better mental'and
physical health; fostering of employment and occupational
mobility with training and retraining programs; development
of political awareness and increasirge minority group'
participation at all levels of-government; raising
educational achievements by restructuring school programs; .

and re-education of both majority and,r+ority group members
to promote awareness of their co humanity.' Social
engineering is Y.ilikely to be effectlive unless intervention
E:ncomPasses th0 tOtal socio-cultural situatioh of 'the
disadvantaged. (Watts, 1972: 140).
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CHAPTER 3

S

INVOLVEMENT OE ABORIGINAL PARENTS IN:THEIR CHILDREN'S EDUCATION

In-Chapter. .1 we have discussed the intuitive agreement ,that exists

.between most schools and most middle - class, majority culture parents. The

situation, it.has been suggested, is very different fOr many working-class

parents, or parents who-are members of minority cultures.

Overseas research evideate suggests that the difference lies not so

much in basic attitudes to education held by these parents, whosel

aspirations and expectations of benefits to .flow to theirchildreri from

education may equal or exceed those of!their middle - class, counterparts.

Differences are to be,found rather in the delegation by many non-middle-
'i,-.

'class parents of all educational responSibility to the school, and in their
. i 1--..., , :. .

lack both of confidence and'feelings of competence in matters of teaching

and leacning. R>C.' C

In short, many non-middle-class parents feel .they Ilave no role to
-

play in the education of their children:

This was the general pictuKe sketched in Chapter 1. Does the

evidence confirm its outlines as far as Aboriginal parents in-Australia

!are concerned?

.de
..z

*
1. BASIC VALUES AND ATTITUDES TOWARDS EDUCATION

Mention has been made in the last chapter-of differenceS,Inca nufftheri

of value that distinguish traditional Aboriginal culture from non,-Abot,iginal:

the stress, for example, in Aboriginal culture df, the present as against

the future, of the acceptance of nature rather than man's' domination over

of Collaboration rather than competition, of the obligation's due to

kinship groups. There may also exist differences between some Aboriginal

groups and nqn-Aboriginals in matters of discipline'and child-rearing

practices, in attitudes to the proper sexual roles of ado149cents (Binnion;

1976; *) and in a whole wep,of taboos governing the people with whoRrit is

prope to interatt, the places that may be visited,-the actions that may he,

performed.(O'Brien and Plooij, 1973).
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Where non-Aboriginal teachers who are unaware of these cultural

differences, come in contact with Aboriginal parents, there exists a pOtent

source of discord. end also alienation from the school (both on the part of

studentt and parent). Pinpointing this as one of the reasons for parental

withdrawal from school involvement. Binnion advances a solution:

" Probably the most impertan-_ and most difficult thing
which trainee teachers haVe to 1Qarn is respect for the.
culture and values of tuder-z--,frOm minority groups. Trainee
teachers must come -t6 ealise that the values of,the students
and of their parents re valid, and that one culture is'no
better than or super or to any other. When student teachers
realise this, they .an then appreciate the 'fact that teachers

, have no right to tr/ and force their values upon students
,al instead teachers.h e a responsibility to develop learning

experiences which re NOT in conflict with their students'
values." (Binnio , 1975: 114).

The extent to which cultat?al'eiffernces play a part inurbani '-

Aboriginal parents' attitudes to the sChool xemains largely undocumented

it is one of the questions which should be explored in any fu4etstudy of
JN

. the interaction between urbanization, class ttatus end Aboriginal values.

Dawson's' (1970) study of attitudes towards education in a rural,arfd an urban'
. -

'community does show, as has been 'mentioned, that the urban za'rents held

significantly more favourable attitudes towards education-than the rural

parents, who, however, also favoured education.

The Western Austra.'lian report on the educational .status of Aboriginal

,children (1975) takes a gloomy view of the likelihood of many Aboriginal

parents supporting and encouraging their children at school:.
.

A' " Unfortunately, it is probable that many Aboriginal parents,
particularly those living in tiro most deprived situations of
all the town reserves -:haveleen so thoroughly alienated
and isolated from the school'.s value system that they are.: well
past caring. 'These Aboriginal parents might not much
point in encouraging their children, even if they ew how.
It is possible'too that some .Abori,ginal parents, dnd leaders
in the Aboriginal community, will regard schools as:we know'
them with Cqnt.nuing suspicion and distrust because of the

. basic' functions of the schoolin our social system.
Traditionay schools have7benprime agencies for the
selection and direction of i)bople into various hierarchical
levels within t'he community. Th,'_ty do this, ideally, ine
fair wy by grading and promotih.- children onthe.basis of
objectively measuremerit. Increasingly educationists and
sociologists haveargued'that the alleged objectivity of, this

'i

-Or
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sorting process is fictional, and that merit is identified
with class membership. The school thus becomes an agency
for maintaining social position rather than facilitating
social mobility. Given the educational experience of
Aboriginal children in Western Australia, it would not be
surprisihv-if this cynic4 view prevailed amongst their.
parent's." (Tannock and Judge, 1975: 98).

By no means so pessimistic a view; however, was expressed by

Most of the students parents interviewed in an evaluation of the Aboriginal

Secondary Grants Scheme (Watts, 1976). These parents saw education in

general and school achievement in particular as a good thing, a means to

enabling their children to get better jobs, to have better lives than they

had hayl.'-Very few were Aritical of the school or the teachers.

,

Parental valuing of school success has been confirmed in other

studies of ethnic minorities. ,Kate (1968) wprking with Negro elementary

scliCik children, Ausubel 11963) in his study of Maoriiv Fuchs and Havighurst

.(1972), in thei; work with North American Indians, have all reported high

educational and vocational aspirations on the part of many parent's. Such
a

. findings are further corroborated in the project which forms the central

subject of this report. Without exception, all thirty-six Mothers involved

in the project stated their belief that it was important to get a good

education in order to get a good job, and many said they wanted their

children .to have'better jobs than their parents.

USE OF FACILITIES.

That parental belief in education as -a generalised good does not,

of itself, guarantee meaningful participation in educational services may
\

bel:INillustrated by examining the extent of involvement of urbari Aboriginal

families in agencies such as pre-schools.

Many educa nal policy-makers, accepting the importance of early

learning's a bas for later learning,,have come increasingly to support

the provision of early childhood services. The expansion of pre-schools

in Australia as elewhere in recent years has been an educational

phenomenon. Despite the failure of the proponents of, for example, the

early Head Start programs to demonstrate the effectiveness of pre-school in
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preventing later school failure' (Halsey, 1971), one of the justifica-

tions for pre--school expansion remains the expectation( of particular

educational benefit for children of disadvantaged groups.

In the past, however, urban Aboriginal families have made little

use of available early-childhood services. Scott 01974) e.g. reports

that, with inOreAing efforts to contact Aboriginal families, the numbelt of

Aboriginal "ildren attending regular pre-school centres is gradually

increasing. It would, however, seem that basically these Iregular pre-

s'chool centres are not attractive to significant'numbers of urban Aboriginal

'families with young children;_very few are currently enrolled at such

centres in Brisbane

Even childcare centres are not widely used; in one statistical

area in Brisbane., where 243 Aboriginal persons live,* not one Aboriginal
. f

family, it was reported to us by a community worker, made use in 1974 of

any eif the three child care centres which had a total enrolment of 150

children. 0

There are undoubtedly many reasons for this low enrolment at

regular pre-school centres./

Some parents are unaware of the potential benefits to their children.

They lack any real 'knowledge of the objectives of the programs and cannot,

therefore, see the relevance of the centres to their children. Some would

not, if they did have such knowledge, find the goals of the programs

consonant with their own child-rearing goals; 'equally, some would find the

pre-school's goals attractive.

Some prefer to have their young children with them in the homes

and throughout the daily rou d of life. Scott says from Victoria:

..it was known at Aborigines set considerable
'value on young children eing at home with their mothers
and being taught by Aborigines." (Scott,.0.974: 62).

r* 1971 Census of Pdi)ulation and Housing: The Aborigi Population.
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There are two issues here the one a preference for having die's

young children with one, the othek a preference for having them taught by

a member of one's own ethnic group.

There are undoubtedly some urban Aboriginal mothers who would want

in their child-rearing to emphasize their ethnic identity and to foster in

their childen a pride in their ancestry and a favourable evaluation of self-

as-Aboriginal. Some 'this group (but not all) may find the regular pre-

schools unattractive because of their primarily-white membership (child and

adult) and prefer to send their children to an all-Aboriginal pre-school.

This would seem to be the case for some Brisbane families. A number of

attempts have been made by Aboriginal groups to set up their own kinder:7

garteas. The fact that these haye not flourished raises a different set

Of issues; the several attempt's to establish them represent a felt need

among these families. Secondly, the Inala Save the Children Fund

Aboriginal kindeYgarten in isbane* has all its places filled, and a

.,large waiting list. Third y, in another suburb of Brisbane, with a

considerable Aboriginal population, serious attempts were made by a pre-

schobl adviser to encourage Aboriginal mothers to enrol their children in

the pre-school. Lack of success prompted the Creche and Kindergarten

Association to send into the area a mobile kindergarten in the hope that

mothers would take advantage of the fECilities. This attempt also met with

little success. The third venture was to set up in the area a second pre-
.

school in a different building for the Aboriginal, children. This lias met

with greater success, its enrolment at the end of 1974 being 17 children

(15 Aboriginal and-2 white) aged three to'five

It is difficult to be sure about the reasons for the attractive-

ness%of these two Centres. Eac caters primarily for Aboriginal children

but, in addition, each provided transport for picking up the children

from their homes and returning them. Regular pre-school centres which are

not typic'ally attended by Aboriginal children do not offer such transport'

and it is not possible therefore to sort out the effects of the two

* At least 8O% ,of the places in'this Kindergarten must be reserved for

Aboriginal children.

4



factors: primarily Aboriginal en olment and Centre-provided transport.*
N,\

A further distinguishing characteristic of these two

relates to the staff. Although each

AbO'Lginal teaching /aides.

centres

has a white director, each has also

. '

7'
It- ,must be noted, however,, that not all Aboriginal families in

the vicinity make use of either of the centres.

A further reason

some is "shyness". Many

tive in

for not using local pre-school facilities for

Aboriginal mothers hesitate to take the initia-

using community facilities; their first major use of institut-

ional facilities other than hospitals for their children comes when the

children reach school- starting age. This shyneSs is sometimes attributable'

to their general feelings of insecurity, sometimes to their limited

educational background and/or their experiences of rejection'bymembers

of the. majority culture which makes it difficult for them to feel able to

be fully participating members of the surrounding community, sometimes to

their recent arrival in Brisbane and their consequent feelings of

loneliness. This phenomenon is sometimes referred to as "cultural

exclusion."

'Cawte, examining stresses, writes of cultural exclusion:

" It is one of the realities of today's world that the power
in a plural (mixed-race) society belongs to certain racial,
religious or ethnic groups. At the same time information
and Aesires are being transmitted by every media to semi-
literate people who lack the techniques to satisfy t.leir newly
acquired wishes These chahges focUs our attention
on the exclusion of importa sections of the population
from complete participation In he culture of the larger
society to which they belong. at we need to be alert to,
is the impact of cultural exclusion on character and.illness."
(Pulsfordand Cawte, 1972: 69).

* People closely associated with both centres believe the attendance is
in fact affected by the transport service provided. In the one case
many children live an appreQiable distance from the centre; this ih*
not so in the other case.-

V
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Although Cawte, in this context, is writing of health in developing

countries, this issue is a very real one in urban communities in Australia.

In the case of.some families which do not utilize community early

childhood services, it is not a question of rejection of a white pre-school'

or primarily of a desire to have their children close by them. It is,

rather, that they do not see the relevance tothemselves.of such centres.

They do not perceive themselves as clients of community services of this

type.

For some, childcare facilities and pre-school centres are too

distant from their homes and public transport too limited for their easy

or convenient use. For yet others, personal stresses and strains -arising

from their life situation or stresses arising from family size and

structure and inadequsite resources preclude their widening their concern

beyond merely surviving.

In summary, we have suggested that there are several groups of

urban Aboriginals who do not currently make use of the limit-ea-Arly

'childhood services that are generally available:

(1) some do not because they prefer to have their children at

home with them; .%;

(2) some do not because of,f ctors such as distance and poor transport;

(3) some do not because they-prefer to affirm their Aboriginal

identity;

4 some do riot because the goals espoused by the services are

incompatible with their own child-rearing goals; ,

-. (5) some do hot because of shyness or perceived cultural exclusion;

(6) some do not because they are unaware of potential benefits to

their children and thetselves;
A

(7) some do not because in general they are not oriented to being

consumer participants.

In the future, Group (1) may well continue tocprefer to have the total

responsibility for the early care and education of their children. If this

1s their choice, it is also their right.



Those families, Group (2),

because of factors'such as distance

advantaged by any moves within the

-, 40

who do not currently use facilities

and transpOrt Might presumably be

general community that lead to the

establishment of centres in more suburbs.

If services are developed in line with'the recommendations of

national Aboriginal consultative bodies, those urban Aborigines inGroup

will be able to help plan and develop and then utilize all-Aboriginal

services.

HoW the needs f members of the remaining groups might bes be
met is a question to taken up in Chapter 4.

3. EXTENT OF PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT IN SCHOOLING
k

Once children go-to school, we have seen that any parts from
ethnic minority groups, including many Aboriginal paren

\
s, place consider-

able weight on 'children's school success. But.'theparlOs' actual' -

and involvement with school is a different matter.
)

knowledge 'of

In Watts' study '09761, of the parents interviewed, 24% reported*
that they did not have any discussions at home with their student

children about matters concerned,with school.

About one-third of the students were reported by their parents to

lack private spice to do homework; 61% of the mothers and 57% of the

fathers reported,that they did not help their children with their homework;

most frequently given was that they felt Off could not. help.

In of parental support for children's school attend ce,

the reason

the matter"

in about one-quarter of the families parents said that there

when they neededto keep.the student

i in times of sickness.

were times

home frOM school to help, primarily

When asked how the students were getting on at school, 19% of the

fathersmothers and 25% of the fathers were not able to res ond;.over one-third of

the mothers and nearly half the fathers did not know the names of any of

the subjects their children were taking. (In the cities and capitals this

c:
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fifijure was reduced to 25% and 27%) parents in ,skilled and professional

occupations having gteater knowledge than those in semi-skilled or

unskilled jobs.

When asked how the students were progressing withtheir studies,

about half the parents did not know, mast of the other half having some

incomplete generalize knowledge:

On a number of occasions, if the student were in or near
the house, the parent would call out to him to ask him how
he was getting on; or some would say: .,'You ask him, he'll
tell you,' or 'I have his report card somewhere I'll get
it,for you to look at.' " 1Watts, 1976: 65).

A "

When asked about the extent of their contact with the school, four

in every ten parents reported some contact, though for three out of these

four, the contact was said to be only occasional, varying 'in purpose from

attendance at school functions, helping, (e.g. at.tuckshop or as a teacher's

aide)tovisits to discuss student progress or behaviour. A number reported
o

the sending of notes home by the school, the communication being always

problem-oriented, concerning student behaviour or attendance.

When asked how4iOuch .cobtact they had with the teachers from their

children's. school, 70% replied thdt. they had not met the teachers; for-most

of-the remainder it was only occasional contact. Only about 5% of parents

reported frequent meetings with teachers.

ThiS picture. -of highly infrequent contact between parents and

teachers finds its 111.,rror image in the response made by the teachers'of the

children in the sample whenkthey \here asked to compare the family support

and'encouragement given to their Aboriginal and non-ALiginal puPils4

Two-thirds of the ,teachers failed to provide comment. 'Of those who' did_

comment, more than half made a comparison unfavourable to the Aboriginal

parents.; only 6% reported that for both groups og.studentt there was good

parental support and encouragement.'

From Western Australia Tannock and Judge '(1975) rlObrt similar

teacher responses:

" Pep-laps the Most unfortunate aspect of the education of's
Aboriginal secondarestUdents is the almost total absence

48
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of relationship between the school and the home.. Virtually.
`no contact ofameaningful nature exists between parerits and
teachers or principals. It is difficult to imagine a more
.damaging situation with respe,ct to the e.ccational. progress
of such a disadvantaged group of, children. Of course there
are many reasons for it', some of which appear at firt sight
unavoidable. For example, many children are from' families
which long distances from the school. Also, Aboriginal
A.milies in some area are noted for their residential

instability. This, cio:Mbined with the extremely high turnover
rate amongst teachers and principals,' makes lack of regular
contact difficult to avoid. Nevertheless, despite such
explanations; the simple fact remains that there is an
appallingly low level of contact .And relationship betw en the
Abor ginal home and the secondary school.. Yet it is a:problem
for w ich partial solutions are apparent. It is quite obvious
that anges in school organization and procedures,,,the
provi ion of specialist support staff, parent education
prog ams, and new approaches to staffing and promotion in
particular schools would offer much in meeting this deep and
urgent problem. However, the most impdrtant step is the most
difficult: changing attitudes amiingst education autiorities,
principals and teachers." (Tannock and Judge, 1975::90).

Some'of the antecedents and sorry cumulative consequences'of this

situation,are ithily described by Binnion (1975) who brings out the extent

to which the experience of many Aboriginal parents does indeed conform to

that of overseas minority group parents:

" AboriginaJ, people are always being "told what to do", by
governmeht officials; reserve Officials and, at school, by
teachers. Those who 'do the telling are "them" or qe "boss".
and those being told are "us". Consequently with 'egard to -
education, Aboriginal parents. assume that the teachers know
and that educational decisions should be made by the teachers.
At the same time, however, they resent teachers making these
decisions. The Aboriginal parents have also mistakenly '

assumed that they have nothing educationally valid to offer
their children so they shun the school and teachers because
of shame and embarrassment. Thekteachers have then been
found mi'stakenly to interpret the'parents' absence from
school as follows:

to a

(a) parents do not dare about their children;
(b) parents, resent the school;
(c) parents resent teachers because they are 'upper class':
(d) pareYrts have no long-range concerns so they go Ito the

school only when there is trouble. "

(Binnion, 1975: 36).
f 4

The extent to which schools, to date, have contributed to what amounts

mutual fAlure in understanding and support is further summarised in
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the evaluative report on the Aboriginal Secondary Grants Scheme5

" Traditionally, In ustralia, school systems have done
little to involve pare ts, to help them realize the -

importance to their chi ren of their active and informed
interest in matters educe ional. School and the.social

.1:0

systeM in eneral ha mad a major contribution to the
..myth that ducati40°T* the school's bu$iness and have been.
remarkedlyinactive in pro oting opportunities to help
parents, riicIllarly. minority parents, to understand
the ucational process, to be fully cognisant of the

17
oppo tunities education can offer to individuals, and indeed,
to-be'fully aware of their children's progress and alert.to,
the significance of this progress for their aspirations for
their children's future. Meaningful discussions between the
school people and minority parents and students seem
remarkably rare. 4 .( e

Neither have the schools sought .:cp help Parentstto under-
stand the vital role they the parents play in supporting,'
encouraging and stimulating the students. It is true that
many of the liarentslhave had limited opportunjities. , It is
not true,=however, as a result, that they have little
contributionto make to their-children's school progress.

As a result of-the inactivity of schools and others in
engaging the parents in meaningful discussions about the
education of\their children, many parents, while valuing
education as a ogeneral.good, have not developed yiews and
standpoints on a numbei of highly significant issues, and
do not realize the ways in which th4 can help their
children achieve their aspirations; the result is that many
parent do not offer their children the support they need
if the are to derive full benefit from what the schoolt
can offe " 1Watts,'..1976: 48).

as
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CHAPTER 4

ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS

/
The recognition that any parents, from minority groups participate

very little in'school process has led educators to varying approaches in

their efforts to.enslare edUdationk progress f9r the children of these families.
R.

Some educators have traditionally takenthe view that the schOol must

overcomeothe.deficiencies'of the h*me.in order that the children can progress.

This view finds frequent educational expression in planning for Aboriginal

education in Australia. Thu-s the children's defects are emphasized, a remedial
ie a

orientation istaken to their edcational needs and emphasis .(in policy and in

financing) is'coridentra2ted kiiwithinschool programs. An analysis of SdhOolp

Commission funding, under/its Disadvantaged SchOols Program shows this emphasis

very Much, to the e
..---

This emphasis on deficits and remediation is doubly fortunate:
'''2.`

a) it denigrates in the child's eyes his home. nd cult,;
.

J.-

b) in view of the greater potency of the home than the school as an

influence on the child it is unlikely to be successful in the short

, term or in the long,term.

,
.

This is. not to deny the urgent need for'changes in the school4 teaching

strategies which focus on the Aboriginal children's preferred modes of learning

must be develdped; curricula must relate to the out-of-school learnings of the
.....

`child; curricula must recognize and respect the. Aboriginal child's culture;

the school day Must tie conducted in such.a way, as-to promote Aboriginal self-
..., 0

i

respect and confirmation of Aboriginal identity; teachers.must be trained to

respect and value their Aboriginal'pupils, "to see themselves as accountable

for Aboriginal student progress.

However, if all endeavours are confined to the children and to within-

school programs, relatirly little sucdess is-likely, since the, gap between the

school and the hoMe will remain-unbridged. Where that -gap continues to prevail,

so also will its likely consequences,:
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a lack of understanding by.parents of e goals of the school
Air

program, its curriculum and its methodology, its relevanCe to
,-.

the children's fututes;

a, lack of understanding by the teachers of the'home circumstances

\of the pupils, of parental aspirations for the children, of the.

\'\ature and extent of the children's out-of-school learnings;

c. alienation of the child from the school, andlperhaps from

the mains eam culture, in view of its perceived irrelevance

to h. fe, and a diminishea'self-conCept,

d. an al enation of the cultural minority from the institutions of

the mainstream culture (including the schooll and a perpetuation

ofstheir socio-economic disad4Atage.

Som,schools have attempted to close the communication

home and schooljby inviting parents to formal functions at the school.: A

typical approach in the Past has'been to hold open days at the

which parents are free to\visit the school and observe its on-going activities.

advantages to this approach: teachers and pupils' are conscious

of appreciable numbers of visitors; parents do not have

closely\the on-going work or to have any detailed discuss-

Above al, many disadvantaged parents do not accept the

gap between

school, during

There are liMited

bf the sudden influx

an opportunity to see

ions' with teachers.

open invitation. -,

For example, as we saw in Chapter 3; some 70% of a sample of parents

of.Aboriginal secondary students across Australia reported that they had not

met their children's*rchers; only 5% reported meetings of any frequency.

In Western Australik, 203'principals of primary schools enrolling Aboriginal

children were asked how many parents of their Aboriginal pupils took part in

activities of the Parents and Citizens ASsociation or other voluntary school

committees. Only three of the principals reported that there were more than

ten such parents so involved, while 35.principals repotted that between one

and ten Aboriginal parents attended school meetings. Of fifty Western Aut-

ralian secondary schools with. Aboriginal enrolmentS, only one school repotted

any committee attendance by Aboriginal parents (Tannock and Juldge, 1975).

In Chaptet 3 we have discussed a,number of possible reasons for the

to re6pond o formal school approaches.'reluctance of these parents
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-In order to reduce the gap between home and school, and its all too.
4

frequent consequendes, mote fruitful ways must be plasued in order to encourage
.

parents to participate, aldng with teach', in the education of their childreh.

Some of the ways are outlined in the sections that follow.

a) PARENTS TO SCHOOL - INFORMAL APPROACHES.

Though formal approacheg to parents to attend school meetings are

'Iikely, so the evidence suggests, to meet little response front the very parents.

with whom the schodls' need for contact is greatest, a number of less formal

attempts to attract parents to school have prov far more successful. Such

approaches follow the recommendation of Midwinter '(1973) that:

"...all would be well advised to follow-the path
of natural evolution from informal and ind4ect
communion, via social interrelation, to participatik"

Some examples from British schools demonst ate the imaginative means

by which some teachers have been able to involve, ather than exclude, their

pupils' parents :

(i) The headmistress of one infants'' school built on the,factthat in

Britain many, parents come to the school, to pick up'their youngest children

from the nursery class and have half an hour to wait for their older,children

in infants' classes. To fill this gap, the headmistress instituted a regular

cup of tea, served in the school assembly room- From this grew a special'

weekly morning assembly for parents ,as well as children, followed by morning*

tea. The relationships built from theserelaxed contacts made it possible

for the head, a trained dance exponent, to form a movement youp for the most

withdrawn or difficult of the children. When she issued a personal invitation

to the mothers of these children to come each week, during schooling, tO.help

their children in the group, the response, often from mothers in the most

depressed circumstances, was so high, and the beneyit-they perceived so great,

that there later came a spontaneous request from the group for a Mothers'

Keep-Fit class. These mothers had come to see the school as a source of growth,

for themselves as well as for their children.

(ii) An infants' school with .,a high proportion of immigrant pupils featured

a colourful corridor display of life-size pictures that the children had drawn

of themSelves. Details of colouring and clothing had been supplied by the

mothers who had been persuaded to come to school especially to advise teachers
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and children on nationaldress - Indian saris; Chinese suits, Nigerian robes.

vSome mothers had also brought pictures of their countries to decorate the

walls. The teacher's caption read: "Children at our school come

) different countries.' We are learning about all these countries."

from many.

In this school the teachers were 6oncerned to widen the audience for

facets of other and unfamiliar lives and cultures. They demonstrated to the

minority group families that they were genuinely interested inand valued'these

diffeYences, seeing them as adding to the interest and variety'of school life.
s

Furthermore, they were calling arents not as mere extra pairs of

hands, but as valued collahorators, resource people' with special knowledge

that could help both teachers And children. The sense of worth f./potv children

and parents must thereby haveobeen enhanced.

(iii) - A number of schools, again,with high immigrant numbers, operate'

"Saturday" or supplementary Schools. In some of these, parents,come to learn

English from,the teaChers while their children-attend classes in other subjects:

in other schools, both, parents and teachers help to instruct the children in a

range of activities, from academic work to knitting and chess.

In such classes where teachers and parents co-operate, the parents may

be acting either as learners or as teachers. In-whichever capacity, whether,

learning or teaching, they are fulfilling for their children the 'vital role of

parents as supporters.

Lithe field of Aboriginal education, various attempts, .attended with

a marked degree of success, have been instituted to attract Aboriginal` parents

to school. For example,,a perusal of recent articles in The Arbori:giaZ ChiZd

at School National Jourhq far Teachers ofAboriginals,,inditates

awareness (among some teachers and administrators) of the'need for parental 746

involvement (Cook, 2,5, 1974; Dowsett, 2,5, 1274; Steinle 2,4, 1974;,. .

Lister, 2;4, .1974; Dwyer, 2,1, 1974; Nugent, 3, 2, 1'975; Brennan, 3, 2, 1975i,

Binnion, 4,1, 1976) Kennedy and Ling, 5,2, 1977).

Parents have been involved'sin the preparation'of school lunches, with

favourAPle outcomes in children's attitudes; behaviour, attendance and,perform-,

ance (Mounsey, 2,5, 1974); they have attended pre-school sessions (Barrs,2,2,74;
f -

'Matthews, 1,4 73.) It has proved oossible, in a 'country town, to-encourage



abortgiv64 parents lo join in commnuity functions located at the school

(Manwafri(1, 1,4 I)73). in one school? an Aboriginal Homo Visitor contactN

parents on a regal t basis to discuss their children':; progress, rithirm them

of shool matters, nid encourage them to visit the school. (Kennedy and Ling,

5 1, 197:/)..

Nesures such as these which bring parents to the :;':hoof are likely

to load parents to a more informed, understandil:14 'of the schOol and its'pYogram,

and are Likely to help teachers to. a greater understanding of the parents and

th'eir viuwpoint. The 'iAWVOWe in'.-teacher and parent understanding shouldlin

turn, advantage the Aboriginal student.

There has been, in recent: year:;, a growing awareness of the role that

Aboriginal adults can play an teaching assistants or resource persons in 'the

school or pre-school. It is probably too early yet to evaluate the.odtcomes.

of the employment of these as:ristants: however, a number of highly favourable

reactions have been recorded by schools inithe journal discussed above:

in South Australia (Cameron, 1,2 1973; Meni:ngie Area Schoo1,3,1, 1975);

in Northern Territory (MeCtay n 1,3, .1973);

in Queensland (Matthews,- 1,4, 1971; Law, 2,3, 1974; Dyer, 2,5,.1974;

Budby CYoung,.4,4, 1976; McIntyre tv Clark, 4,5, 1976);

in Western Australia, (Buegge, 2,2, 1974);

in New South Wales (Barre, 2,2, lq4).

The use of'community adults as para-profe?tsionals is ,expebted totyield

many benefits: to the children; to the adUlts themelvb, and to the tachers.

Kok the children, it is'hoped that the breakdowh of the barrier between

home and school' will foster increased and learning; egl the will

be mitigatioh of the effectserof shyness; and.. .Me increase in adult - pupil -ratio
will create more etfecive learning situations;Athat self-esteeM and'pride in

ethnic identity will be fosterecLas children see'their parents playing an

important role in thei,r.e ation; and that the increase in achieving role

models from within their, own c mmunity will help 'to raise aspiratiorlilevels

Benefits to those4arents who are invOlved as teaching aides are

postulated as:' increased sense of self-respect; motivation and opportunity
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to advance their own educational. standards; extensionot their concept of the

parental rote, particularly in reflect to the encouragement cat striving and

achieving b;,11avion'hi.

Teachers, too, expected to benefit. Through discussion with the

Leaeher and through close interaction with the parents, they ;1 re likely, to ,

achieve an incre'ased understanding of their pupirs and.alijnereased respect

for the sub-culture of which their pupils'are members.

b).SCHOOL TO PARENTS .4

Other approaches, ,within which the movement is from school to home,

have heel; developed to serve the same end: that: of increaq,ing effective

abmmunillatiop between the two groups of adults who share-a:complementary

responsibility foi the welfare of the children. These approaches exhibit a

range, in the directness of contact.'

c.

i) School Publications .0'

Some school systems believe it is impirtant for them to communicate,

their aims, purposes and proceddres to the parents and do so by means of

information booklets.

. A refineme-nt of this idea is practised by some schools in disadvantaged

areas who publish a school m5igazine for pairents. These not only communicate

infOrmation about the school- program, but also include contributions from the

childrdntind from.th6'parents themselvds. The aim is to creat )4 a medium of

exchange ampng thd.the concerned groups: teachers, parents and pupils.

EffeCtivo ma0zines can help the parents td"feel a Veal involvement with their

....a,school. '41

Some advocates of this approach emphasize the need for such publications

to be, well:prepared and well - presented. Tlaey,believe that, if parents are to

be enticed into reading the magazine, its physical presentation and appearance

miltcompetefAburabl/with commercihl productions.

'
ii) Exhibitions

The Director of the'Liverpbol E.P.A. project (Midwinter, 1973), was

concefned to discover ways in which -the parents and the community ,at large
oltr

could be helped to understand the workof the school. He conceived the idea

5-G
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of presOnLing a week-long school exhibition In ond IA the large dupart:ment

stores. The exhibition was a varied one. Therewere displays of'good average

classroom work 1- the pupils; the playgroup federation advertised itself and

its wares, 'while an adult education counter advertised possible adult courses.

An Education Shop was established, stoking leaflets on various aspects of

school activities, under he general title of "It's changed 'since we were at

school..."; this Education Shop also ran a mail-answer service for queries

that could not be immediately anSwered. The other major aspect - and a most

successful one Was a schedule of 'live' demonstrations each day, covering

practically every branch of the schnel.curriculuM. The success, judged by

attendance figures and parent responses to a questionnaire, was most, marked.

iii) HomeVisits

Educationists often stress the need for school stuffs to visit pupilS'

homes; they argue that only in this way can Le school establish a bridge

with the home and-that this Ls the most effective way of helping teachers to

understand the home environment which influences and shapes the child. Oppor-

tunities for establishing such bridges frequently present themselves in the

learning situation.

In One British int-wits' school, for example, a West Indian cl&ld had

said that he knew a story 1 i.1:0 eV but not the same as a folk story familiar

to English children. lie could nonquite remember. the story, so the teacher

approached hie othe] ..ad asked if she would tell the story to the class,- The

Mother was too sly to perform in public but willingly told the story at home
tin

for the Leacher to tape record. Hearing of this, a Nigerian mother offered

to tape some Nigerian folk tales for the children: In this, way, a collection

of stories n told by parent:,:, from other lands Was beginning to be built up,

while te, len; extended their owhPknowledge of the children's- homes, and Choi

reijpect for the parents' expertise.

. . . ,

. Similarly, fdn.,.(Ii75) has reported on the changes in attitudes of

i:those teaChes of Gypsy chi who-made the to their pupils''

home sites:

..teacher.who Made it a practice to visit .

encampment were muctimore favourably impressed by ,

Ch cavellers' concern for the educational we fare
of their children. They pointed'to the sacrifi
made: care taken with drss and cleaning the chi dren

:
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"the carrying of children hundreds of yards over
seas of mud no that they should arrive with clean
foritwear; families who continued to deliver and
collect their children in a lorry long after thcy
had been evicted and had moved to a new location
nearly ten miles away from the school. A few
teachers reported that traveller parents had
brought in examples of their craft work - wooden
flowers, pegs, model wagons and so on - for
exhibition in'the school." (Reiss, 1975: 27)

The extent to which a personal approach from the 'school to the home

can result inreturn visits in the opposite direction is conflrmed, in Reiss's

report, by the results of a survey taken 'among had teachers of schools serving

Gypsy children. They reported that:

..the readiness of traveller parent's to vAsit
the school and discuss their children withIAteacherk,
was directly linked to the extent to which there was
a close contact with the site." (Re s, 1975: 27)-

*me

Some educationists, however,, are not fully in support of thp'idea of

teachers visiting hOmes. There arc two problems which they emphasize. Firstly,

Lgachers are often not trained to conduct such home visits. Secondly, a

teacher':, major responsibility is to her pupils; as schools are presently

constituted, it is not possible for her to teach and to conduct enough home

visits to-achieve the desired insights at a sufficient,:depth. The solution is

fiseen in the extension'of t les of the school staff, with the appointment of',

home-school Liaison staff.

-o
The home-schoo liai!-ion'aspect of the\ teachers' roles would fulfil the

following functions:

1. To participate 'in the teaching program of the school.

2. To work in the homes with the mothers*

'a) to promote their nnderstding of the objectives; program and,.

strategies of the school; .\

0:7,71v
b),,,to extend their understanding of tli+1. own role, within the home,

16 providing optimal conditions for their children's early

learning and development;

* Ideally, fathers too should be involved but it is likely for a var)tty ,

of reasons that mothers only will beoome involved.
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c) to help them to determine how they might provide, within
,c, t

their existing situadon,* additional sources of stimuli to

their children (particularly increased mothr -child verbal

.interaction); home and'school practices in this regard should

be mutually reinforcing;

\
, o

%-
d) to discuss with th their children's' progress, prOblems and

needs; to assist the -to develop an active and informed
,--

interest in the education and development of their children

throughout their school careers;

e) to help them to develop,feelings of responsibility for the

educational progress'of their children;

f) to help them to develop increased feelings of self-competence

and self-esteem, as people and as parents;

4,-3. To promote the better adjustmknt and progress of the children

in the school; through

a) extending teacher understanding and knowledge of the culture

and home background of the children and their appreciation of,

and re.spect-$or this culture;.

b) becomingiamiliar with the out-bf schOol learnings of the

chile n'so,that)hey can ensure/each child is ready for new

learnings and so that:teachers'can capitalize on,the learnings

4n interests the children have already achieved:
1

The firstre.qui ement of the home-school liaison position, a certain

limited participation in the, school teaching prograM, is stipulated because

it is only in this way that the liaison teacher can be sufficiently informed

about the prograM to discuss it and the Children's progress with parents.

One homeTschool liaison teaC4her (in Coventry)whOse brief extended to

three school,"initiatedan interesting variant of this requirement by

replacing a :formal.teachingWrogram with the production,lin Collaboration

with teachersand 'children,. of a newspaper for local distribution. She also

collated classwork for community display. Thus in effect she was involved

-* For many,,critical eleMents of the existing situation include strained
economic and material circumstances, high family 'density and over--,
crowding, single parent households. $
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in a team teaching situation, which additionally proved a successfUl base

from which to launch contact with parents.

One result of the home visiting carried out by .this liaison teacher

was the establishment oE.a number of parent discussion groups, meeting

regularly in the School. . The importance of having a recognized and

welcoming 'home', a Parents' Roomy was seen as particularly important.

In t'tkis program, one facet of he home-school liaison process, the

feeding back Into the school' of info 'tion which might extend teacher

understanding of the children, was m difficult ,to achieve. DeMands of

time made consultation with classroo lacherS difficult to schedule. This

-A
liaison teacher recommended'that her activities be confined to one school,

rather than extending across three. T e Bullock Report agrees:

" We believe tOt the li ison teacher should essentially
be part of the SC.Nol ani that the best results are to
be obtained on thisiorinci le, not on the basis of 'a large
'case-load' across two or more schools.: (Bullodk,,1975i 73).

a
Such a provision more readily permits the fostering and

consolidation of relationships with other staff members, children and parents.

These relationships which lie at the.heart of the work of the liaisOn

teacher, were emphasised by the E.P.A. Birmingham group which blade reference

to three essential qualitie : a vocation for this kind of work, willing-

ness to ,experiment, and a pacity.for establishing good'personal relations
o

both within the school and outside it, with parents and with, other social

agencies'.

dikatthews (1973) has reported on the successful inauguration of a

home pre-school liaison program working mainly with .Aboriginal parent.

In this case the liaison'teacher was a member of the white Australian

majority group. There are good reaSorS for ensuring that members of

minority groups' arc' attracted .to such positions.

Schefnfeld (1969), in discussing a model for fostering'developmen-

tal families, proposes that there is need for methods which can be carried

out by a substantial number of change agents, rather ,than by'just a few

highly trained or specially gifted workers. Pnietical programs ofinter-
,
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vention for ethhic minority groups do call for th(COxistenc4f a substantial,

number of change agents. Furthermore, on theoretical grounds (e.g.

Giaktpatteo,A1967),Pit would appear that change agents from within the

community itself are likely to be more acceptable and accepting, more under-

standing, and hence, more succissful than members of the dominant culture

'who come into the minority community as helpers.

Kennedy and Ling (1977) have described a program in which the promo-

tion of links between home and school wtis carried.ouotby a liaison

teacher, but by an Aboriginal classro& assistant or aide, working in

coplunction with school staff and'an advisory teacher. In line with the

model proposed above, the aide assistt!d, in the- classrooms in the mornings,

visiting holes by appointment later in the day. As she was not a teacher,

her home visit did not focus on specific classroom)?rograms (except where

teachers sent home such information), but on games and toys that children

and parents could borrow and play with together. It appears that thi

,visitor, as a community member; was warmly accepted from the beginning

by the families whom she contacted. What took more time in this program

was to establish rapport. with the teachers in whqse classrooms she was to

work:;their initial "wait and sec" attitude reportedly changing gradually

once they "accepted that I am capable of doing what they ask of'me".

Early benefits from the prolipam are described as follows:

The parents now.feel that they and the children
have someone they can relate to in the schodl.

The teachers are now more aware of the parents'-
interest in their children's school progress and
are responding by sending information home.

The parents want to know as much as possible about
what%s happening at school and now feel they 114ve
a better idea of what the school is about.

Some of the teachers encourage the Aboriginal pupils
to show their achievements to Mrs. Kennedy.

Some of the teachers enjoy discussing the children's
progress informally with Mrs. Kennedy.

There hdve been some Occasions when Mrs. Kennedy has
been able to relieve tension in the glass by inform-
ing.teachers of situations at home

The little things tha appen on a dail basis seem to
is to be the most signi leant ntribution Mrs. Kennedy
is making, for example, n s, Kennedy first started,
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it was thought that me child, Cherie, would repeat
Grade 1 next. year. Mis. Kennedy has encouraged
Cherie's mothef-to visit the class,and suggested
encouragement of reading at home. Cherie has now
been promoted to the Breading group and her chances
of promotion to.Grade 2 with her.` peers are now high."
(Kennedy and Ling, 1977: 46).

'

°McIntyre and Clark (1976), a guidancitbffiC6r and a psychologist,
-)

have reported on a variant of the role of iprizqC [1 classroom assistant in .

home-school liaison.lnapregram.ofg11 areer education, they

collaborated closely with two Aboriginal' ,

t " stimulating parent intereiiA. .04°1 and its

goals, increasing parent'awar fthe career
possibilities open to their clr,1 wsisting
students `to develop a more oil 44ieip.5oncept
and encouraging them in thei s.:,tc6:",seek jobs

after they leave school." (M Clark,

1976: A9).

In recent years,-mostvsc ols whit erne Aboriginal children,

have appointed Aboriginal aides to their st

The utilization of Aboriginal adults in the classroom represents

an advance but we must be wary - the appointment of such aides is but a

first stage and if we perpetuate the notion of the minorityjnember as an

assistant or an aide to the white, fully qualified worker, then in the

long term we Will continue to promote the dependence Of Aboriginal people

upon the non-Aboriginal professionals in the society.

We have described a variety of links between hOme and school;

these have all been school-based. Other approaches emphasize rather

procedures which are community-base. Three such approaches are

described below.

a) ABORIGINAL COMMUNITY EDUCATION OFFICERS

Jn.the evaluation of the Aboriginal Sedondary Grants Scheme

(Watts, 1976) a proposal was put forward whose aim was to help Aboriginal

aparents:
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.. Lo understand,ways j.n which, they can iiblp their
clli ren, evell though they themselves may have had
limi

Af
ed forinal education;

.. to understand the ways in which teachers teach and
students learn and thus the trUe significance of
regular attendance, of satisfactory conditions for
the completion of homework, of the student's
posselsion of requisite materials and books, of the
student's need for access to resource materials, of
the student's need to be able to discuss school
issues with respected adults outside the school;

.. to understand the evaluation system adopted by the
school and hence to have a realist knowledge of
their children's progress; ,

...to understand the relationship between school achieve-
ment and vocational opportunities;

.

. .. to underst3n4 the educatiohal structure and to knofW'
the various routes that are open to their chi en
and what might lie at the ends of those several
routes;

.. to 'know about a wide diversity of occupations that are
open to youth and to understand something of the
various job satisfactions involved so that they may
stimulate their children's interests and help them to
aspire towards jobs'which'would make the most of
theit talents.

.
.

Tt-l'ist of understandings could be extended almost C
( indefinitely. The fruit of these understandings, if they are

achieved, would be greater support of the student (probably
one of the most significant determinants ofhis progress and
aspirations), and for the parents, greater enjoyment of and
satisfaction from a new aspect of the parenting role, a

greater sense of competence and confidence and a feeling
\ that they can influence events, for their children at least.

Such understandings, too, are a prerequisite to the
next step, which I see as a'-critical step: -the step when
parents know the educational, system well enough to be able
to interact with it in such a way as to ensure that it is
responsive to them and their children in ways that they
desire. At present, in general, Aboriginal and Islander
parents Accepti,the education that is offered and the manner
of--4.es-4affering, not because the' are content but rather
because they are not in a position to see alternatives. With
greater knowledge and understanding, they would be in a
better position to shap4-edlication to their ends, to have an
influence in brihging about. the changes they desire.

I think the achievement of these
\..,

goals with parents can
Ise.,helped oily to a certain degree by schools and by .visiting
education officers and visiting Aboriginal student offiders.
What is required is a person resident,on the local scene, a
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person who is available to help parents gradually and
meaningfully to extend their understandings and to extend
their parenting role.

/

I believe the person must be a person of.the group -
an Aboriginal or an Islander. It is more than time that
4w stopped putting Aboriginal and slander people in the
position always of looking to whit people as the sole
sources,of advice and expertise. /Perhaps there could be
no greater' stimulation to Aboriginal youth in their school
endeavours than a strong pride i their own people as the
source of advice and expertise out school matters.
Additionally, the Aboriginal or slander knows intuit ell

(1)
the ways of thinking of his own eople; he knows the'

:frames of reference and-thus he,
an tomMunicate eifect vely,

. t,,,,and can help people to fit new information meaningfully intotheir existing knowledge and ide4s and thus gradually expandtheir understanding.
1

This.-person might most appropriately be-called a
community education adviser. .He(2) 'would be employed by the
Australian Department of Education(3 as an officer con-
cerned with encouraging and facilitating the school progress
of Aboriginal or Islander Secondary Grant students through
working primarily with the parents. His tasks would be
essentially to act as adviser to parents and to help them
to create a positive educational

tradition for their growing

141

children.
,, .

1 He would work not only with parents but also with ''.\:,students, being available for advice and support.' He would 1
, work with the school, transmitting positive feedback-from

school to home and home to school.. He would be the commlifiity
contact, at least the initial contact, for the edt?Caaon
officer and fOr the vocational officer arid he would develop 4
support programs as 'folloW-up activities to their visits. Hewould be a source of information on matter's cif eaucational

"'and vocational concern. He would convey, i/o relevant
departments the desires' of the people inregard to programs
when they felt the need for such mediation./ Essentially, he
would in some respects be enacting the role/of a community
developer, but his foods would be educatioL,

Ali ehese are positive roleS. The coMmunity education,
advrg--614us not a truant officer, not an enforcer of rules

. i

(1) As indicated later, certain personal gualifi ations and training are
envisaged in addition to his membership of the group.

(2) or she.

(3) The classification and. salary seale\of the pOsition would need to be
determined by the Australian DepartgAnt of Education and the Public
Sivvice Board.
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and regulations. He is partly, but not enti elY, a
liaison person. He is an adviser to the A iginal or
Islander people of the community On education.

Thip is a complex set of roles. To he effective in
his talc the cohmunity education adviser would need
accep nce by and support from the local school which
would need to understand the nature of his role.

Persogs to fill such positions would need to be re

fully seleited and well-trained. My experience in rking
with Aboriginal adults as parent educators and as re earch
assistants makes me confident that suitable peoplewo
be readily located and be attracted to such a task."
(Watts, 1976: 238-9)

b) EDUCATIONAL ADVANCEMENT FOR THE FAMILY MAY BE ATTEMPTED, IGNORING THE

SCHOOL.

Such an approach has been that of the Aboriginal Family Education

Centres in New South Wales, stimulated by Grey (1974), who reported that

the emphasis in this program centred on the growth of the individual's self -

concept:

"An A.F.E.C. has Vain functions:-

1. organize an environment for children;
2. self-involvement by adults in this environment;.
3. development of parent-child relationships;_,,
4. establishment of inter-parental relationships;
5. increase parental self-awareness;
6. strengthen community relationships." (Grey, 1974: 165)%

Parent education, at.four levels, (practical, technical, background,

liaison) was an important component.

Ross (1973) reporting on the project, *has presented an evaluation'

of A.F.E.C. seen both as a family education project and dt a beginning social

movement. Viewed as a familyre'ducation project, he reports positively on

the fact that any progress is an achievement, given so many obstales and

disabilities: adults emphapize that they have grater understanding and

self-acceptance and report a stronger sense of personal and Aboriginal

identity; adults report an improved quality in the -relationship they offer

children; adults are engaged in developing'themselves as people and in
1

improving formal skills; field officers have developed remarkably; useful

equipment has, been designed and is available; and A.F.E.C. is in operation

and dvailable. Against these 'achievements he sets the following: no field
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officer has completed training; A.F.E.C. is a mother-child, not afamily,
,)

education project; some centres have had few or no sessions this year;

sessions do not follow the ideal form; the project has not provided for

assessment of the effects on children. (Ross, 1973: 50-53).

t

Ross comments:

" Lex Gray states 'categorically that school
p

It
ormance is not our aim, though it can be expected

to- e a by- product of the work of A.F.E.C.' It follows,
that the absence of evidence about school performance
is not critical to Lex Gray at this stage, although
improved school performance seems to be the goal of
many mothers who bring children to A.F.E.C."
( ROss, 1973: 54) .

.

It has been pointed out thatgithere is evidence world-wide, that

ny parents of minority groups share with.the Aboriginal mothers referred

by Ross the goal of school success for their children.

c) PARENT EDUCATORS

So far we have been considering ways of enabling pareAs more

effectively to carry out the supportive educational role that underp

the child's progress,-in 'Cur 'society, once he goes to school
*
and begins to

acquire a"more sophisticated body of knowledge from a team of speCialist

teachers. Bronfenbrenner has described the complexity'of this role:

"Of especial importance for sustaining the child'p learn- .

ing in school is the involvement of parents in supporting
at home the activities engaged in by the child at school
and their participation in activities at school directly
affecting their child. .The parent, however, need no
,longer be the child's Principal teacher as at earlier
stages. Rather he acts as a supporter of the child's
learning both in and out of school, but continues to
furiction, and to be identified by school personnel as the
primiry figure responsible for the child's development

-'as'aperson." (Bronfenbrenner, 1974: 56).

In the early years, ,however, the parental role encompasses far more

than support of 'other teachers. It is then'that the primary responsibility

for the child'Sdevelopment is parental, and increasing numbers of studies

(Kagan, 1971;' Bruner,,1973) attest the importance for the child's develop-

Ment of intelictiond between patent and infant, from the very earliest

days. '.
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Programs with parents (which might be termed parent education

programs) aim to help the parents to become more aware "of their parenting

role and more competent and confident in its exercise. Such programs recog-

nize and respect the primacy of the parents as teachers, and seek to help

themv, courteously a9d respectfully, to de4elop further their competence as

teachers. Sometimes this means helping parents to develop new behaviours

in the service of existing child-rearing goals; at other times it involves'

helping parents to see a wider range of goals.than those_already perceived.

Among the parents whom this type of approach might be expected to

reach are those parents, whom existing community facilities do not reach.

In Chapter 3 we discussed a number of groups of Aboriginal-parents who do

not make use of Community services for their pre-school childrdn for at least

one of several reasons. Those rea ons were that:

the goals espoused by tI1e services are incompatible'

with their own child-rearing goals;

they experience shyness or perceived cultural exclusion;

' they are unaware of potential benefits to their children
0 .

and themselves;

they are not oriented to being consumer participants.

The proliferation Of institutionalized services means that each

institution is there for parents to use-if they desire, or if they feel able

to, or if they know about it and/or its benefits; in Other words, direct and

self7initiated actionis still.reguired.

It seems likely that if there is to be any change among the parents
o

in these groups, an impetus to action will need to come from outside. Their

interest wj,1.1 need to be courted, their knowledge of the various alterna-

ti'ves and the possible benefits of eachfostered; they will need to'be

helped for conscious consideration of their child-rearing goals, of their

specific aspirations for their children and of how they might best implement

these. A

1,

Many parents who had limited educational opportunities as young

people and whose current life style seems to them relatively divorced from
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school, learnings, believe they are not capable of helping their young

children. A freguene'respblise by Aboriginal mothers to our question:

"Do you help him at all with his school work?" is "Oh no! I only Went

to Grade III." Further discusS'ion of the difference betweenformar school

achievements, on the one hand, and knowledge and competencies developed
4

.through experience, on the other, can help such parents to appreciate the

fact that they have indeed much assistance to offer to their. children.

Such appreciation is, of course, contingent not dnly on their reassessment

of themselves but on an understancjing of the relevance of their own

behaviours to their children's growth and development.

-Helping parentsfirstly, to become aware of fleit own competence'

and secondly, to know how to utilize their skills to help create a.

developmental environment for their chitdren must be4major goals of

programs whfCh focus on parent/child. As ronfenbrenner points gut:

'......there are social forces.an ucational arrange-
ments thatdiminish the.statuS and motivation of
parents (both mothers and fathers,) as the most powerful
potential agents for the development of their child
By communicating to the parent that someone elsel n,do
it better, that he or she is only an assistant to the
expert who is not only more competent 1?ut actually does
the -job, some social agencies, schools, and even inter-

' ,vention programs undermine the principal system that
not only stimulates the child's develOpment but can
sustain -it through the period of childhood and
adolescence." (Bronfenbrenner, 1974: 32).

In the above statement, Bronfenbrenner brings out clearly. the
V -1

priority of the parent-as-teacher. Gray and Klaus (1968); Badger (1971),i

Bernstein (1970), Hunt. (1971), Gordon (1974) and Meyers (1974),-,are among the

many who, along with Bronfenbrenner, argue the need for helping. parents

to feel ekmpetent.

It is possible, in devising a program. of parent education, to

- attempt to impOse,behaViours-representing analien set of,values on the

family unit, just as it is, poSsible to do so in creating .a. prograffi for

operation in a pre-school or q day=care centre. However, it is also

possible to work with parent/child in the home in such A way. as to. respect

their value systeM.and to offer parents-an opportunity to,evolve new ways

6,8
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of interacting with their children that are-in%fact compatible with their

own life style and preferred goals:

` "Yet there is also the reality that the. poor value
education for their children. Many paients in poor'
communities respond to programs that direct their
attention to the gaining of skills to help t,,b_eir

'. childre without demanding, however subtly,
rejec-kfbk of all that their experience has taught .

,J.Amem., People without power; Without a voice in
may-find value in programs tflai.make what

they already know visible to .them and available for
increased facility in their parental and community
roles. We can help parents to more competently
enable their children's development without imposing
irrelevant behavioural standards." (Pickarts and
Fargo, 1971: 221-222)

Bronfenbrenner (1974)' has undertaken a meticulous review of the

effectiveness of early intervention. In hi review, Bronfenbrenner concludes

that parent intervention alone and pre - school intervention alone have

' limited benefits; the former may have 1-i-mtEd-ear-.:acity to prepare the child

for learning skills and'sobject matter in 'a school setting,'the latter'

limited capacity to sustain gains. He points out that each strategy possesses

the advantageS the bther lacks.

Ile would therefore utilize both strategies:

....ehese facts point to'a phased sequ,ee in which
family-centered intervention is begun when the child
is one or two years old and continues to be,_.t.be primary
focus of activity during the early $Tears. Frehool
components are not introduced until later, are offered
at first only on a reduced basis, but are gradually
extended as the child approaches school age. Through-
out, however, in keeping with the principal lesson -

emerging fromiour.anajysij: the family is clearly
'tdentified and encouraged to function as-the primary
a!gent.of intervention for the child." "(Bronfenbrenner,

38).

Although the above is th6 recommended sequence he does see gain from

parent involvement in the later pre-school years:

"Although parent involvement in the later preschool
years does not by itself produce large, gains io
mental development, it increases the impact,-'of any
subsequent group intervention carried out in school,
particularly if a program which enlists the parent in
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suPporto the child's learning activities is
continued it ci,the.T.Fimary grades.

In contrast, the abS'ence of parent.involyeMent in
't4e preschool period, or the failure td carry over
this:component -into' the 'early grades, reduces the
.impact of anyclassroom4intevention prograM, parti-
Oularly if the latter,,.by keeping the child for the
full day, reduces the tijile that he might otherwise
spend with his parents." .(Bronfenbrener, 1974:.40).

. Fot' thdSe who seek to introduce home-based programs,

Bronfenbrenner, Sn line with his ,emphasis on 'the parent as primary educator;

would recommend that the tirget be not Child alone, nor parent alone, but

the parent-child dyad:

a home7basedsrogra7 is effective%to the extent
that,the target of intervention is neither the child
nor the parent; but the parent -child .wtet: From
the. point of view of humar3evd,lopment generally, and

15early intervention in p ,'"lar, this system is -
especially important iwspects. First, parti- 4.

cularly during the fi th years of life, it is
the major ource of th ryes affecting both the rate

atand stabil t[ofthe.. 3111h. lisoldevlopment, .Second,'
least thrugh the pt-34hollfyearSi'the:sys tet. ins

its powers to'sustain 44t'Ver,
development the child acLes withi ide the
family setfing. It,ifsas. if the chii Had no
way of -internalizing theproceSses whi:oh. foster his
growth, whereas theparant-child,,system does possess j

this capacity.. If so, this fact has obvious ,end
important implicatiogafor the design of intervention
programs, at least for c t Iren in the'first five
years of life." (Bronfeuh =or, 1974: 34).

110,17.0.

A number of programs across the world have sought to put these ideas'

into practice. Aspects of some of these will be discussed in later chapters.

,A niamber of Australian programs which focus uponthe Aboriginal

home, rather than on the school, have been devOioped.

aj The A.,,oT.E.C. program (Grey. 1974) has already been described.

b) Scott and Derbyshire (1974) developed in Victoria' a program in which

.teachers worked in the home with the child or children, once or twice

weekly;,the mother (or substitute relative) was at home duringthe'
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teacher's visit and invited, though not required, to.attend the session.

Thus the emphasis was, as Scott and Derbyshire says, on planned teaching
,

sessions for children and learning opportunities for parents..

The mothers were abl2e,to observe what the children-were doing in the

home teaching sessigpSandto talkyith the teacher, fromtime to time,

about'whatt.hese activities were intended, to help the children learn.

At times when home condi.tions precluded the hOlding of the teaching

situation within the home,.the teacher took children for sessions

outside the dome. Excursions,into the community were also held, with

-eS''ctAnvited and encouraged to take-,a major role.

The project teachers,,also'helped parents to increase their use

of community facilities for families.

c) 'Cu,-,-croG4 (1974) set out to determine the effects of theOintroduction '67

o literature into the homes of Brisbane Aboriginal children aged six
.

qo'ten years. During weekly or fortnightly visits, he introduced into
-

the home'pictui-e story books and factual books and provided guidance

to parents and some feedback on the children's general progress. He

reported that at the conclusion of the program the children used more

elaborated speech forms, made longer responses and required less prompt-

ing to communicate; did not exhibit improvement in reading ability but

did show evidence of gteater interest, in reading and a de-sire to read
_

,we 1. The parents reported being regularly involved in reading with

their children and voluntarily adopted a number' of the teaching

rategies advocated in the prograni:s He'found, too, evidence of

considerable underlying competence and motivation-in the homes.

d) Turthr :support for claim that' family -based projects ,are acceptable

to at least Some urban Aboriginal families comes from the findings of

the action /research project:

"Extending the teaching competence of urban Aboriginal
mothert;":

To a description, of thi.slroject, and of the families who participa

fed in it, we now turn.



THE RESEARCH.PROJECT

SECTION 3 THE PROJECT FAMILIES
1

Although the sample,,of participating families was not, randomly selected, it
*

will be seen-that, at icast:Alixespect to the characteristics discussed in Chapter 2,

',it may be regarded as representative of many urban Abdriginal familie.

BetWeen.March 1972 and December,1973 Continuing,contact was established with

36 Aboriginal families in Brisbane.

As the program involvea regular visits to the'.homes and as the Parent Educ-

ators iriboth years of the program were Well accepted by the families, an intimate!

"understanding of the families, their sources of joy, the major stresses and strains

they'faced and their characteristic ways of handling these, their orientations to

their children andtb lit itself, was gradually built up.

Many factors aeffect the feelings of competence and confidence with which

mothers face the task of socializing their childreh. ,A detailed picture is presented

below of family characteristics which would seem significant in shaping the success

of the mother in'her attempts to provide a satisfactory environment for her developing
c.

young children..

1. FAMILY STRUCTURE -

The mothe.r who shares the task of child-rearing with a husband or husband

figure is likely to be providedith a source of financial and emotional support

71.4r'denied to the mother Who is the sol. e parent in the family. Alternative sources of

support may come from relatives and/or unrelated adults in the household; the extent

of this support is a function of the permanence of stay of 'such other adults and of

the interpersonal relationships that obtain.

Our project reveals a considerably higher degree of marital instability than

that reported in the Smith and Biddle study, ,(1975)

families was :

The pattern in the project
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Table V.1

Family Structure of Aboriginal Project Families --

Father Figure Presence/Absence

Husband or4,
de facto
predominantly
present

4

Husband

I.

,

or de facto predominantly
\ absent

--)

, Total
-I

Husband or de facto
Present . Absent

L'

22

2

I

Separated- Deceased Away at sea In jail

22

:f.

14
11

1

.1 1 1,

TOTAL = 36

Nuclear/Extended Fa ties

Nuclear families Mother + children
,

(M + F + children) only Extended families Total

10 2 24 36

Thus, 14 of the 36 or 39% of the mothers were bringing up their children

without a permanent husband figure, though of these 14, 12 had the support an

extended family, ranginc, from parents (one mother, and father, two fathers, three

mothers) or other adult relatives (uncle, sister, brother, brother and sister-in-

law) to unrelated adults (for example, single women, some with infants, sharing the

household duties). The other two mothers had no supporting adults in the household.'

During the period of- the project, the composition of the extended families

remained fairly stable iniZ of the total 24 non - nuclear families. However, in

households where there was no stable husband figure; the extended family was alSo

frequently an uncertain entity, its members sometimes there, sometimes gone, it

personnel changing frequently.

The situation of spouselessness and/or impermanence imposed great strains
On'-th.0 mothers. Sometimes they were subjected to violence or the threat of viol-,

ence as \a truculent husbarld or de facto returned or departed. Economically their

situati h was as uncertain as the tansient presence of a bYeadwinner,land those

mothers wtioNwere on social service benefits as deserted wives also faced the

possibility of--loss of their pensions if a husband or!de facto was discovered to be

73'
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currently at home. ,They mentioned worry about being "found out" departmental

officers, Mothers with no permapent husband figures often complained about their

"nerires", and absences frOm hoMe'when a teaching visit was scheduled were many

times ascribed to visits to town to "see about my penOpn" or to court to take out

an ord against a deserting husband..

The effect on the children of these patterns of instability is difficult

to assess, One-child suffered a nervous illness which necessitated hospitalization

-as. marital stresses occurred in the family; another child appeared to become with-

drawn and anxious when her mother went to work,'and the other adults in the family

came and went in rapid succession. For the most part, however, the children seemed

fairly undisturbed by the kaleidoscopic family scene.

Factors making for stability among the changes were the reasonably long-

term presence of at least some of the adults, who were available for mothering and

baby-sitting, and a permanent army of siblings.

2. SIZE OF HOUSEHOLD

Our sample of Brisbane Aboriginals was characterized by large families and

by overcrowding (i:e. large numbers of people per unit area). Many of the families

were large, not only because of the number of adults in them (66% were extended

families) but also because of the number of children. While two of the largest

families (one with fourteen children and five adults, one with eight childreh and

five adultS) moved during the course of the project into large rambling ho es, so

that pressure per unit area was somewhat relieved, it remained true that other

almost equally large families (for example, ten children and two adults, eight

children' and four adults) lived, in houses with three or fewer bedrooms. Pressure

per unit area was thereforP great; bedrooms Zpcommodated several people, and

verandahs also served as sleeping quarters.

The family units in the sample had a Mean number of 5.2, children; dilt_rib

ution of family unit size was as shown in Table V.2

During, the period of the project, the mean effective number of children.

under the care of the mothers was 5.3, due to the fact that in six of the fSMilies

some of the older children were not living at home, while in six othe families the

mother, was now also aring for a grandchild (or grandchildren) ,'nephew r niece.

[
. . .
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.

In fifteen of these households there were five or more children under

13 years: Households characterlzed bYthe presence of relatively large numbers of.

very young children were not infrequent. For example, see Table V.3.

Table V.2

Number Of Cy_laren per"Household in 36 Project Families

. No.of Sc",

children
Family
frequency

1.

No. of
children

Family
frequency

1;77
1 2 6 5

2 4 7 3

3 3 8 5

4 6 9 1

5 5 12 ,
' . 2

Table V.3

Project Households with Large Numbers of Young Children

Age range 'Number of
in years children in

household

Age range
in years

Number of
children in
household

J

1-4
.

,,,,, 4 ,1-6
.

1-5 4 1-7 6

H

1 -5 5 1-7 7,

1-6 4 2-7 5

1-6 4

The very high accemmodaeftn pressure in the homes is shown in Table,V.4

with the average number, E persons per household being 8.61. Eleven, or nearly

one-third of the households, contained ten or more adults and children. The

number of adults shown is necessarily approximate; as has-already been pointed

out, numbers in many of the extended families fluctuated and would often have been

greater than those cited, seldom fewer.

What was the effect on the mothers of these larger- than average families?

Stressesapp, rug to vary according to the pattern of the family:
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Table V.4

, Number of Persons per Hous.ehold in 36 Project Families

No.of
persons

Total'
adults

Children
o'f adults

other than-project
project
mother

Children
under

mother's
care

No.of
persons

Total
adults

Children
of adults
other than
projet -
mother

-Children
under
project
mother's
care'

18

17

13

13

12

12

12

la

10

10

9

9

9

8

8

8'

.

.

,

.

/

3

3

5 '

6

4

4

2

2

3

3

..

3

4

2

2

2

2

2

.

1

1

- ,_,

.1.0

,

6

-

-

..

15

13

,
7

7

e

e

10

.

8

7

1

I

5

6

4*
,

1
,

6

6

6

..

8

8

e

8

8

7

7

,,,

6
.

6

6

6 '

6

5

'5

4

3

1

-I1._

,'

2

4

4

4

4

1

3

!,

1

qt.

2

3

4

2

2

2

2

,

'

-

I.

2
.

so

-

.

.

-

,.

\..)

e

.

6

4'

'4

2_

5
5

4

.3

2
.

3p
-

3.

3

,

1

Total Adults in 36 - Households :

Total Children in 36 Households :

Total People in 36,HOuseholds :

104 x = 2.89

206 cc = 5.72

310 x = 8.61
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as There were unremitting pressureson some mothers, patticularly in the

nuclear families and in those fluctuating extended families with neither

stable husband figure nor permanent amily members. These were the

mothers who had to bear, predominantl alone, the responsibility for a

large number ofAchildren, all young and closely spaced. A mother those

five children ranged between two and seven years, or one and five Years,

-was in many ways more stressed-than was a mother pf twelve children aged

tour to eighteen years. The former were thONmothers who reported "bad

nerves", whose babies ne'ede'd constant feeding and bbttling, who worried

about getting the nappies dry, about their children fighting, teasing,

telling tales, playing with ratches ortheohose, making a mess, dawdling,

straying on the road, playing lateon the, way home from school

b) Th're were rather different pressures on the mothers whose families were
more widely spaced. In one way these mothers were at an advantage; in"a

family of eight ranging from three to 23 years or one of tWelVe ranging

from four to eighteen years, the older children tended to beCome substitute

mother figures, helping considerably with the younger children. On the

other hand, with these older children, mothers referred to problems Of a
diffpwent kind. Adolescence allied with'schoOling difficulties frequently'

had negative. behavioural effects,'and some mothers reported increasing

rebelliousness whiCh they felt powerless to deal with. Where older adol-

escents and young adult members of the family became involved with the

courts, ,.he mother invariably took on the time and. energy consuming burden.

of attending hearings, trying to give support by he physical presence

for perhaps daA of court proceedings. Sometimes the'younger children

accompanied the mother, sometimes they were left at'home'with another

member of the family. Either way, stresses on the whole family we eat.
t

It has been pointed out thal!..1,660 of the families were extended families. Tv
,pre,

once of a large adult. group elltso had varying effec on'the mothers. In

cases, as has been,suggested, ,the other adults were ailsource of great Support,. both
..4

.emotionally and in more,tangible ways. ,They helped'withcleaning, cooking and the

never-ending washing and ironing, they minded chiTtren, freeing4"the mother for shop-
.

pine trips or for'casual employrrient; if they were working, they contributed to the
family income.
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For some mothers, however,, extended families meant
.0

extended problems.

Mothers sometimes complained about young male relatives, who they said had moved in,

often without a job, expecting the family to support them. There seemed to be aA
decreasing terctency,--among the mothers to comply with these demands. Some report4d

4
"putting their foot dOWn", issuing ultimata: "Get a job by next Monday or get out." .

The traditional code of looking after. relatives indefinitely seemed to be changing.

Th8re were a'so some evident tensions between the generations. Some grand-

mothers reported grandchildren getting on their nerves, and mothers complained of

their mothers "picking oh" certain children, and "being too soft" on Others.

Disagreements among the members of.some of the extended families wer4-'---

frequent, and sometimes resulted in some members moving out; this Was one of the

commonest reasons for the fluctuations in membership already mentioned.

Another source of strain fcr some of the mothers occurred when other members

of the extended family moved in to 4.°Housing Commission home. These houses are

rented strictly on a specified occupancy, -aind'the,mothers as in the case of the

pension-receiving mother whose de facto 'had returned - lived in fear of the author-

ities finding out about their situation.'.

How db the mothers and childre

families interact? ,

n these predominantly lare, overcrowde,

In all the families it would be true that there was; -an intense atmosphere

bf physical interaction and hitting were both constant occurrences. A ,

egrandmOther might sit in the corner comforting two or three crawling babies who

had hurt themselves,while the mother might chastise the'older children and then ..

dismiss them. In these familieso verbal interaction appeared to follow a fairly,

uncomplicated pattern:' scoldings'and commands by the mothers, begging requeSts

or grizzles from the chilken.

.

..e . ., .

In other Families, relatively few in number, verbal communication was more

complex; reasons were given for requests by.the mothers, and conversations were

eXthanged about the eventS' of the day. 41 lt1

-...,/

The in whiCh the former pattern operated tended to be thop in.

k

o

wh ch the children were yo.dhp and closely sPace4,'and the mother'i emotional energy
/
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consequently more drained. Increasingly in the future this pressure maybe

as awareness grows amaggthe mothers of the possibilities of family 'limitation.

Mothers who raised this issue in' conversation were quite definite,thaf they did not

want more children. A number had soug't advice from a recently-eptablished govern-.
r

ment-subsidised Family Planning Clinic. C/thers had taken advantage of steriliz-

ation opportunities at the Royal Brisbane Hospital, though they reported many

difficulties being placed in the way of their having this operation performed. A

year old mother with eight children reported being repeatedly refused on the

grounds that she Was too 1:loyng. Finally she' succeeded in having the operation.

p

Even in the largest and most overcrowded of the families,-actuakopport-dn-
.ities for verbal interaction were'not-absent. Somp-mothers, ;e- of t e stressY,

being laid in our,?7bject on talking to their children, demurred that y had no

time; they might make this, claim as they sat in front of .the televisi n set watch -,

ingthe midday movie, or as they pegged the clothes .out with their chi{ ren playing.

aBolit-their feef the Perfect situation for in4dental talk about p Olo s,'numbrs,
\atdhing sets.(

It was not time or opportunity that'these mothers la ed, but eulOtional

energy, as well as the realization that talking, to their children is important:

Where this concept had b?Lb..n internalized, as it was for some of the mothers; the

emotional energy was Miraculously found even in very large, overcrowded families.

One mother, for instance laugheti as she recal ed her six year old daughter knocking

over a glass. of milk at the table:. '

"I was just going to give her a -clip over the ear when I thought,
now I'm in the project I've got to explain why-she should have ,. 74,
been wathing what she-was doing!"

3:4HOUSINO Ote

All the families live in rented houses. 11-2se ranged from smal3 rickety

,weatherboard structures' with missing floorboards and broken windoWs,'to old but

sound large wooden houses,'to trim stucco or timber Housing Commission bungaloWs.

Many more:houses were old and' shabby than(trim and new.

Where faMili s moved. from houses in poor repair.to new6lr pries, mothers often

T
4 .

,
1.

appeared to find tHe n.incetive,to spend time. and care 'furnishing with new curtains
-.7.

ana.linos10 Many of the houses, though dilapidated outside, were lovingly arian d
4

inside wiehknick-knacks,.piOtpres and family photograph.
1

14
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4. MOBILITY

Mobility was a major:disrupting factor, both to the families who moved and

to the project. Two-thirds of the mothers moved2at least'once during the course of

their participation 'in the project.

Table V.5 ,

-

Family Mobility
*

Number of Moves

1 2 3 or
3

-Totals

Home Teaching Group

Library Group

4 3.

1

17

19

Totais

+Four of the moves were from Brisbane to countr towns; two of these

families subsequently returned to Brisbane.

Reasons for,these moves were mainly inability to meet rent payments, and

the resumption of houses by landlords, sometimes for re \ovation and rent Increase.

Sometimes' the reason was family disagreement and break the main,4families

moved to better, often much better, holes. The moves were almost always away from

the inner-city areas where our project began,to structurally sounder and bigger

houses with pleasant 'gardens further out in suburbs where rents were much lower.

On whole, the mothers Who moved were pleased with their new situation.

But the,perioddorior to. the move was usually one

alterhativeh using had been extremely diffidult to

,prejudice from ,prospective laAlordsand

demanded whic they were unable to'paY.`: The

the Housing Commission were sometimes able to help, but waiting lists were

Often the 'families had been obligd to

would have. wished, though,'the areas to

of the family.in the vicinity.

of greSt strain and anxiety,

find. Some moth ers repdtielk

agents. pften a large bond had been'

Affaira ane--

long.

go.further from'their relatives than they

whiccethey movel,k' usually ha Other branches

Deparmentbf Aboriginal

(

3

.

The children's schooling nearly always suffered on these occasions. Not .

'-

only had they to:adjust to new teachers and classmates, but often they,-staYeil-at
. ,

. ' ,.
. ,
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hoMe.for a considerable time,before a route to the new 'school waasCertained and

enrolment effected.

For the project, the high rate of ,mobility among familieS e sample
posed major difficulties. Absences from scheduled teaching and .librarvisits and

from mothers' meetings occurred when mothers were house-hunting, packing and moving;

the project assumed an understandably low priority in the face of such anxieties

and uncertainties. When a new house was founds the location was sometimes' extremely

difficult to fi.t4nto the Parent Educator's program, and above a/1, resettling into a

new envitinment often appeared to disrupt the mother's feeling oflvontinui.ty-and

wish for involvement with the project. Some dropped out following a move, and

others Moved too far to be reached.

. .

5. EDUCATIONAL LEVEL AND' OCCUPATIONAL STATUS

Thirty-three of the,36 Mothers provided information about their own educ-,

ational attainments, and,23 gaVe information about their husbands. Some of this

latter information seemed 6ased on guesswork rather than actual knowledge.

p.

z

Table V.6

Educational Level of Prdject Parents

drade level
achieved

,

2

5

1

1

Totals

"Average gAs,de

leVel reached

33

6.8

23

7.6
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'This picture Of low educational level-achieved appears to have has its

expeceecloccupa4onal consequences.

Of the mothers, one was permahently employed as a clerk in a government

department.' Many of the other mothers took jobs for a few days'or weeks in,
4, -

establishments which offered unskilled work such-as the Cannery or Cold Stores,

or they undertook cleani g or domestic work. They were able to go into such

jobS on a short-term, n -notice basis, but, equally were often put off with as -

11-ttle notice. /The ma ers took these jobs Z6 bodt a tightly-stretched family
.4 .

budget or to meet so particular payment or for those mothers who.received

social .service benefits to allow them tol.ive until pension day arrived. -The.

employment of threemothers during 1973 as skilled Parent EducatorS, working,

fpur mornings a week' for 40 weeks, was"a notable exception tp the pattern of

spasmodic unskilled:Work that most of the other mothers knew. Where father

A-figures were presen=i9, the familiesi only two, (a minister of religion and a

salesman) had white-collar jobs. ()ter occupations were those of labourer,.,

truck driver, seaman, waterside- workej, railwayman,-brewery worker, blind instit-
,

ute cane worker.

Several of the father figtres experienced considerable periods of unem-.

ployment dvrIhg the course of our project. One father was in jail for most of

the period, and a number of othek faMiiies had 'Members, apart from the father

figure, )Convicted in the courts. Chargs..inclilded caAttheft., robbery, assault
. .

and drunken'driving. It can be postUiated'that at,leastsome of thi's court .

involvement was a function of fhadequate education, poorly paid and.thnial jobs.-

of lack ofemployment ,10 resulting economic and personal fruStrations.

Without exception, all.the mothers in our project-stated the. belief that

fit is important to get a.good education and that they wished their children to
,

have better jobs than 'their parents.,. Very many-of the mothers, hoWever,.did not

relate their stated aspiration either, to the necessity for he own parental

GP..t's:interest endinvolvement (an insight central to our, proj ect) or tp the necessity

for the children to attend school regularly.

C,...'

..;

In many oftth lie able-podied school-age childi-en.Were'frequently.
-a

' at, home on ,;hool day A number ,of reasons fo this were expressed cp implieq

by the mot ,r:

I

82



The chi 1,1 n,(0 iikinq :who() I .111:1 dill 11( I( want. to 110, Many,

Ahor icl l na l mother s tended 1 o lack not I hleuce ithout 1 t i rtcl

teacher:: when chi I d l e ( ) hod di I I tent i es It school .

, e -
TI101 1' Wil! no money i n the 11(.0ni.e.. for the chi 1(1 t o buy I11114711 ,c l. the

tlICk!;hup, There might. aLso ot 15e.ehough food i n the house to

cut a lunch .ior thit child to LAy to %;chool.

t.lott 110 it We' iloincl sli((pping in own and te.Jok lie chi. lel too.

btipi ,t Tv., mot her ' tit ated atipU.r.,itt. ions For thei r chi trluen ,

t 011)01 r Ill tie 1 behaviour th,t ...wet-11)(41 irly Low prioui t y to
(.(.111C..1 1011: e.

!1/1111! 0f t he I,lmi 1 hOwev erhica Lion /,u1(1 the long-term

;tient 11; i 111.10 :1 much Ili qiler 1)1- Lori ty. Cli/inging ittLittudes, and the contrast
Idetween t hem, pere, exempli led bit ()Ire fami4.1Y 1.1.'1' which an older: daughter rebuked

. her itt(),Itt.)-. h 1.0tv'ed younger-It chi 1(1'!to tiCay home:
,14'

! you want her Lir do well hut '1/n.

(11.111i't. clot 11111011 .!1C1100 !10 why. should she,
Want rt.. (to grow up dumb?"4

WOn. The chi Id went to school..
. o

1111
(442.1t,

1 1 1.tri:
.

... 1 11 111! pro p,ct.. otr-trev.ii/H.occ..iii ions tac:Ling visits or mothers

meet 111irise(' because t oh i 1.(1' had to he taken, to hospital, or because/

mot I I. t; ion i. 1-icarrr. proportion of eibsencus from.-mot her.?;

.(ffl!((t...filttr,,, .0k/hi t' th. Or iod weft() 1(0i..((.1. to i L Lneics .

darfaild r-

, -
Id I 11(..(;!, Icor:1.1'2(d adults; cln ! c,hi Idr;e1r, we;; it recurring stress for most,

fp, :1

;Oh i i t Ili (lc, -mothe'ri; wit) had 1,),abiett during their a:-it-ioci.a Lion whit

11,,-tie(ttei,wortlel hardly.. class thei r liotij-ti La L eine to iLlness,, their
abseneeo; Lengthened by such comp 1 jet:a ti(Ons'eitt anaemia, high blood

pret..istric,(t arid Labo Other 0-auses o,E motip,:ks' hospitalization werdr,.heart

',bronchi t I:i, appendicti Lit; , ne,p51-7.111.13 'Two .fathers; spent prolonged

per ,.1om..(.reti.,(1.i on with it, Li discs.
W.

c11-61nIren in t he. t'am ie; also spent
. .

periods in-ho?:TitN1 or missed school

si+
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V

w h 1 , 1 n , ; 1 7 h "." i I t " ntt'wi .; , claicktut pox,' itne

1)1.,1111111 1, I !;,':.1 I 10`11,'"1, C(111i!;110 11111I, 1.10.1,1 :;1,11`;;, h.111;; 1 1,11 t. (11:I r()-111t1I-

i t tit teary it I ect ions; whooping cough
15 7

i rrt oci ed I meth and

Dirtai y dr! i(i.encie may have played II part. 1 II tern:; of

infect form 3ucal 1!.; ti4)1(1!; in 1,11111 I i where such low-grade ,food;; as pot al ()

.iti(1 sot t o t s.j,iple hunger-oppeasi tip

I ., lir ;

The meet vulnerablemmbers (0 the tamt]to:; wort! undonbtodlY the Yt'ung

t . 'Thri t uommoneet t'ompl tint:, colds, chest int:et:Lions, ear trouble:;,.

;last to= -:eat is, measles and 'hitch tempest utOs of unknown etiology.

mother:; avi itch t hem.;Ive:; readi ly of the Frei: services,

wi t bout. wh Lit I tic. drCII

lad HCL.W01.11(1 11,1V.: decimal ed. At the same Cline. the very availab.i-l.ity

of these servi co:; ritt.aut. long queues and lades r;pent Waiting tot atiention., 'Otteit

wi I t .;evOra 1 chi tares cow, cult. trips by loot or but; ' to and frimrt the

tew4eent ta I l eed pith 1 i e hospi Tbe :;etc ing up of till Aboriginal Medical.

c(!nire an`inner city bat-ea clos6 to where one group of mothers livad was
we l corned w i tif re I 'lel by those mot:tient.; who no longer' to spend no long waitiliq

tor attentiou.
_yr

'44Although se,irce I y 1 y (tit i may be worthy or mentk

th,it the three Abori (lino I Parent 1:ditc.i ors', two of whom suffered a good deal of .."

P serious° i 1.1riIsst; i n it,' first year of the project ( that iFi . before their appoint-
,:Nrri/itt ) 0i 1-1.'y freo,,..0- sickness i nix! their appointmenl, and repoTte'cl

Ltiey fiq I: het Lei-. since, they ;...tartecLwork inci so hard. "

ATT I TI,IDI.: TO .31.:1,1.. AND COMMUNITY p '.7

phin the whb Le the 'tntrq i et; of :the mothers: i .11. our project appeared to he
.., ... ,.

.dir,h-tod far more towards coping' wtth the -d:iy-to-day Icarei-; of family liVing,than.

tow,;ard't, issues; and cat,,es

Except ion's wou'l (I; be one mother. who spa smodica iy directd a playgroup

..of )c)r-i,ji.ni, children, arid who woe :empathetic to the Slick Power movement,
A

then ,rece.iving much putz_Lic another mother who with her husband was on a
.;

S.46 .



coMmittoo of an Aboriginal sporting club.

Most ofthe imi4'rs .i.ppared to he oi.thr apathetic Or sceptical about

pulit is al. activit;y. During the 1912. Generalltlection some mothers exprein;ed

totaL laniorancif par,ties and en.ndidates, soyitig Olaf. they had lever voted
.

in the past and would no( do so now. M4tiPoS&tive was the request of one

nt:)ther for assistance in completing 'a! failure-tdaC-enrol formt this mother, who1

had six chiLdren aged one to six "11.,Lfo,i'v.t." as her quite truthful

teason. :ill.' knew, that returning Mie4itomit would .I.jhd pi a Line, 3.1s it did, but

said she pretirvyd to pay the fine ail-tumuli ao a4.41bgriginal slit.? was not 11

ohliged enrol at all. EVoll though ;;he w,ished figure as a citizen, this

mother' still said she' "could Hot care I.sess" about the political situation.

With a very low xceptions, th.e mothers appeared to lx-Yindifferent to

or susPicious of moves towards black militancy. One mother, however,. played

an. active part in a militant church guild, ant! had become i*olved in one of

its project:;, the staging of a program of traditional. song4and dances. This

mother seemed to` be unique ,htiong the 3C mothers, in having both a knowledge of

traditional eutture and the desire actively to'promulgAte it. Wier mothers who

brought up the subject, while claiming a smatterin)i of a few,aspects of

Aboriginat culture, said they LaAed,an overall picture,, and while, they ex-

preSsed. a,nostalqic regret about: this, it did not appear a' matt'er of deep

concern to' them.

Indeed,- expr. ;:1 attitudes to their Aboriginal heritage seemed dee-ply'

ambivalent- A tewhouseii had boomerang.; and, other artefacts displayed as

decora' , and a few mothers talked with pleasureandadmiration oC)ehe old

way A,) en) qoanna and making baskets, which they remembered from gi lhood

9i- I, heat d 1 troin their parents. These mothers expressed regrct that their.

! not interested in thesestories; '.some of the Children, the said,

refused h) reeogni;:e that they were 'an fact Aboriginal.

Many mothers ;_ expr;issed the colniiction'ellat they had been diSCriminated

against. They spoke of the. ,fact that theywerealso part-IN1sh GerMan,, English
etc. "But..4,'S always the Aboriginal part that gets mentioned..

. slights from sillOcd4albws and later from piop thWtorked with or for, and

from pa:, sears -by in the stre6L 7 "ctIttAgi-e irks" which they. had deVbloped

strategies to cope with. "You make a cutting remark back, or you just ignore it
':



lhem mori lb

t fy,
A number of mothers expressed the wish.,6that. Hie . Watch:en would be

able .1 4 ) grow up" free from the lee I i wi that they theme Lves howl of lwing "secom Jr.

l; 1 a!;!; people." One inotillei-(epor Led all. her. I. i Le standing ba and taking

second place because ot being an Aboriginal. In almost file same breath this

mother reinforcedTherown negative stereotype of Aboriginalitty by referring to

her husband, from,whofkshe had separated, as "having too much of the Aboriginal
,

in him - he wouldn't Lake any responsibility."
.:- I

Another mother expressed scepticism about ouY project on the grounds

that it asked mOthers to takili too much responsibility for themselves:

never (10: gronp of blacks to do anything for themselves without somebody

standing over them." it is to be holitd that not the least flue of our project

was, the opportunity9it may have given to tILis motlier and Lhc,other mothers to
A

discover how much more'oompetent and respons'ible they are . an they thought

they were. Certainly the three Parent Educators experienced such a growth in

sea-confidence.

The social Life, Ofithe families seemed to, be very much a matter of

viitinq between relattions\od there was a web of relationships betweev

branches in various parts of Brisbane'. At the same time, interaction seemed to

occur on a friendly enough :basis bdtween many of the families and their white

neighbour ;; the children often played with each other and some of .the mothers

um I C;- hl ' r neighbours' rescue with the minding of sick. children. During. the

period of the Otoject there were no reports from the mothers of active

betwi'_ien themselveuiand the egmhilKtity a?ound them.

SUMMARY.

HaruiLmj over many of the mothers in the project was a threatening-array-

of debilitaLing farce t hat: impingM on them, pushing them in directions over
t

they felt little coilfirol. iStich forces were; marital instability; large

anddemanding Families; uncdrtain, often poor housitig; a low income; ftequent

dependence on pension,cheques; subjection to bureaucratic authority;' court

involvement'lvement of and children menial and transient job opportunities;

Limit4tion of .horions through lack of-qualifications; frequent illness;

. eonsc i iscrimination
,

Q r(..

Or



The picture, however, as by 11() 11100115; hadlly qloomy.

Not. ode of the mothers in the proHct 11,1(1 no I it:A. Le n t;e1.t-

wor that she conn in tont ty net; oetod hot- house anc.l chi I.dren; thene mother:;'

!;et curertlerab Le s tore by house -c I editing, wash ing , buying becoming t; i etix.r; for

tliettise hies and the children , dress inn attractively when they,we were out. They

had high aspirations for their chi Lilren's futures, /though they might riot yet

have Learned the means nocissary to help implement those aspirations. They

had the. considerable support , well as (ho-c nuisance,. of the extended family,

and they weiv showing all ineroa!; i ng de:; i re to 1 intl. t their own families to the

prop.tions they wapted. Thiire appeared to be sonic interehL both in hboriginal.

.!ultilre and in out!`idc affairs, and this interest can be expected to.grow as

(16v,...,rnmnt, and community awareness makes job opporftinitis and qualifying

courses' inc:teasingly available. Fr a project_ such as ours cat/ 'enable some

Abotygin'al mothers to recognise -their immense importance'as teachers of thilir

own children, it cdn fit meatOngfully into this patterh of growing responsibil-

iity of Aboriginal people for_ own affairs.
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SECTION II - THE RESEARCH PROJECT

1. OBJECTIVES

Thc approach in the two-year re:;earch project described below was
4

based on:

. rkspect for the parent and a deiiire to enhance

r tiler than lower her prestige in the eye!J of

h ir chi ldren;

recognition of the fact that parents are the prime

Leachers of their children,' anil trhat, although they
rw/ .

often have high aspirations for tliedclii'ldri.;n, they.

sometimes Lack ttile knowledge of libvi,'to 'help theirs

children develop the skills and characteristics which

will lead to higher levels of academic achievement;

recognitiOntof the parents partners with others

in the ediiation of their children.

In thoJ';,,;! the in-oji_A:t aimed._

In the

c)

a)

,b)

to ascertain the childrearing goals and 'teaching
,

bghaviours of urban Aborigin:11,mothers and the leve46,
r4 e

of cognitive and linguistic functioning of their

cn:ade I and' pre- school. aged children;

to'desgn and implement:two types of intervention

program which would focus on the mother and her

Grade L chiLd;

to determine the 'effect of these programs on the

mothers rid children.

the_project aimed -,

to traiR and employ Abor iginal mothers as!Parent

Educators; Ilk

to 'ass'ess the effectiveness ofDthe Aboriginal' Parent'

Educators;

r
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A H2

toltelpine the effects of programs implemented by

White and Aboriginal Parent Educators; working with

mothers land teheir pre-school aged children.

2. THE RESEARCH TEAM

Manning the Project were the Project Director, and a full -time Senior

Parent Educator, a trained teacher. In the second year, three of the part-

icipating parents joined tl am, working four mornings per week.

SELECTION OF SAMPLE

An earlier Brisbane study (Biddle, 1969) had ustabliqhed that while

,'Aboriginal households are located in almost all areas of the city, they tend

be concentrated in four areas: two Older central city areas and two outer

stlurbs.

and II)

It had been planned to draw the two samples (Intervention Programs I

from two suburbs distant frO each other in order to minimize the

hori,zontal diffusion effet, whereby famil.ies in Program II would learn of

and might be likely to implement the;teaching4strategies to whAh families in

Program I were exposed. In,the event, a number of factors limited this control

of diffusion effects: the of selecting the sample for Prograjn II

from the onWptrea, the high mobility rate of the ?amilies,,and the extensive

network of frj.endshi.p and kinship among Aboriginal peopieacross widely
.

separat0-1-suburbs.

P.

0

It had also originally, been intended- to selec4 tWo.groupst each .of ten

Mothers, who remain with the project for two years't Thus each family

shoUld contain 'One child' entering Grade I in .1972andoa three year 0,1d sibling.

In the .iedr-of !he prograrn-the'presence of. this threV year odd would

allow u check whether intensive.work with the'mothers would lead to qanges

in thei inte4iptions with all children in the- family:, If ther.,0 were,such.-

change ..a*-fweru indicated by Gray and Klaus. .(196B)-, 'and Hunt (1971), weanight
e e

'

expect ,mproved cognitive functioning in these younger Siblings even though .

. .

speciTic atten=tionhad not been paid .to the interactions of the mothers with

theso younger othldron. It, was planned hat in the seConcl<a of"the program/n.
8 a
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these younger children, by, then four years of age, would be the targe't child-

ren fir planned mother-child interactions.

Agaill, this plan could not be implegiented becauub of the scarcity of

families in the areas containing a Grade Itentrant and a three year old child.

Furthermore, the withdrawal of a number of mother from the proje

lade
it

necessary for us to recruit a substantial number oil new families both years,

of the project.

'In total, only six pre-schoolwchildren remained in the program for,..the

lotwo.years, three in Program I and three in Program II.

An initial approach was made to -the AbAginal Director of a recreational

club 'rji for and by Aboriginals, and the objectives of the Project outlined to

'her. Impressed-with its. possible value to the mothers and children, sh
et

suggested obtaining the names and addresses of Aboriginal Grade I children in
as
'a number of Brisbane city state schobls. She theh-tccompanied the Piloject,

Director-to the home of all thjmothers in the area with the greatest- number

of listed children, introdpcinq her to the mothers, and helpingatoexplaill the

project. As a result of these approaches, ten mothers readily joined. Program I.

This sample lived in an inner urban area. ter'

The second group (ProgramII) was formed after much difficulty. eAn

aAbori!qinal woman'in a different suburb'agreed to act as contact With Aboriginal

tamities, but her" absencey from Brisbane delayed :initial approaches for some

time. When she was available, contact wan made with the six schools in the

area but it"was found impossible to obtain a sample of 'families which included

a three year old child. Finally, schools in yet another area'of Brisbane were

approached, and ton families with .Graderl children were loc4Ited, though in only

Seven of these were there three year old siblings. It was.decided, in view of

.44
the passage of time, Eo try to recruit these ten families, and the Aboriginal

Club Director assisted Lilo Senior Parent Educatbr49 do this in the same
k ! 4

invaluable way as before. Program II was setup with, ten particiOttingmOtheL.

These familieS Ted in a number4of outer BrisbanC'suburbs.
'0 6

1 a4

In the secOnd year, only threc.of. [she original families. of Programs

anal C.1 remaineq in the project. In finding replacement families, the three

Aboriginal Pare Aucators assisted the Senior Patent gdUcator i,n calling on

0

Or A.
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potential recruits and explaining the purposes Of the project, and on some

occasions initiated the recruitment e' new mothers.

Because of the marked difficuLtieS in securing a sample for Inter-

vontion'Program II and beFausof the time-consuming nature of the initial

assessment of mothers and children, no attempt could be made to matchsthe

famii10kef the two samples ,on any characteristicy The only difference be-

tween the two samples, at point of selection, was geogr6phic location; as will
t

7 be shown later, even this distinction became blurred as participating families

changed rg.,sidence. Subsequent analyses show that there were differences be,-

-tween the, two 'samples, particularlyzin.stability of family unit; our inabilidty

to match the two samples therefore rendered assessment pf thelifferential

effects of the two programs- difficult.

No control group fa:milieEilm,2ee includ0 in either 2,,,.ar of the project.

While this absence o( a contrht group imposes limitations on the interpret-
.

ation of t results, the decision not to Use'a control' group was made on

practical a il.Oophical grounds. During recent years in Australia,

Aborigijial jes have begun to object to the, ever-increasing amount of
research beii conducted on them', and many are, in our view, rightly seeking

ficom.researcliers aim assurance of Aboriginal benefitrom the research before,

a my to participate. In this research program, we were able to explain'

with honesty tb mothers in both aptervention programs the possibility of benefit

and enjoyment to both them and their children. No such assurance could have

been given a illtrol grouj of families.

Purtl'\ermore, the %otal assesSment time asked of families was approxim-

ately foil fivy hours, the ausessment being conducted, in the main, within

the hoimis of the Eamii(Lies. It was decided that revast .for collaborationn

this amount of assessment, within the home, would be both unwarrantable and an
. ,:.

undesiraille invasion,, of privacy, wheh it could not be'accOmpanied by any help.t.
.

.

.
.

or offer' of bc*ji2fit. to the f? ilies cenceined. AALhough thdecisipn.to omit
S ,

a control Iropp weakened the i 2arch design, we:felt (and corm,tinue to feel)

that it was thc appropriate decision to make.

- ,1 ,,,i,..,,.. -).. ..,

'' ;
-'

However,sincetheonly-assessmentdemands.ontgefourildren
.., 1 i ,

in the second year ,resulted froni the'administrationof 4eStanford.713inet, it

S.

r
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was decided in that year to include a bontrol.group' of ten four year old.

Aboriginal children attunding kirldergartilv. AJ.1 four children attending a

city kindergarten and six attending a kindergnrten i an Outer suhur6 were,

with the permission of tie motkrs and the inderg iludirectors, assessed

Lhe kindergarten at the beginning of Year At-the end of that year, how-

ever, only five of these children were available for retesting; the four from

the city kindergarten had either moved from Brisbane or had, after changing

re*idenc- in Brisbane, left the kindergarten and 'c(!Vd not be traced.

A completely open approach was made to the mothers, who joined the

project voluntarily Tid.were free to withdraw at .any time,. .It was explained \

that the project had been set up he cause it was felt that in many ways mothers

were more im!,o1Lnit than teachers in determining,children's prbgress at.,sehool,
ktti.

and 'hat much was now known.about ways in which mothers at home can help their
.

, I

children learn. The mothers were .asked if they would like to be in a. project. .

0

40 try out some of these ways wiLh their children. The objects of the Home
a-,

Teaching visits (for Program I), Library. visits and Mothersi' Meetings were

explain° , and alsoithe purpocrs of the pre and post-program\
..

.

ests.

Probabq the most difficult and frustrating fdcet of the project was

fhe attempt and failure - to mairrtain the samples.'), .

In the first yOat r, five families, with whom the pre- program tests had
"'-

been Carried out, withdrew fr4r.PrograM I, and'four from Program II, mostly

after Four to eight weeks.. It was not possible to replace all these famies,

and the effective numbers who completed the first year prOgram were sikteen =

nine in Program I and seven in ogram
. a

sy

In the second,yyear, six families from Program I had to be replaced at

the beginning of the year and an additional family recruited. Of the replace-

merit families, two subsequently withdrew. In Proram II: four families had'to

be. replaced at the beginning of the year and three additional families found.

Of these seven replacement families; five withdrew. After three further replce-

ments-had been'secured,'four.of those who, had withdrawn expressed a desire to

re,..tt2 the. project. Thus, final "ample sizesin the second year were eight

In Proqram
.

I rand twelve in Program II.

Y
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4. THE INTERVENTION PROGRAMS

vThe basic Objective of theii.ntervention-programs was to help the motherk'
g.

create in the home:an environment: favourable 'to their children's developmeht4 '

particularly.in'school-relevanb4hra-cteOistics, by extending the teachirlg-

'cbmpetence of the mothers. The focus Of the Parent EduCatOrs' activities'wa

the mother/child dyad (or, as was the case so frequently, mother/children).

- The framewdrk which guided the selection of activities foraroAler/child

interaction was drawn from Hess, (1969). Hess, concerned with the family as a

socializer of cognitive. behaviour, examined the available empirical research on'

the effects of parental behaviour and values upon cognitive deyelopment 'and

school achievement in youncy-children. He foUnd that school a.CNieyement is

significantly related to o'numberbffamily charactenistics: demand, -for high

ac ievement-, maximization of -Uvc.rbal interaction, engagement with attentiveness.

to hQ,,,child, maternal teaching behavlour,diffuse intellectual stimulatio

warm affective relationship with the child, feelings of high regard for child

and selfiyreSsure for independence and self-reliance, quality and severity of'

disciplinary rules, and use of conceptual rather than arbitrary,ragulatorY

strategies.

The intervention programs were concerned with all of Hess's:variables

except for those relating to pressure for independence and. disciplinary roles,

on which no direct stress was laid.

Intervention Program I Wome'Teaching Program)

This program had three .major components:
(i) A visit to each home onCe`a fortnight by the Senior Parent Edu tor.

During this visit,-the Senior Parent Educator introduced to the five y,ar old,

in the mother's presence, certain developmental games,. toys and books a d taught

the child to use these. The.aim was to show the mother how to elacciurag the

child's development through the (hese materials and 'particularly t'hrough

increased mothtsir-chUd verbal-interaction. The mother and child were encouraged

to work on the together; qhe resource materials were,available for borrowing

for use in the home until the next visit.

She also worked with the child, in the mother's presence, on school -,
P

relab.!d skills; she explained'to the mother-the goals, program and methods of



the-school. ,As'mell.she helped the mother'to,lecome ablaze o community
.

'

,:facilities, such as chi14-en s
,

/

(.il) . A meeting of all mothers (invo-1,v0d iii he experim metal program4,
0

once
4.

.1 4
.

JAtnigyt.. The a.kM)3e'thiS.me.etingwas,, g4upAscust,ion:andsharing of

e)periehces,andreactions (by mothers and children). tdIzth&Senior Paieht

E4c.4or's activities., Teachers from the schools were ihyited at times to

theLA-2.meetings, in order to increase parent-teacher contact, and understanding.

4

organized visits to :the childi-en'schools, and one vi$,it to a local
N '

1

Intervention Program II Wibrayy Program)

modified intervention program was instituted with-a further group

of.mothers, from a"diferent district inBrisbane.-

The developmental games, toys and books were available for borrowing

EoP use in the home for extended periods oftifie,:as in Intervention 4ograM I,
4

j
*. e.'. 4,.

:,..but the BenjigooParmit Educator did not conduct teaching:sessions in the home
, Vg. o

for mothCr and child. ,.

As in Intervention. Program I, a meeting of the mothers was held'ohde a

fortnight.- The aims and conduct of these meetings were the same in 'both inter-
)

vention programs.-

. ,

ESSential Difference between the Two Intervention Programs

Both 'programs aimed to increase the amount and quality of home stim-

ulation aVailabLe to the child, and both aimed to increase the mother' under-

.stding and knowledge of the school program. Both of theseObTectives,

ittained, should have fostered the childtens schbol achtemene. L

..

NOP' ''.Intervention program I was designed to ascertainWhether the additional

component of wo4ing individually with the mothers to further their competence

in the teaching role would be reflected in greaer qaina by.thesechildren in
o .

their school progress.

V
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. AI 110flII TEACHAG

' (I,) Year 1

r

t43

The purpose of the Parent. Educator''s fortnightly-teachi,n4 visit was

to work with the mdthers in their own homes, discussing witia themthe obj9.ct-

'ives and program of the school; showing them how to help their '4.1ildren'with.

their schboi work acid how to foster the general cognitive develdpment'of their

children, helping them to realize that they.have a vital role to play in the
.

educational development Of Chifdren, and helprng'them, also, to become

more effective teachers of their children.

In order to achieve this purpose, the Senior Parent Educator spent

approximately one mornidg'per fortnight in the Grp e I .classrbomS of the

childeen in the project,, so as to keep abreast both of their individual stages

bf development and of the school program in general

fl

Keeping these two factors in mind, was the Parent.Educator's task

. to devise a series of fortnightly'activities for home demonstration with the

mother and child which might serve as springboards for the mothers's-own

creative action.

Three principal readymade.aids were used: -a tape recorder, a set of 9

Cuisinai,re rods (a box of which was given to ach.'family:forhomd use) and. the

Peabody Language Development Kits and Manual forLevel l(Dunri, 1965)
01-

a fertile source. both of stimulating material, and teaching ideas. As well

everyday, ,matbrials such as cardboard, tiles, 'cheap plastic animals,-cups,

saucers, real fruit, buttons, counters, Scraps of material were pressed into

service for.a variety ofTurposbs.

Each teaching vsit-lasted approximately an hO',u,r and aguarter: about.

,40 to 50 minutes spent on the teactijng activities (longlnough for, a 5 tO 6

year old after a day at school, and also'for a mothdr with other, children and

dinner preparations claiming her attelltion); a quartbr of an hour changing

library boOks and toys.; and perhaps Len minutes of relaxed chat.

Major. fields covered in the teaching activities were ba:;Ic number

e appendix fori.a (-Jscription Of typical- Home Teaching visits.
,

. .....

95
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skiland concepts, and the development Of talking and listening.

. i
. ,

illathematioal.loorto included: one to one correspodence,.conservation,
. . ,

.seriation, counting, .addition, subtractiOnf multiplication, 41 .sion sets,'

estimation (4 Weight and .lerigth, diScrimination of common shapes".

,

Ri;:ad'ing ami ./P.It-,/,HgSkil/s unc'orteept:1-encomOssed: Pattern making

an chinq; associating soundSNand'symbols; matching, objedt or pictures
.

.

q
.iri

and l'eir. initial :,1,ouAds;' .observing the' position of letters prA rds; identify-.

ing and matching 'Whole words; developing small muscle co- ordination and object
:':

Tanipukation.

Lailguac Development was'fostered by getting the child and mother to

.experience'and taIk about such activities as: class'ifyins, pantomiming, f011ow-
I

'ing directions, identifying and naming pictures,'objectsand actionirstening

to and reproducing sounds and -rhythms,.feeling and smelling unusual objects,

discriminating between and describing'colours, -observing. and remembering, miss_

ing'objects, playing shop, story telling.

....Bach activity encompassed many skills and concepts. Po .11,F .; e, in

,v...r_
The Outline Game" where the child takes objects' out of a box', them an0

tries to place each object on its oUtline:drawn on a.piece d'f cardboard, skills

developed can include: labelling describing and-vocabulary building; one to

one .CorrespondenteOkkserving and, describing shapes, making selections,' matching;

.observing similarities and differences, counting, If the mother ,then encourages

the chfld to make his otprz ?Outline Game" the small muscles used in writing'Will

be devel,k)ed.

For each of,the.40minute sessions, three or four activities were planned.

'As 'the year proceeded, the activities increased in complexity,Throadly'related
0

.as they wereto the*.school program,'but in every case an activity was capable

oe,bein,g extended, or seemed appropriate to the i,ndividual ;

'child's. readiness.

(ii) Year 2 A

- 1 In the second year three of.the,participatinothers from Year

became p -ti ...Pareht Educators, joining the Senior parent.Educ or for Home
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Teaching visits, which were conducted weekly in-each home.

In this second year, the E0C119 in suggest U) ways in 'which mothers

,can help children learn ,hilted from:c;cade I children to,Oxe-school aged

children; Activities were therefore geared to this level and here the Manual

Wopkjobs ( Barratta, 1972) and the laboall Lanougc Dcoclopmcut (Dunn, 1965)

were found invaluable, though same of their suggestions were aimed at older

children and were adapted by the Parent Educators at their weekly planning

sessions.

The format of the teaching visits was the same as had proved -workable

in the 'first year: three or four activities, invlolving,,both mother and child,

usually concluding with the reading of a story, or part of a story. Major fields

covered in the teaching ;ctivities were also the same as in Year 1, but at a

simpler level:

()!,,,cpt.[; included: one to one correspondence; simple

esl-imationsof weight and length; counting up to 5; discrimination of common

shapes; identification of likenesses and differences.

nil c!onocptd included: pattern making

and matching; sorting and matching objects and pictures; developing small

muscle co- ordination and object manipulltion.

1-,;urua ie dc0c0;mc'nt, was fgstered is much the same ways as in.the

previous year. Some emphasis was given to concepts such as 'inside',1outside',

etc., and the names of colours which most children did not know.

B. LIBRARY VISITS

The aims of the home Library program remained constant in both Year .1

and Year 2.

These aims were to introduce to the mother and child at home certain

developmental games, toys and books, to teach them how these could be used,

and to suggest to the, mother how, by playing and working together with the

child, using these. materials, and particularly by increased verbal interaction,

she could enhance the' child's deVelopment. The resource materials were kept

9 7
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in the homes until the next visit by the Parent Educator, when they'were'

excbanged.for:other items in the Library.

(I) Year 1

As with the Home Teaching program, the Senior Parent Educator visited

homes once a fortnight,.when the five year old child was home frOm school.'

Library visits' lasted a comparatively short time, some half hour or so, encom-

passing the sehoosing, by mother and child, of new resource materials from the

Library, the'demOnstration and disc)lssion of these materials, and the return
,

of-the previous borrowings. Often,'as in the Home Teaching Program, a, cup of

tea and a chat formed part of these visits.

Year,2

The main differences between the Library programs in the two years

were, as 'with the Home Teaching program, that'in Year 2:

three Aboriginal Parent Educarors joined the Seni6r Parent

Educator in the teaching team;

the program concentrated. on helping the mothers prepare

their 4 year olds for school learnill., instead of suggesting

ways of their working with 5 year olds as in Year 1.

Library materialS were therefore appropriate to the yOunger

age group;

because of the incredse&Personnel, Library home Visits

became weekly instead of fortnightly.

The Library allotment of $300 (spread over all the families) was

husbanded so that sums were available to boost the Library when necessary

through stock losses ordeterioration. This quite small amount of money

allowed a high level of maintenance and variety in the Library over the year-

long period. InYear 2, much of the material from the first year was still in

good condition and, where appropriate to the,younger age level, was able to be
.1T9

used.

0

A number of criteria were initially used in making Library purchases:

9,9
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1. Relative inexpenvivcneva. It was hoped that if mothers ecame

convinced of the valu of such materials they might be more e raged to buy
_-

similar stimulus materials for their families if the items we apex

rather than dearer. Also for the purposes of the project Lti course

more practicable to replace cheaper library materials. Kce an 1.-.1cponsi,;e

wooden jigaw puzzle piece or domino is as likely to be flost as a cheapen

cardboard or plastic one4 , it makes budgeting sense to buy/ cardboard or plastic.

Exceptions to this were some materials or books which,appeared to have special

educative value and which were not available in cheaperorms: for example,

some fairly expensive bjoksdealing with key learning concepts in a particular-

ly appealing way; these augmented the much larger number of cheap and

reasonably good books.

2. The potential for mather-child venal interaction..If a choice had to

be made between say "Snakes and Ladders"(Which requires two player anci.should

promote. talk between mother and child about numbers, directions such as left,.

ri/phu, up and down,.._add colours off squares and markers) and Building Blocks

e . (which den be left entirely'to the child, alone), "Snakes and Ladders" would'be

chose,T.: In practice, this procedure wasnot stniqly adhered to as time went.

on., Mothers and children peristently asked for building blocks and jigsaw

-Pzzles (which had not originally been included on the above grounds). In

complying, th0 Parent Educator then tried to build on their expressed interest
.

1pysuggesting ways in which,mothers coula talk with their children about heights

colours, and real or fantasy purposes of the objects made from the building

blocks, and 4courage the children to tell them stories about the creatures in

the jigsaw puzzles. Conversely, mat rials with a high potential.for arousing

,verbal interaction '(like card and dce games) need not be so used but could be -

left by an uninterested mother to e Vild's solo playing. As.time went on,

therefore,' it seemed best to, the ,ront. Educator to point out possibilities as

persuasively as possible and the leave to the mother the decision about her

! participation in the child's us= of a wide variety of materials, even some

which would not on the' face of t appear conducive to adult-child interaction.'

3. "RecjOlability". Mater als such as paints, clay, books with tear-out or

stick-on components had to'be regretfully rejected for inclusion in the Library

since all materials had to b- used many times over.
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_4. case of care. A criterion besought-by many mothers but almost

impossible to meet was that of "no little pieces". The nature of small

children's'learning makes it often essential'to have numbers of little pieces

to be Matched, moved and mapipulatad, and it was possible to meet the mothers'

pleas only within a very small range: Magnifying glasses, magnets, glove

puppets, dolls, skipping ropes, and of course, books.

C. MOTHERS' MEETINGS

The purposes of the.Mothers' Meetings were threefold:

i) to enable the mothers to, raise, either in the group or with the

Project Director, any issues relating to their children or the

program;

ii) to enable the Project Director to put forward directly some

teaching ideas, such as the value of regular reading by Parents

to thildren;

iii) to:introduce or reinforce new teaching ideas throligh other

activities or media, such as film.

Apart from theseedupattdiia1 aims, and perhaps reinforcing them, was

the simple enj*Felli-E pf- a carefree morning - and morning tea out together:

carefree..466Cause mo,thers were able, if they wished7 to bring their,children

xet.See 'relieved of baby-minding responsibilities by the presence of a number
'

of volunteer student baby-sitters. For some:of the mothers this was undoubtedly

' the chief draw, of the meetings they said

Meetings were fortnightly the Home Tetchingamilies (Program I)

meeting one week, the Library famil*s (Program II) the other, in order°to try

to.separate the effects -of the two prograMS. Transpore was provided by a

University bus whos/driver became an avuncular part of the project. Much

thought was giver(to the location for the meetings. The University was at first

rejected as a possible venue'on the grounds of its alien atmosphere. For some

monthsyMeetings were held in the city club, run for and by Aborigines, whose

Dir9ctor had given such help in the redruitment of the group" When.this club

was demolished, however, the meetings did move to the University, which proved,

despite earlier misgivings, highly acceptable to the mothers.

I o
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ActivitiCs at the 'meetings'included puppet-making; a number of films

on basic teaching concepts; avisit to ajocal municipal library; and talks

to the mothers by two of the teachers of some of the children. Of all these
N activities, probably the teachen' visits were enjoyed most, the films least,

lqboring" was a later feedback) though these meetings may have been redeemed

in the mothers',eyes by a\eartoph finale which Was always ighown for the children

and was upiyersalfy enjoYed.

The'general format of the meetings, changed in the second year. Where

films had previously been the staple farce, in trice second year at most sessions

an example of play and teaching material's was discussed and made by the mothers

to take home and use with their children. Such materials included sock and,

finger puppets; picture lotto; picture bingo; picture sequencing game;

card-matching games of various kinds; flannelboard; 'Who Am I?' animal guess-
.

ing book; scrapbook; jigsaw puzzles. Teaching principles involVed in all

these activities,were,at first explained .(with some of the children helping

as demonstrators) by the Project Director or the Senior Parent Educator, but

increasingly by the Parent Educators whose confidence and competehce in group

work increased notably as the year went on.

I

The Parent Educatdrs and Seai4BX Parent Educator often planned their

home teaching activities td mesh in with the Mothers' Meetings, so that materials

made by the Home Teaching group (Program I) weft used by'the Parent Educators

ip the subsequent week's teaching visit, and then left in the mothers' homes.

Ilhe Library group (Program II) on the other haokid, took their play materials

home at once from the meetings.

One film only was elown in Year 2: that of the Bourke Pre - School/ Program

'which sparked off animated discussion, and"led to one of the Parent Educator
I .

suggesting that.uwe should make a film."

The meetings were sometimes attended (with the advance permission of

the mothers) by overseas or interstate visitors interested in programs involving

parents and children. Occasionally these visitors talked 'briefly to the mothers

of their special interests - thus the mothers heard from an eminent Human Develop-

ment professo-r about American.Indian education; from a Mexican home-school

liaison teacher about language development in a pre- sc}iool program; from an
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Aboriginal library trainee about library facilities and plans on an Aboriginal

settlement.

Other sessions involved invited guests. 'Fingerplays' were demOnstrated

by a kindergarten director. A library adviser gavel a demonstration reading and

story-telling; 'and a senior Educati Department officer initiated the mothers

into the mysteries of the Grade I matlematics their children would soon be

meeting-

D: INDIVIDUAL VISITS TO CHILDREN'S SCHOOLS INTERVENTION PROGRAM
4
I, YEAR 1.

'It has not been the AuStralian tradition for parents.to visit class-

.rooms except perhaps on occasional official 'Open. Days': There has been

defensiveness and timiditY'on both the parents' and the teachers' part. Shyness

has been highly' characteristic of Aboriginal parents. Consequently, a morning

spent by an individual. mother sitting in on her child's school program was a

momentous occasion for all concerned.

The way .was smoothed for the success of these visits by virtue of the

Senior Parent Educator's haN4ng sat in on many classroom sessions of the'part-

icipatingchildren during the year. This had been dbne in order to keep abreast

of aspects of the:school program with witch mothers could be acquainted during

the Home Teaching visits. Cordial relations had been established with the

children's teachers, two of whom had already addressed Mothers' Meetings. These

teachers readily agreed to welcome the mothers'on individual visits on specified

daLes.e

Of the ten mothers who had begun the program in he first year, only

'six made these visits. One mother was working; another was overwhelmed with

the demands of young babies; another had moved to a different area and felt too

uncertain in a new setting to face a visit; the fourth had moved too far to

continue in the pro'grm.

The si mothers" who did visit thejr child's school appeared to find the

morning very rewarding. They were',Made" to feel welcome by the teachers and the

head teacher, were introduced to otherstaff members and had morning tea in the

staff room. During'the School session, the mother and the Senior`enio Parent. Educator

sat al the back of the cla room where they could observe and quietly exchave
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comments; at times the teacher invited the mother to move among the children

at work, and explained some of their activities to her.

Mothers were delighted to see some of. the activities with which they

had become familiar at home being practised .in the school setting. On seeing

a table-setting exercise, knives being matched with forks, one mother said

with pleasurd, "That's exactly what we've been doing at home."

Among their comments were:

"Isn't it nice how they'can move about andta),k to each other,

but they're all well- behaved."

"When I was at school our teacher had a great big vane( - she'-s

only-got a ruler."

"This makes you see how hard it is to be a teacher with so
A

many children."

"I never realized-there was so much to school before I oined

the Club."

On seeing the difficulty of.some children in grasping a grouping

principle her child had already mastered with her help: "You know, everybody

ought to have a scheme like ours."

Teachers reactions -.were also favourable. On each occasion the teacher

told the. visiting mother that she was pleased with her child's progress, a

comment that tYle teachers (with apparent surprise!) had also made independently,

to the Senior ParentEducator in the later months of the year. One teacher

capitalized on the mother's visit by having.a writing and sirawing,exercise on

the theme: "Edward's Mum is here today." Edward's-pride in seeing his mum in
0

word and picture in his classmates' books was immense.

The children, indeed, all reacted with pride and pleasure to their

mothers' presence, and without exception the teachers remarked either to the''

mother or to other staff members on the excellent effect of the visit on the

children's Behaviour and interest.
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E. THE SELECTION AND TRAINING OF ABORIGINAL PARENT EDUCATORS

Towards the end of. the first year, the notion of employing Aboriginal

won as Parent Educators was presented to the mothers at mothers' meetings;

after discussion, all endorsed the idea of working with Aboriginal Parent

Educators the following year in order to help prepare their four year old

children for school.

In'December, 1972, three of the mothers with whom the Senior Parent

Educator had worked in the Home Teaching Program were selected to become

Parent Educators for the following year. These three mothers were selected

on the following criteria: warmth of personality, 1j,kely ability to commun-
e

icate well with others, reliability, availability for part-time work,responsive-
-._

ness to, the program, acceptability to the other mothers.

The three omen had varied edUcational and occupational backgrounds.

Two had not completed full primary-education and had worked only in unskilled

occupation*. The third, who had completed her Junior secondary education to

Grade 10), and business college, had not been employed.

The eldest had six children ranging in age from two years to thirteen

years. The, seco hd had three children (age range three to six years), and the

'youngest had a one }5'ar old baby.*

To some extent the initial trairLing of the three. Parent Educators had

taken place "on the job" during the qrst year as they participated in the

fortnightly sessions with their five year olds. An intensive month's training

wasprovided in February, 1973, in order to extend the insights of the Parent

Educators and to help them make explicit their understanding of the purposes

and methods of the program so that theymight be able to function effectively

in their new role.

Each Parent Educator was given a copy of the manual Workjobs and during

several of the training sessions detailed discussions were held on the principles .

* The youngest Parent Educator had been involved in the program in Yesar 1 with
her mother rcand five year old brother. In fact, she had played a major role
in the implementation of the program in that home.
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underlying- the,!4ctivities set out in the manual and possible adaptations of

this fund of ideas and activities. The highly structured format of this manual

lent itself admirably to this purpose. A similar highly structured program

which provided many useful ideas was the Peabody Language Development Wit.

Both these resource materials were of great value to the project, often lead-

ing to new and frditful variations to suit the local situation and interests

of the participating families.

During this months training, several visits,were made te'two

demonstration kindergartens where experienced staff discussed with the Parent

Educators the function and purpose of pre-school activities and eguipment.1

Following these visits the'Paxent Educators gradually assumed more and more

responsibility for the selection and purchase of the library materials for

the prOgram.

Towards the end of the month's training the Parent Educators, under

the guidance of the Senior Patent Educator, began detailed planning of activ-

ities to be selected and'arranged for presentation to tfle Home Teachir0

fflnilies. These planning sessions, led by the Senior Parent Educator and

sometimes attended by the Project Director, continued throughout the year as

an integral part of the Parent Educators' weekly program. During these sessions,

In addition to the planning of ac vities for the forthcoming week, members of.,

the,team exchanged ideas, feed- ack comments on the previous week's teaching,

information about attendances and mothers' responses and each contributed to

suggesting possible improvents in presentation methods.
, r

These planning sessions, like the Mothers' Meetings, were, sometimes
,

visited by overseas and other teachers and researchers. Such visitors included

Fijian GovernmentGovernment officials, a Filipino educational administrator, a Mexican

parent'educatidnist working in an Aborlq-i.pal pre-school program, a home pre-

school liaison teacher from North Queensland, Aboriginal trainee librarians,

an, Indian village community worker and a NOrth American Professor of HuMan

Development. These visit`s not only widened the horizons of the Parent Educators

but also fostered their confidence in explaining to others their own goals and

procedures.

In order to induct the new Parent Educators into the program,
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arrangements were made-for them to accompany the Senior Parent Educator on

her visits to the Library families who were continuing into the second year.

The Parent Educators gradually took responsibility for these families with

the concurrence of the mothers concerned. Each had responsibility for either

two or three Library families; the Senior Parent Educator (since she owned

a car) maintained responsibility for five Library families who lived in widely

separated suburbs.

In addition, each Parent Educator assumed responsibility for a weekly

visit to three Home Teaching families; the Senior Parent Educator retained

one Home Teaching family. During the course of the year, there were fluctu-

ations in these arrangements as Families came and went. The Senior Parent

Educator sat in with each of the Parent Educators on a number of their teach-

ing visits and out of these supervised sessions came useful suggestions for

improved presentation and interaction with mothers and children.
00'

IN
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1! RESEARC ItASURES

a) VIABILIT\' OF PROGRAM

ThiS' 4s assessed in terms of the number of mothers who were

approached an greed to participate. Of those who did agree to participate,

evidence is presented on:

- 100

SECTION III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

.. the length of time for which the family

participated,

.. the reasons for withdrawal,

.. the frequency with which mothers kept

appointments for home visits by the Parent

Educators, and

the frequency of attendance at mothers'

meetings.

b) UTILIZATION OF ABORIGINAL PARENT EDUCATORS

The Senior Parent Educator worked very closely with the Parent Educ-

ators throughout the year. After the initial block training period of one

month, she met with them weekly to plan the ensuing weeks Program. Towards

Educator working in

She evaluated theM on the follow-

the end of the program, she observed each Parent

with mother and

ing variables:

Relationship t-ochild:warmth

child on several occasions.

towards child,

the home

ability to engage child's part-

>113 in'comprehensible seeps,icipation, ability to present activity tchch

degree of verbal interaction with child, use

relevance,in presentation of activities.

Relationship to mother: ability to relate to mother, ability to bring out

principles and value of activities, ability, to involve mother in teaching

activity, ability to withdraw from dominant role and encourage mother's-leader-

ship, ability to promote verbal interaction between mother and child, promotion

of mother's use of encouragement, ability to convey to mother the importance of

of encouragement,. creativity and

her teaching role.

10 7
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General teaching role: follow-up of previous activities, ability to elicit

or suggest follow-lip ideas, feeling of lightness and enjoyment, pace and

interest of presentation, flexibility in dealing with unusual situations.

c) EFFECTS UPON THE MOTHERS

i) General Behaviour

, As a result of the continuing visits to the participating households

(once per fortnight in the first year and once weekly in thl second year)

the Parent Educators came to know the mothers very well as they functioned

within their home settings. Informal, as well as formal, discussions between

t4e mothers and the Parent Educators offered further insights about the

mothers and their orientation to their children and to life in general.

These data were supplemented from maternal answers to a structured interview

conducted in the home.

On these bases, qualitative judgments about the mothdis and about

the effects of the program are presented.

ii) Maternal Teaching behaviour

lt,
The mothe esl,teaching behaviour was assessed, bejore and after the

program, On the,ba is
i

of a mother-child interaction task, with each mother
. v

being asked to teach her child a sorting task.
§

6

The teaching task was i.n every case conducted inithe home by the

Senior Parent Educator.

The initial task called for the mother to teach her child to sort

a number of blocks i,thiCh differed in colour ired, blue, yellow), shape

(triangle, square, circle), size (big, small) and mark (+, 0). The mother'',

in the absence of her child, was first asked by the Senior Parent Educator

to discover the sorting principles, the only instructions being that(the

blocks must be put into four piles or groups, and that all the blocks in

one group must have something in common. By trial and error and An

elicitation approach, the mother discovered that shape and colour.were

irrelevant, and that,the relevant, attributes were size and mark. Thus

r' 4 piles could be produced by grouping big and small blocks with a +, td

big and small blocks with a O.
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When the mother had successfully sorted the blocks, she was aske o

explain the reasons for her groupings; in order later, to be able to eli it

these .from her child. Mothers differed,considerably both in the speed with

which they grasped thQ,sorting pr;nci les'and their ability to verbalize

these. In order not to interfere e mothers.' owes-encoding of the

sorting process, on no occasion did the Senidr,Parent Educator supply labels

'or terms - the extent of heir aid' to a mother who was obviously tiring in

repeatedly unsuccessful sorting attempts was to di'Aid attention to a group

of blocksAd'aSR what there was in common about them.

(41tothe mother had both:successfull sorted the- blocks and alsb

given the reons for-her cateorization, the blocks were reshuffled and

the ihole process repeated as a familiarization procedure. The childwas,

then called inc, and with the mother's permission a tape7recording was made

of the mother teaching thechil2'tt /rting task. She was told that she

could :each him how to Lort tir locks in whatever way she thought best,.

just so. lengas he learned t w re,;) sort them anl could explain the reasons

for his groilipings. The So for Parent Educator sat fairly close to the mother

and child in order to manapulate.the recorder -land also to make brief notes

. .on the non verbal interactions (e.g. pointirig, smiling, "turning Off")

between- mothe: and child, and to assess the mother's overa3,1 warmth.

At 'the end of the year th'J. same task was performed again,. the mother

this time teaching it to her pre-School child. in two fam tes in Tnter-..'

vention Program II*, there was no.pre-school child, and it was therefore_

necessary for the mother to work again with- her .Grade I child'., For the,;e

mothers, the blocks in the post-intervention task differedosbefore on the.

attributes of colour and shape, and also on the new attribute's of thickness

(thicf., thin) and mark (pink st7lr, gre.6n star).

In the second year, a number of new mothers oined the program; each

of these Performed tiro initial sorting taskcas described, with her pre-school

child: At the end of that year, a further evaluation of the mother's inter-

actional style was made. Aciain, ,i-der to avoid theeffects.ot both mother's

dna pre-schooler's over- familiarization wit the sane task, a new task of

',election of Sample
/ ,
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comparable difficulty was devised: instead of blocks to be grouped, pegs

had to be, inserted into holes. Again four groups were required, the pegs

diffeiing in colour (green, yellow, blue), shape (round, square), and mark

(0 and no 0) .

d) EFFECTS UPON THE CHILDREN

In Year 1, the cognitive and linguistic functioning of the target

children, who were enrolled in Grade I, was assessed using the Stanford-Binet,

the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test and the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic

Abikities. These tests were administered at the beginning and end of the

year: In Ter to assess any diffusion effects, the Stanford-Binet was

administered at the same time to the pre school child in each family.*

An attempt was made to secure data from the schools attended by the

Grade I children on their school progress. However; variability in school

praCtice in the keeping of records on Grade I children made this attempt

unsuccessful".

At- the beginnin of Year 2, no further assessment was made of the

pre-school children wH were continuing in the program. The 4 year old

children whose-m6hers were joining the program were assessed (Stanford-

Binet). At the conclusion of the Year 2 program, the Stanford-Binet was

gain administered to all pre-school children.

All testing of pre-school children was conducted in the children's

homes.

It was considers sirable in Year 2 to secure a control group of

Aboriginal 4,year olds attending pre-school. Ten such children-were located

at two pre-schools and their mothers granted permission for the children to

be tested. The testing was conducted at the kinder(fartens. By the end of

the year, however, only five of these children remained in Brisbane; these

five were re-tested at the end of the year.

1* Note: In two cases the family did not include a pre-school child; the
ages of the .1-7rschool children ranged froM2+ to 4+.
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2: MODES OF ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

a) PERFORMANCE OF MOTHER ON TEACHING TASK

Tape-recordings were made of the mothers' verbal interactions with

the children durirg the teaching task. Analysis of the transcripts revealed
4

-that the mothers' utterances were of two major tyiNs:*

Content-based utterances. The'se were instructions, information or

questions that had to do with focussings ("See all those little blocks there")

or placements ("Put them all together"), or,requests for reasons for

placements ("Why did you put those there?"). Included under this head were,...-

also clarifications'of such utterances .( "Put them into four piles. Four

heaps.")

Motiziational utterances. Theselwere both positive and negative. They

included inciting to action ("Come on," "Keep goinA), exhortations to'look

("Look!" "See?"), praise,'eiicouragement and supportive noises ("MMm," "Yes,

that's right," "Good girl.'"). Other utterances were eesigned to inhibit .

action, such as negative remarks f011owed by positive guidance ("Hang on,
,

aren't you going to .... ?", "No, that should go there"), and negative

remarks followed by no positive guidance ("No, that's not right." followed

by silence).

While "No, that should go there" could be said to be corrective

feedback concerned with placement, and therefor content-based, it is

possible also to identify a motivational element within the utterance.

The coding system devised attempted to identify both cognitive and affective

elements of the mothers' utterances. (See Appendix II for detailed coding

44procedure.)

Relating the sorting task to Hess's (1960' family characteristics

of significance for school achievement, it can be seen that the task itself

is an example of the variable of maternal teaching behaviour, and could be

expected to reflect some of the other variables. Accordingly, transcripts

of the sorting task were analysed under the following headings (Hess's

relevant variables being noted'in brackets):

. -
* In the examples, the italics indicate the category under discussionTA.
unitalicised portion of a remark is coded in another category.
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i) Global estimation of the extent to which the mother, either initiaZZy

or later, gave child an indication othe sorting principles underlying task

(use of conceptual rather than arbitrary regillatory strategies).

A 4-point scale was used:

No indication ,.-; 0

A little'indication 1

Fair in cation 4, 2

Good indication 3

ii) Verbal guidance (specific and general): to what extent did the mother

provide context of meaning within which the Child could perform the,sorting

operations? (maximization of verbal interaction; use qf conceptual rather
4
than arbitrary strategies).

Brophy (1970)used a coding system for a similar'teaching task Which..

encompassed both verbal and non herbal categories. ,Since we, however, were

concerned7ejpecially to focus on the.quiiity of verbal interaction; we

recognized,twO types of verbalguidance for the purpose of assigning a score:
i

.
instructions,. information Or 'requests focUssing attention or

direcfing placements, giving ',Opecific category or principle.
-6

("PUt that with the Other'big dotAP',

.'instructions, information or requests focussing attention or

directing. placements, giving general category or principle.

("Look at the marks." The/'ve,all got somet ng the'zame,W)

In the case of instructions, informati or requet*t#rfocussing

attention or directing placemen* t, where no guiding caeg O:y or principle

4:was stated, the mother received no score on this variable. .("Where are

you 4oing.to, put that?"'"That goes ti'aere7..")

The-mother's score on this variable represents tb proport'ion of,

hedetterances directing placements or focussing which provide guidance

(general or specific) for,the child endeavourt.

iii) OveraZd warmth towards and support. of child -(en4agemen't with

attentiveness to child; warm affective relationship with child).

4i+
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A 4-point scale was used:
/ij

Markedly cold and,non-supportive, 0 / /'/A little warmth and-support 1
Fair degree of warmth'and-support
Very warm and supportive

iv) Verbal praise and encouragement (warm affective relationship with child).

The mother's'score on is variable/was derived by calculating the proportion

of her total utterances which prehrided verbal praise or encouragement of the
child.

In the coding, / /
ere further scores were calculated:

./'

/
v) Clarification/of utterance9: explanation, on the same level of specificity,

of den utterance (maximization of verbal interaction; use of conceptual rather

tan arbitrary strategie ( "They're-round Ties. You know, dots.")

v__

vi Frequency/5f requests4by mothenifor child's verbalization of reasons
/.

for placement/(demand fOr high achievement; maximization 'of verbal interaction;

use of conceptual, rather, than .arbitlary regulatory strate.,

vii)jiegative response with no positive guidance (use of arbitrarysegulatory

strategies.)

Since there was a very low incidence of utterances in the last three

categories, no further analyses were executed.
5

The global estimation of maternal warmth was made by the Senior

Parent Educator. The global estimation of maternal indication of principles

was made byithe Senior Parent Educator and .a trained undergraduate. Maternal

'\utterances were coded twice, in accordance with the: coding Schedule given in
,

full i.n:Appendix II. Disagreethents were resolVedby.discussion. InterCoder.'

agreement was ,86 %.

b) DETERMINATION CIF GAINS

The smallness of the sample and th-0marked heterogeneity of the

I
d,'mothers led to the decision to avoi,the use of measures of centre; tendency.

6
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Rather, in examining the dta, our interest was in reporting the character-

istics of the mothers and children prior to our intervention program, and

in studyin4 %the impact-of the intervention.on individual families.

In the analysis, therefore, we concentrated on gains made by mothers

and children'' In determining whether any improvement might/be regarded as

a true gain, we employed the concept of standard error.\ For 'the moth'ers'
..

performance on the teaching task,"the standard error was calculated on 1

1 , . -

distribution of/initial scores of the total sample (Intervention Programs I /
, -

,

iand II and Years 1 and 2) and an improvement in excess of 2 standard errors
/. ..
/

,

was rejarded 4s a gain.. It was felt that this was/sufficiently rigorous to

exclude colu/W,mg chance gains as, true gains. ThiS procedure was followed
. ,

in respdect to the following variables:

Maternal scores: use of verbal praise. and encouragement .

use of verbal ,guidance

*
There were twoJurther maternal teaching variables: warmth and

Communication to child of sortg principle. Each
- /

allocated'a position.on a 4-1)2,int scale on each of

gain was considered to have, g5ccurred if the mother

of the mothers was

these variables. A
AV

's rating on the second

administration of.'the teaching task exceeded her rating on the first
.8)

administration. ur

Gains on the children's performance.ywere also assessed in terms

of standard 'errorS.of7sObres, a gain being recorded if the confidence,. -

intervals around the initial d final scores did not overlap. For the

Binet the standard' error was computed. on the d'tStribution of the scores

"of the total sample. Published tables of'standard error were used for the

Peabody Picture Vocab'ulary Test and the Illinois Test of Psycholinguiqic

,Abilities (Paraskevopoulos and Kirk, 1969).

c) COMPOSITION, AND SUB-CLASSIFICATION OF THE SAMPLE

Initially it had been intended that 20 families (two groups of 10)

would participate in the program over a two-year period. However, because

of problems of mobility and withdrawal, replacements had to be recruited

in both years.
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Since N'relatively small number of families (6 ou

in both Year 1 and.Year 2, all data.have been analysed

participation in the program (either Year 1 or Year 2)

six mothers who took part n both years of the progr

year only were analysed,,

E.

e

In all, 30 families fulfilled this

participation (14 Home Teaching, 16 'Library)

Teaching group took a job at the end of he

unable to, carry` out the post-prograh tea

available for29 mothers.
. (

of 30) participated

iY terms of one year's

In the case of the

, cita from the first

c. dition of at least one year's

bud mother in\the Home

year's participation and was

ing task. Data are therefore

Analyses were. made to d4t.e mine if thete were any marked change's

wit4A eather the Intervention I b the Intervention II program samples,

.`'land if there -was any difference i the pattern' of changes betWeen the two

.Intelventp programs.,',. Jruo-fur et types of analysis were carried out the

1one relatin to initial level. f peifolgance and e second relating to

stability of the family unit.

The program was essentially an explorat ry e designed 'o ascertain (

f7whether a:Parent Education program could, be deve oped and implemented with

urban. Aboriginal families and whether such a program would exert any

influence on the families. It was important, therefore, to determine

.Y\whether the program had aodifferential effect on different families.

One variable which might be considered to affect hInefit from the program

is initial level of functioning of the 'bother and of the child. Some

programs might Be expected to benefit more able people and others to have

a greater impact on less .able people. In the case of this program it was

not possible to predict the relationship between initial level of performance

and Subsequent change, but it was possible to determine if there was such

a relationship. Accordingly, in the .case of the mother, initial performance

on eaCh of the four variables derived from the teaching task was considered

across the total, sample and mothers categori4ed as belonging in the upper

or lower half.*

* The median was used as the dividing point.
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Mothers varied in their location in the upper or.dowenmhalf on

the" four variables. In summary,

J
Table V.7

-Levels of Teaching Competence, in Mothers

in Two Programs
p

Upper half on 4 variables

Upper hlfT 3 Variables

Upper half on 2 variables

Lower half on 3 variables°

Lower half On 4 variables

vari

Teaching
Home

Library Total

.2 1 . 3

6 - 10

2 2 4

3 3 6

0

.\ 13 16 29 to

sequent analyses shoved that warmth was/the only one.oc the four

:nbt amenable to change throughout the course of the intervention

programs. In studying gains in relation to initial level of teaching

performance, mothers were therefore categorized into two groups: more

competent (upper half on at IeaSt two of the threevariables) and less

, compete ntl? The distribution became:

Table V.8
4.

'Global Judgment: Levels of Teaching Competence

of Mothers in Two Programs

Home
Library Total

Teaching

More 5.0friPetent mothers 9 6 15

Less competent mothers' 4 10 14

16 29

The earlier discussion of the characteristics of the familie.s in

the sample drew attention to the marked mobility pr wailing in this group.

In addition to the mobility of many of the families there was a high

, incidence of.single parent .families. It CoUldbe predicted that the

stability of the.family unit would be a Variable affecting the success
.

of intervention progr, imed at extending the mother's teaching competence

116
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and'at attracting her to engage in greater verbal interaction with her

children. Adcordingly, the mothers were divided into two groups: stable

family unit and unstable family unit. -The family was characterized as a

stable family unit if there were 9

a) a permanent father figure,

b) a perinanent mother AlgUre, and

c) stability in residence.

The familY was categorized as stable in residence if there hacfbeen no move

or if there had been only a single move from a lower to a highee'stedard
of housing. -Thirteen flamilies met all three of these criteria. Three

further families were categorized as stable, even though two'i.acked a

permanent father figurebut maintained for the children a highly stable4

environment; the third moved more than once but again mai tained a stable
?-.

environment for the children who'attended the one schbol throughout-the

two years Of-the program. Thirteen family units provided a markedly unstable

environment.'

"j

The distribution of stable /unstablely units across the two

-/, intervenOn groups was:

Table V.9

Stability of Family Units in Two Programs

Home 'Teaching Library Total

Stable 5 11 16

Unstable 8 5 13

Totals 13 16 29

ci EXAMINATION OF CHANGES IN CHILDREN

Changes in the children's performance were examined in the light of

i) the type of intervention program

ii) initial performance of the children*

iii) the mother's initial performance on the teaching variables

stability of the family unit

* On the Stan'ord-Binet, children.were categorized into three groups:

Above average : x
/

+ >42

-Average : xj-± 1.1 a

Below average : x - > 1/2 a"
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CHAPTER 6

EVALUATION OF THE PROJECT AND ITS EFFECTS

The evaluation of the Intervention programs is centred on the following.

g(estions:

1) Can a parent education progranibe, deireloped and implemented

within the homes of ukban Abori,ginals?

2) Can urban Aboriginal mothers h trained and utilized as

Parent Educators?

. 3)- What effects do the parent education programs have upon the

participating Mothers?,

4) Are therechaniles in the participating children which may

be attributed t8'the intervention program?

VIABILITY OF THE PARENT EDUCATION PROGRAM wr

a) EXTENT OF PARTICIPATION

In all, 40 families entered the program over itdotwo year operation.

Of these', 4 withdrew within'a month, while the initial data were being

collected, leaving 36 families who were participants for at least 2 months.

Of these 36, 30 (14 Home Teaching families, 16 Library families) completed

one full year's program (one Year was effectively nine months) while 6

families withdrew part way.through the year, their exposire to the program

ranging from two to three months.

Of the 30 families who completed one full year, 7 withdrew temporarily

A
for periods of between one and four months, and 11 withdrew permanently

after one year. The reasons for all withdrawals, excluding the four families

who stayed with the project for less than a month, can be summarised thus:

Table VI.1

4ReasOns for Temporary or Permanent Withdrawal from Prclject

Reason

Moved too far°to maintain contact

Too busy

Husband antagonistic

Parent Educators withdrew from sample

Took full-time job\

In hospital fo'r extended period

Number

12

4

3

3.

1

8
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Mobility, i can be seen, is the major reason for withdrawal, either

permanent or to y. .Under this head are included bdth moves to distant

suburb's-and o the co try by the, whole family, the.motlier or the target

child who might be sent stay with relatives at a time of family disruption.

It should be noted that a move to a distant suburb 'did not inevitably sever

involvement with the program: one mother who temporarily moved out-of

Brisbane and who valued the program highly, made a long train trip once a
..,

week for sevellial weeks with.her child to meet the Parent Educator t the 2

, A
latter4home. Another (pother who had made a-similar move,undertoOk difficult'

---Is
I

.,

trips by bus and train with all her children and stayed overnight with aft
0 J

relative on two occasions in orde'r to attend mothers' meetings. These
. 4

I

occurrences were rare but demoristrated that difficplties could be overcome
i

if the mother felt sufficiently committed to the program.

Similarly, c'too busy", while'.hfeing a valid description of "very many

of the mothers, may have reflectOd rather the low priority accorded the

ram by the mothers who gave.this as.their Teason for withdraWing, since

other, mothers who wdre also subject to extreme family demands maintained

their commitMent to t14,., program.

While Aboriginal husbands and at least one white husband appeared

either enthusiastic or neutral about their wives' participation in the

program, three whitd husbands expressed, antagonism which precipitated .their

wives' withdrawal. Remarks made by the mothers indicard that these husbands
,

did not wish-their(wives or children to be associated with a program

identified As "Aboriginal". An explanation made by the Senior Parent
.

Educator to these husbands'of the goals of the program failed to change

their attitude's. One'mother, in some distress, said she would love to

come back. into the'program "if it was.for everybody". There was no question

of .these wives pursuing.a policy independent of that of their husbands.

e

The three mothers who became Parent EchiCators in the second year were,
4

olE course, withdrawn from the program as participating mothers in view of

ttaeir1 ew role.

.

Though.many mothers took short-term casual jobs from time to time,4

only one R16ther withdrew because of full time employment.
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a

ThougA illness and hospitalization disrupted many attendances, one

mother was in hospital forsuch a ldngehy period that she was recorded as

temporarily withdrawing from the program.

In general, the holding power of the program might be'judged by two

. different criteria. .In terms of the original design, 20.:families were to

have participated over atwo ypar period. Of the original 16 families,
ArK

-however, only 6 Completed the full two years.
44

0 4

a

Table VI.2

Aeasons for Failure to Continue in-Project from Year 1 to Year 2

s e

.

Home Teaching

No.of

Li1;.raryk

'Group it. Group

No.bf families families

Continued 3 3
-.

Withdrew because of
appointment as P.E.'s

.
. . 3 0

No sib ing of pre-
school ge 1 ,2

, .

.

Withdre ybecause of a

move to ountry 0 1

Withdrew because of
"lack of commitment"

d
2 1.

'i

Wien the holding power is judged in terms of one year's participation,

o
the holding power was 75%, since 30 families out of the 40 who initially

° (Dined the project completed one year with the program. Taking 36 rather

than 40"faMilies as the number who made a fairly firm commitment to the °

program; *holding power was 83%. This holding power is surprisingly high,

since the factors ring for withdrawal are major causes of stress and

disruption both to a parent education program among Aboriginal families

and to all the participants.

es 46b) ATTENDANCE

Apart from the question of withdrawal, what do the attendance figures
. 4

tell us about the attractiveness of the program to the mothers who stayed

in it?

I

12 0'
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i) Attendance at Home Visits ik a

..." .

There appears to be nd difference in attractiveness in the two

programs overall. The Home Teaching Groups had.an attendance over the

)L)two years of 71%, the Library .Groups 74%, and the overall attendance

over the two years was 73%. By attendance here we mean the keeping of

home appointm4nts with the Parent Educators.
.

. .

From Year 1 to Year 2 attendances were well maintained. 41* the

Library Group mothers, there was a tendency to a drop in Year 2rom

the high figure:of 'Year 1 (82% --70%); the Home Teaching Group Attendance

rose, from 69% in Year 1 to 73t in Year 2.

In Year 2, it will be remembered, major changes were, introduced:-

Three Aboriginal Parent Educators joine,the teaching team, as

against a single white ,Parent Educator in Year 1; home visits became

weekly instead of fortnightly; the program was concerned with 4 year olds
3

/ instead of 5 year olds. None of these factors seem to Have affected

mothers' participation. All attendance figures remained relatively constant

except for the high figure of 82% in the Library Group in Year 1. To

account for this figtre,:we turn to the evidence on family stability.

Table VI.3

Mean-Percentage Attendance at Home Visits

Stable vs Unstable Family Units

Stable

Unstable

Home .

Teaching
Library

Yr 1 yr 2 Yr 1 Yr 2

82 82 80

64. 67 55%

%.;

Overall, across thetwo programs over two years, the average attendance

figures were 81% for the mothers from stable family units, contrasted with

62%'for the mothers from unstable family units. Thus marked differences
,*

in:pean attendance at the home visits existed between mothers categorized,

as belonging to stable famil unite. --And those belonging to unstable

family units. Nahere is this more sttlxkinglyiporne out than in the
8

Yr\

1 1
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high 482%) attendance figure in the Library Group,in Year 1, the year in

which all family units in that group were stable. Ove elmingly, these

figures point Vfaminstability as a factor diminish ing otherwise

irTipressive leyel of partici;atiorAn the home Visits program.

It should be notes at the Parent Educafors played an iMportant

rqle in helping to maintain the high level of attendance. They.-Were involved

in repeated calls, arduoua.joutheys by public transport, and frustratin/

.:. periods of uncertainty about the Whereabouts-of soM'.families. It is a,

tribute to?.their assiduity and a measure of the OVerall\response to their

visits that their morale remained_high.

.

satiafactory in view of'the fact that seven mothers ad short period of

at conclusions can be dkawn.from these attendance figures?

The overall attendance over th,:two groups over two years,'73%, is

withdrawal from the'program, and that all the mothets entered the program-

voluntarily, could withdraw at any time andwere unpaid.

(ii) Attendances at Mothers' Meetings

The overall attendance picture is shown in Table VI.4.

Table VI.4.

ran Percentage Attendance at Mothers' Meetings

1.

flome.Teaching Group

Yr 1 Yr 2 Total

65 44

Library Group 56 39 45

Total 61 41 50

Here the stability factor appears-far less decisive,, since 1eight

of the twenty mothers from stable family Units as well as ten of the

sixteen mothers from unstable family units attended fewer than 50% of the

meetings_ Attendances can therefore more meaningfully be presented as

fdliows:-



Table Vf.5

1 )1 :; I( ill' of Attendance',;"; at t 1-s ' 'Met! t. ing

by Year and Type of Program,
a

Teaching

Mothers attending mn) than
751. of titCi t i11,31

MotWrs attending ')0
of mee wrt

Mothers attendipu less than
50% of meetings

Yr 1 Yr, 2

Libraric
Yr 1 Yr 2*,

1

.3 .1 2

4 8

*On.° tilothet-in. this group worked

fulltime in Yr 2 and was unable
to attend. MotherS' Meetings.

Combined atteildance figures for the two years were;

Table.rVi.n

ristributipn Of Attendance:; at Mother Meet1ngt1-, Programs I and II

Tilitchintj Plus Library

Mother:; attendinj, m n) than
751 ormeOtings

Mothers Attending 50
cif meetiangs

Mothers attending less'than.
scr of meetings
,

o Yr- 1 Yr 2

1

6

12

. Attendances in general were poor. Overall, across the two .groups

over 0.40 years,-attendance was 501- There was,a tendency for lower
4

'attendance on the part, of the Library Group in both years, anda markeldly

reduced attendance in both grOups in Year 2.

1

Reason:; for Nen-attendance at HoMe Visits and Mothers' Meetings

Although it is clear that other influences beside family stability

played a part in tide low attendances at Mothers' Meetings,'itremains true

that family stabilit is an important factor in,maternal,,participation in

the piogram. 'Support for this view comes from scrutin of the-main reasons

given by mother::; or other family members.* non attendance.
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Illness, another major factor ol non- attendance especially at Mothers'

Meetings;salso appears to be relit: 1 to the stability factor. Unless a

Ii1other herself was sick, illness calsek lc, disruption to the Home Visit

Program than to the-Mhthers' Meetings, since a child's sicknwis did not

necessarily prevent the Parent Educt/ from working, if only briefly,

with the mot4er. Mothers, however, were disinclined to come to Mothers'

Meetings if any of the family mealers were sick. The relationship of illness

to family stability.is illustrated by the fact that serious illness, involving

visitsof children and/or mothers to hospital caused the abandonment of 32

home viSits to mothers in unstable family _units (N =16) as, against 6 in

stable family units,-(N = 20).

Other reasons for non-attendance which clit across all groups were
) .

attendance at Court, at funerals, shopping excursions, visit, to and from

relatives, going to the races, domestic demands such'as wash ng.

Three major factors appear to have operated to lower attendance at

Mothers' Meetings as compared with that at 'Home Visits; one of these was

illness, which, as noted, .is a far greater deterrent to attendance at

'..:Mothers' Meetings than to presence at Home Visits. Secondly, although

transport to and from the Meetings was provided, considerable effort is

required to have one's housework and washing done and several. children

bathed and dressed by 9.30 a.m. It is little wonder that some mothers

often found it_an effort they preferred not .-to make. Thirdly, shyness was

undoubtedly a contributing fzictor. While it had been anticipated that'some

mothers,might not be receptive to Home Visits from an outsider, it was

' -found that, in fact, the Parent Educator was warmly welcomed. Many motherS,

however, found it more stressful to venture out into a group situation and

establish contact with a large number of strangers. It might be added that

once the ice had been broken, marry mothers expressed enjoyment at the social.

contact and irjrCed re-established a number of old friehdships, but the

initial step was one that some mothers found it hard -.in some instances

impossible - to take. While participation in the Mothers' Meetings was

strongly encouraged, mothers were not made tofeel that it was compulsory.

In the second year, at least two othOr factors may have operated to

lower attendances still further. Mobility, high overall, rose in that year.

14
.-$
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The disruptive effects' of such moves have already been described. .Furthermore,

in the first, year the Senior Parent Educator had accompanied the University

bus on its rUn to pick up the mothers; in the second year one of the three

Parent Educators made this run instead. Mothers who may have hesitated,

out of politeness, o decline the SeniOr Parent Educator's reminder of the

Meeting, may have_ elt less compunction in saying "No°to'a Parent Educator,

one. of their fr,..j, ds.

;2. EVALUATION IF THE ABORIGINAL PARENT EDUCATORS

In is project the Parent Educator's role was a complex one;'she had'

th teacher (of the child). and teachertNper. (pe the mother). Her
4

aim was to'provide a teaching .model for the mother: In essence her

was to demonstrate to the mother the nature and value of a variety of

activities and to help the mother become a more effective teitcher of her

child. This could be accomplished only through.her active.involVement

with the child in a teaching relationship. The teaching had to be seen,

however; by both'Parent Educator and mother as a mlir to an, end andlthe

Parent Educator therefore had eo be able to stand back and allowthemother

to try out the new techniques for herself.

task

The evaluation of the Parent Educator is therefore

her interaction with' the child

. her interaction witk..the mother.

focussed on:
.

Evaluation of the Parent Educator was made Wthe Senior Parent

Educator who observed each of the three women working with, her families.

Judgments on a four point,scale were.made in respect to eighteen variables.

Appendix 2 presents the detailed evaluation of the Parent Educators.

Assessments made on this basis indicated that while the Parent Educators

h4d, from the start, achieved very high'levels of interaction with the

children, they had not at first, in general, been markedly effective with

the mothers in 'the fallowing respects: explicit.formulation,for the mothers

of'the purpose and'V'alue of the teaching activities, involvement of the

mothers to a high degreein the teaching, withdrawal from the dominant role

and encouragement of the mothers' leadership, encouragement of increased

verbal interaction between mothers and children, and promotion of follow-up

ideas and activities.

47.
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By the end of the year ;olle g. a. had-been.madc in most of thwiC2
I

ir ..

a eas.. The reasons for these gains ire probably several:

,

The cumulative effect o 'several months' pleasant association. between.'

mothers and, Parent Educators,a d' the increased feelings of ease,,that arose

from familiarilty may have accoLnted-f r some of the increased involvement

of the mothers in the teaching 3nssionq:

It is important to remembethat,\ in the first year,of-the project,

the Senior Patent Educator had encountereciLsome difficult)'(

helping the mothers to accept fully their own teaching role; there had

been a tendency for them to 'See the situation as one in which the Parenq

Educator came in to teach thq'child. During YA" 1, the mothers showed

an improvement in this regard. Had the 11b(7)riginal-Parent, Educators been

able to, capitalize on these increases; in mother participation, their task,

in-facilitating the mother as teacher, would have been much easier. However,

only three of the Home Teaching gtoupimothers from:the first year carried

over into the second year.

The Parent Educators thus had to start from the beginning with

replacement families, and agar faced the same tendency for shy mothers

to 'stand back (often literally) and let the Parent Educator teach the

. child. The Parent:Educators, themselves shy and a little tentative at

first, Often did not bind it easyfor some time to bi-ing the mother'into

the teaching circle.

It is suggested that more regular supervised sessions might
, .

perhaps-hame facilitated parental involv6ment. For example, as an outside

observer, the Senior Parent Educator was quickly able to gauge, and later
--v

bring to the attention of the Parent Educator, the relative lack of

involvement of one mother who sat on a5hair looking down on the arent

EduCator and child, who were on t e ( flc,or. Close contadt was impossible
t

between the Parent EdUcator and the mother, who moreover found it easy
4...'

from her detached vantage point to go and opt of the room a great deal,

missing many teaching opportunities. Simple physical arrangements of this

kind - e.g. seeing thak all the participants are on the same level so that

mutual involvement becomes possible - are absolutely crucial (though of course

a
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not sufficient) to ensure the 'success of a project such as this where so

much depends on the warmth and closeness of atmosphere.

While in discussion later, the Parent Educator wholeheartedly agreed

in principle with this point, it was more difficult, as in any new learning,

to apply it in practice. At a subsequent supervised visit, the mother was .

noted to be still a semi-detached observer; but following ,still further
.

discussion of this by the Parent Educator and the Senior Parent Educator,

the former, on yet later supervised 'viaits, was ensuring that the mother

as an involved group member.

At he same time, supervisory visits have their limitations. With

/ all the goodwill in the world on the part of the supervisor, there i'an

inevitable feeling of 'being inspected' which distorts the group relation-

ships and, particularly with shy children, may prevent the Parent Educator'

from giving a true picture of how she normally ope-iates. ,Under aese

circumstances the Senior Parent Educator tried to make such visits always

occasions for support, not criticism.

It may be that it was not in any case for some months that the Parent

Educators felt .qufficiently comfortable in the actual administration of the

teaching activities to take up Very'many suggestions coming out of the

supervised visits. As has been suggested, the role of the Parent Educator

is complex, almost contradictory one, since she must serve' as a teaching

,model for the mother, yet - virtually simultaneously. stand aside from.

the teaching role and encourage the mother toassume it. She_must'dothis

Confidently yet not overbearingly,'at the same'time keeping fip an entertaining ",

flow of activities and coping with the unexpected arrival of relatives,

!

salesmen, or the presence of any number of other members oftthe family,
.

. ,

!especially babies needing. constant'attention: She must keepyher sensitive

feelers always waving, yet be relaxed and unruffled ,fit the same time:;

. As. in,any teaching situation, the acquisition of so 'complidateq,W

network of responses takes some time as the Senior Parent tducaterfOUnd,..

in her first year. Not surprisingty, the. Parent Educators tended for-s6V"

--time to interact more with the children than with the mothers. The-Senior

Parent Educator may have bu,ilt up a number of the necessary competences,

127
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yet not have been as wholly accepted by thpiAborginal mothers as the

Parent Educators in Year 2. As the projectlended;'they may have acquired.

just the degree of confidence and relaxation in the'teaching situation

which would have allowed the flowering of their interactional potchtial

with a new group of mothers. In a sense, the attempt to extend the

teaching competence of a, group of mothers may have ended just at the r

point when the Parent Educators' teaching competence was sufficient for

them to begin.

The three women evaluated the effects of their year's experience aS

parent educators upon.theMselves. All three reported the following effects:

They became more understanding and patient with their

own children.

They And ways and new ideas to help their own children.

They felt more confident about meeting people.

They learnedjpo accept-the difficulties and problems

of other people.%

They made a lot of new friends. .c

They, most of all;-enjoyed being their own bosses,

that is, being' independent.

. "We'd worked out what we were doing but played it
--r .

bY car'- used our discretion about applying it."

No of hem, at the ehd'of the projects felt they eeded further

different twining for this particular job.

t:loPipt

Two of 6e Parent Educators are pow employed by the State Department

of EdreAtion as Teacher Aides. Another has gained permanency as a clerical

assis tint in the Australian Public Service.

3. EVALUATI N OF THE EFFECTS OF THE.,INTERVENTION PROGRAM,UPON THE MOTHERS

A. QUALITATI E. EVALUATION

(i) Effects of Home Teaching visits in' Year 1

In gene al, the Senior Parent Educator's impression was that these/

visits were en oyed by all the participants (frequently including babi
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other Children'and grandmothers). A mother who often seemed dispirit

at the start of a teaching session became markedly more animated, relaxed

and gay as the visit went on. Chief among the moeherS' reactions, as

gauged by the Senior Parent Educatc7r, to their"Grade 2, children during

the teaching sessions were:

1. the mother's surprise ( ften at first, Simla' and disapproval)

at seeing how hard her chil found an operation (such as matching

5 tile-s with 5 counters) whic she herself saw as self-evident;

2. her interest hearing that her child,was not after all

inferior, that all small children find such Operations hard,

and only ,to be mastered with retelling and practice;
.11

3. her appearance of pleasure in finding that she herself knew

enough to be able to help. the child practse such operations at

home

With these reacts ;,,,in mind, the Senior Parent Educator= tried to

devise activities which; though fun in themselves, could also be extended

to the home situation = activities at the end of'which one could ask:

"What else can you think of around the house that he can have fun practising

talking about - listening to - feeling - counting ...,..?"

At.the next teaching session, the Senior Parent ducator.always

enquired how the activities of the previous fortnight ad beeh extended

or pradtised. There was a highly variable responseto this critical

question.

Sometimes the mothers said they "hadn't had time"; sometimes they

had indeed found crfative ways of apply ng ideas like'the,mothar who had
f

started counting flower petals with. her child, or the mother who,was now
I

entouraging her child, to tell her the names of all the animals on television.

Sometimes both mother and child were eager to show the Senior Parent

'Educator how they had been working with mats or trains or ladders using

the rods which had been provided..

At the teaching sessions the Senior Parent Educator tried to create

a Climate where praise and encouragement predominated over, negative respo

to the children's faltering attempts. She tried to create this dtimate

129
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first of'all by example, in her own idEeraction with both child and mother,

-7, ("That's good work, Ted." "See how hard this is for a 5 ye, r child; he

AN won't be able toAdo it straight away, but he's trying hard, that's the

important thing.") At the beginning of the year, the mother'(despite an

honest initial presentation of the project as a way in which mothers could

learn new ways to help their own children learn) usually saw the situation

as one in which the Senior Parent Educator came in to teach the ila while

she, the mother, looked on as a passive observer. The Parent Educa

therefore made every effortto involve the mother increasingly in the

teaching activities, for instance by suggesting to the child: "Ask Mum to

-start off the train ,with the rods and see if you can match up the carriages",

or by playing a game round the table, for example, "I Spy..

As the mother became less diffident and took over more of the teaching

role, it was noticeable that her reaction to the child's incorrect responses'

was often one of disappointment or Scolding. When this happened, the Senior

Parent Educator tried not only to lighten both mother's and chill's discourage-

ment directly, ("Yes, it's hard, have another go") but also to jticulate more

directly to the mother the 'importance of positive encouragement as against

purely negative comment. "It doesn't matter if he gets it wfong you might

need to tell him a lot of times. That's the way he'll learn, by7hearing it
d

from you." One mother said with surprised insight.: "Yeah, I suppose if people

rubbish you all the time, you do give up after a bit."
0

Since a prime objectilo of the teaching visits -was to suggest to the

mothers the importance of talking to their children, the SenTor.Parent

Educator also found it posble to involVe the mother's more directly in a

verbal teaching role simply by diverting the child's questions, spoken or

unspOken, to his mother, instead of answering them herself. In one situation

:there were displayed six plastic animals in a circle on the table, taking

part in the Grand Parade at the 5ikow:

PalentEducator: "What's this ani

lilence frbm the child.

Parent Educator (whispers): "Ask y what that animal is."

Child:, "Mummy, what's that animal?"

Mummy: . "That's a zebra.

:,)

0 0
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Each time this happened, there was a moment of deliightedsatisfactipn

as mother and child communicated; perhaps this is one of.the simplest yet

most effective ways of developing the mother's con4dent teaching role in

relation to her child.

In summarythe Senior Parent Educator judged that overall by,tbe

end of Year 1, there was ih most homes a more marked,degree of verbal:

interaction between mothers and children, and mothers were more prone.to

creating an'encouraging atmosphere for their children's learning. In:t

some, the mother's praise for :'N'Ti.d's efforts, not noticeably present

at the beginning of the year, was beginning to be more characteristic by

the end of'Yearl.

(ii) Effects of the Home Teaching Visits in Year 2

A critical difference between Year 1 and Year 2 was the employment

in Year 2 of the three Aboriginal Parent Educators. They all felt that

the mothers to whom they made HpMe Teaching visits cduld'be distinguished

on the basis of:

la) overall willingness to give time to the program,

(b) amount of 'follow-up' activity undertaken,

(c) appreciation of the importance of the teaching role,

especially the importance of talking with the child,

(d) feelings of conXdence and competence in fulfilling

this role,

(e) encouragement rather than discouragement of the child,

(f) interest in making use of stimulating program activities.

In general, the Parent EducaOrs did feel that positive changes

occurred iX all the mothers who remained in the Home Teaching Program on

All or most,Of these counts.

Evaluating the program's effect on one mother, for instance,-one

Parent Educator said:

"At first, I don't think she had an inkling of the
importance of mothers helping children prepare for
school, but towards the middle of the year she
realized how much she coulyi help X. She certainly,
followed up aCtivitiesi.ik counting, colours,

/2
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talking out things, especially on TV. At first.

she used to give him a dirty look when he didn't
know things - but later, after she saw how much
better he did when he got some encouragement, she
saw the light. I'm sure the program has helped
her morale."

11.

The Parent Educators often felt that other members of the household

were beneficially involved in the program:

"A. and Grandma were already interested in preparing'
Y. for school, but there were many things they didn't
realize children need to know (like hard and soft,
eets, and so on) and they were pleased to have these
ideas demonstrated., A. already had some books for
children, but did welcome library things. She
enjoyed mother's meetings. She was alw4ys patient .

with Y., even at the beginning."

For some of the other mothers, however,thq, Parent Edudators felt

the program had been only.partially successful in terms of the desired

outcomes.

The Parent Educators felt the program had made little, impact on

only two mothers who withdrew from the program. The family situation-

of one of these mothers was highly stressful and unstable, and she moved
A

too far to maintain Contact. The Parent Educator commented:

"She knew the importance of helping the children,
but she didn't participate much during the teaching!,
sessions. Probably.she didn'thaie much confidenye
in herself -she.didn't know if she was coming
going." L./

Of the other 'neither thb ParentEducator said:

,

"She just Lasn't'interested -'said sfie didn't have
time. The child,Was very eager, but if-yle mother
isn't, you don't get far: "There's no way to improve
the program if, the mother isn't interested."

Apa t from this very small minority of cases, however, the Parerit

Educators were unanimous in agreeing'that the program had been useful

both to t e participating mother,,kand,e_hildren. Not the least of the

spin-off benefits was the frequent consultation on family problems and

crises that todk place, between mothers and Parent Educators at home

visits. As a result of the4 discussions, quite commonly the Parent

Educators, through their expanding contacts, were able to put the mothers

in touch with effective community, resources.
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(iii) Effectsof Library Home Visits'

As with the Howe Teaching program, the Parent Educators on the whole

found'an enthusiastic response as they tried to/bring out the importance

for future learning of talking with children, and the ways in which the

mothers could help their children, through toys such as "Fuizy Felt", to

develop new ideas and learn'new words, and through games such as Tid4wipks,

and dice and card games to develop understanding of numbers, colours etc.

The mothers invariably expressed surprise and great interest at finding

that a game could also be a source of learning.

The Parent Educators all expressed the view that, on the.whole, the

families in the,1ibrary program benefited more than did those in the Home

Teaching program. Since the findings show, as we shall see, that greater

gains in teaching strategies were made by the .initially lower performing

Library mothers, this judgment by the Parent Educators may have reflected

.rea1ity. It may also"have reflected the higher proportion of stable

,families in the Library program, and the comparatively greater ease with.

which the Parent EdUcators were able to keep their appointments with the,

Library'families:

It may have reflected too, the fact that there were proportionally

more enthusiastic fathers among the Library families. All the Parent

Educators felt that the children mad- more progress when mother and father

worked together with them with the Lib ary materials.

It has been mentioned that a plea as made by many mothers, in both..

the Library group and the fate Teaching.,g oup(whereaibrary boi'rowingS,

of courseere 'also part of the program) r lib.rarymatergls; with no

little pieces".

Thisplea was symptomatic of the great diffi ulty some mothers found

in keeping library materials intact, or keeping the at alt, a difficulty,

especially pronounced at the begipning of the project Soule mothers,

embarrassed and upset by the loss of books and toys, 1 st heart and proposed

dropping out of the project; others expressed no compun tion at all that

their children had lost or .destroyed materials. For the Parent Educator

it was a delicate matter of reassuring the former while reminding the lattie-r
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that our) resources were limited' and lost materials meant fewer all round.,

Encouraging suggestions were made (often by some mothe'rs to others at

Mothers' Meetings) about putting the games and toys on high shelve, or

only having them out when mother couldIupervise; as one mother said,

"then they stay a treat". As the proje4 progressed, the level of

responsible management of materials rose markedly so that from most

families we had 100% returns at each visit; three or four mothers continued

to have a management problem, and these mostly preferred to borrow just

one book, which 'they could keep track of.

(iv) Effects of. Mothers' Meetings

Measured bytattenokance, Mothers' Meetings were blearly the least

successful part of the program. Reasons have already'been advanced to

help account for this. '.Actual attendances were boosted not only by;up

to 12 or 15 children, but also by grannies, friends and neighbours who

often came for the ride, and were made welcome. The final meeting,' a

combined one, was a Break-up Picnic attended by 30 adults and 47 children.

There were a few mothers who made a considerable effort to attend

regularly. Even for those who came only spasmodically, the Mothers'

Meetings served useful purposes:

They fulfilled an enjoyable social and morale-boosting fuLction;
apart from providing a morning out, they were an opportunity for women

whose social contacts were restricted to meet-new friends and in some

cases to renew old friendships:

(b) They, gave a sense of solidarity and depth to the whole project, of

group,:Turpose'inenterpriSe^potentially ablOto be' extended beyond

themselVes and their i

(c) 'They widened the mothers' perspectives on the meaning of education

and the community educationaresources locally available. All these

functions were efiCapsulatd by the mother who remarked:."I never knew

there was go much to education before I joined the Club."

(d) They brought the mothers into contact with interesting overse'ttt,

visitors.

(e) They allowed mothers to lighten common problems and difficulties by

sharing them, and, sometimes, suggesting solutions.

1 '44
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(f) They provided an opportunity for the Project Director to reinforce

the principles of the project. Contact with'the Proj r 4 Director also

,provided the mothers with a channel, perceived as sy 40. thetic and non-

bureaucratic, for future enquiries about a great variety of personal and

family problems.

.(g) They gavean opportunity for the mothers' creative expression in making

materials such is puppets and scrapbooks.
ti ,

(h) Since time' was always allowed for these creations to be tried out with

the participating.younisters, the meetings gave the mothers further

opportunity to practise their teaching skills, this time in a group setting,

where they could learn from eadh other as well as from the Parent Educators:

Those mothers (six in all) who participated in the program in both

years, reported greater enjoyment*at the meetings in Year 2 than in Year 1,

probably' because of the greater degree of creative participation in making

play materials for the children. Those replacement mothers who attended

pe meetings regularly often commented at home to the Parent Educators

about the pleasure they and their children derived from the meetings:

The changing behaviour of thv children at the meetings j.s worthy of

note. WhereaS in Year 1, while their mothers watched films& they had

played under baby-sitting supervision. with items from a toybox espedially

kept for the meetings, in Year 2 baby-sitting was increasingly dispensed

with. This.occurred partly because the Parent.Educators were present and

could help fulfil this role, but.mainly because the children became more

and more participating members of the gro eithenhelping-their mothers

. to make jigsaws,.finger puppets and so on; or else gathered in small groups

At tables nearby, purposefully makinT4pir own. 0

Some activities had long-lasting effects. The visit of a kindergarten

director to demonstrate finger plays has been described. AlthoUgh mard-.===%"'

mothers were too shy at the time to join in vociferously, copies of the

rhymes were taken home and the Parent Educators reported many mothers and

children singing and performing them right through the year. '

The Parent Educators themselves, as has been noted, increasingly

developed confidence and skill in managing the grbup and the/Morning's

program as the year progressed.

.1 3.5 v
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, (v) The'Role of the Fathers in the Program'

Whenleach mother was first interviewed about joining the project,

an effort was made also to see the father (if present in the household)'

to ensure his acceptance of the project and his wife's participation.

If he was unavailable, his wife was urged to consult him, so that divided

attitudes would not become a problem later.

Despite this, ass has been mentioned, threewhite fathers, though at

first apparently acquiescent in their wives' participation, later obliged

them to withdraw, thus earnipg the epithet from one of the Parent Educators

of "clog in the wheel".

Most fathers, where they were.present, were either neutral as far

as the project was concerned, or, in a few cases, enthusiastic. When one

mother embarked on a course of secretarial training lasting several months,

the father, who was then unemployed, made time to stay at home for the

Parent Educator's visit, and took over the teaching role.
ti

Some mothers reported fathers reading every'night to the children
4

,f.rom the library bobks and helping the children to play. mith the games and

toys,, and this, the Parent' Educators unanimously felt, was reflected;

especially in the proportionately more stable library families, in greater

benefits to the child

46i) Differential Effects of Programs
-

It Had been anticipate* d that the Home Teaching group mothers or

children might show increased gains over the Library Group mothers br:

children,' since an extra component was present in the program of the

former. No conclusions can be drawn Troth the fact that this did not

happen, by and large, in view of the important differences revealed in

the two unmatched samples.

However, the following considerations may be worthy of note}

(a) Program II (Library Program) tended to develop more and more similarities

to Program I (Home Teaching Program). As the Parent Educators became

increasingly ,welcome at the weekly visits to the homes of the Library

Mothers, they tended to stay longer, finding much enjoyment in demonstrating

the uses of the toys and books. Because of the careful selection of the
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Library materials, the Parent Educators dreW attention in these demongtrations

to the same developmental concepts included in the pre-planned Home Teaching"

session of the kind described in Appendix 1. (e.g. the underStanding of

mathematical concepts developed by dice games, tiddlywinks etc.)

(b) In a paradoxical way the Liorar. Program may have placed more onus for

interaction immediately on the'mh7ner:and-child. The Library Program. kept

the-Parent Educator psychologically in the "aemonstrator" role, throwing

the onus for interaction throinih the use of the books and toys'firmly on

to the mother and child.

In contrast, and in reverse of the aims of the program,'the format- of

the Home*Teaching program may have encouraged some mothers to put the Parent
?

Educatc)r in the role of "expert" to whom the mothers left the teaching.

Certai ly the propensity on the part of some mothers to regard the Parnt'

Educator as coming in "to teach the child" has been noted earlier. This

is perlaps an inherent danger or at least one to be specii .cally guarded

againse'--- in the Home Teaching type of program.

(c) The Library-program appears at first'sight deficient in'the "follow-uf).

activity" component (see Appendix I: A Typical Teaching Session) which was

considered, when planning the project, to be of such importance. It may

be, however,,that a mother and child who have used and enjoyed the Library

games and books will, in fact, follow up new knowledge and concepts in

similar ways to those devised blr,the Home Teaching mothers and children

.e.g. animals put together in a "jungle jig-saw" will be laier identified

a,pd disdussed on TV program.

The detailed content of the two programs may matter much less than

the reiteration by a respectedsvoiCe of the idea that the mother is a

highly important figure in her child's learning, that she has a great deal

of knowledge (much more than. ?he may think) that she can pass on to her

child tp make hi.; earning more successful, 'and that her encouragement

4rather than :discouragement. of him will 'also significantly affect his learning.

The differences between thl Home Teaching and Library programs may

be .(pf leso foment the fact that :)oth. can provide the mother with

motivating opportunities upon which she May capitalize building bl6cks

from which, if she will, she may construct a more Clevelopmental:relatiopship

with her. child.

')-1
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s: EVALUATION OF PROGRAM EFFECTS UPON MOTHERS' TEACHING BEHAVIOUR 1,N_A

STRUCTURED,TASK

Fourk'measures of the mothers' teaching behaviour were available from
so

the coding and analyseS of the transcripts of the mothers' verbalizats

while teaching their children a sorting task:

'indication of sorting principle,

degree of verbal guidance,

warmth and support oichild,

use of verbal praie and encouragement.

Assessments of the differences on theSe variables in mothers' pre7

program and post-program performance are presented. Answers to the

following questions are sought:

Are there differences ill gains between mothers in the

two types of interventien.pregram?

Are' there differences in gains between ini&Ally

more competent and less competent mothers?

Are there differences in gains between'mothers from stable

family units and, those frovunstable family units?

(i) Mothers' Indication of Sorting Principle in Teaching

Table VI.7

Changes in Maternal Indication to Child of,Sorting Principle

'Initial Peformance x Experimental Group

Mothers' Initial
ikgrformance,

HomeTeaching . Library Total Families

Gain

NO
Change Loss ,N Gain

No
Change Loss N.. Gain

No
Change Loss,p1.,

More competent 5 2 1 8 1 1 4 6 6 _2_3-- 5' 14

Less competent 1 0 5 1 10 12 2 1 15

Totals '4' 9 3 1 13 9 2 5 16 18 6 29

Significant Differences: Home Teaching-Mothers - total pattern of changes

X2 8.06, d.f = 1, p < .01

Library Mothers More competent vs Less competent

X2 = 6.66, d.f. = 2, p < .05 .

s.
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The motheis in the Home Teaching Program, as a group, showed a marked

iinprovement;in indicating to'the children the sorting principles underlying

the task; 69% exhibited this improvement. In the group of Library mothers,

there was a tendency to a significant gain, but the tendency was not as

marked as in the Home Teaching mothers.

The patterns of change, from pre-program to post-program performance,

shoWed no/differenc9 between the two groups (Home Teaching and Library).

It is of interest to consider the pattern of change when the mothers

were divided into two groups on the basis of their performance on the

initial teaching task. Within the Home Teaching group of mothers, there.

is no difference between the more and less' competent, but in, the Library

group, there is a significant difference; eight ,of the ten mothersin the

Library program who, in the prQ-program performance indicated relatively

.infreguently to the child the sorting principle underlying the task, showed'

marked improvements, whereas only one of the six in the more competent
o

group did so. When the more and less competent groups are combined across

the two experimental treatments, the trend to a difference in favour of

greater gain by the less competent group is maintained, although it does

not reach a statistical Nevel of significance.

Table VI 8 examines the association between stability of family unit

and pattern of change in the mothers' use of this teaching principle.

Table VI.8

dhangesn Maternal Reference to Sorting Principle

Stability x Experimental Group

Stability
Home Teaching Library Total Families

Gain
No .

Change Loss N. Gain
No

Change Loss N. Gain
No

Change Loss N.

1 Stable 1 3 1 '6 2 3. 11 7 5 4 16

}

Unstable 8 , 3 j2 5 11 - 2 13

1

Totals 9 3 1 13 9

1l6....
18 5 6

,

29
.

Significant Differ nces: Home Teaching Mothers Stable vs Unstable

X
2 = 8.93, d.f.'= 2, p < .02

Total Mothers: Stable vs Unstable

X
2 = 6.17, d.f. = 2, p < .05
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The variable of stability of family environment carries a certain

amount of explanatory power in interpreting maternal changes in this

aspect of teaching; the mothers in,the unstable group show a significantly

greater improvement than do the mothers in the more stable environments.

This phenomenon is particularly marked in the Home Teaching group.

(ii) Mothers' Emphasis on Specific and General Guidance,

Table VI.9
e

Changes in Maternal Emphasis on Specific and General Guidance

Initial Performance x Experimental Group

iMother's Intial
Performance

Home Teaching Litra7 Total Families
r No
1 .

Gain ,Change

I

Loss ! N. 'Gain

No
Change rLoss N. Gain

No
Change Loss N.

More competent 1 3 4 . 8 - 1 5 6 1 1 4 9 14

Less competent 4 4 5 1 10 8 6 1 15

.6

Totals 5 4

z,

4 13
42

4 6 6 16' 9 10 10 29

Significant Differences: Library Mothers - total pattern of changes

x2 = 7.5, d.f. = 1, p < .05

Total Mothers - More competent vs Less competent

X
2 = 13.6, d.f. = 2, p < .01

,

There was no significant difference in the general pattern of change betWeen
,

.

the two experimental groups.

Z.
In the Hone Teaching program, the mothers in the initially weaker

group showed some improvement (p < .10); this was the case also with the
.

',weaker mothers in, the Library program (p < .lo). When the Home Teaching

and Library mothers are t atsd as a total group, and the improvement of

more competent mothers is compared with that of the less competent, a
,...,

significant difference is seen with more of the latter than the former

exhibiting gain. Indeed, in the Library group, the mothers who performed

well, on this,criterien, on the initial task, showed at the end of the

program a deterioration rather than an improvement. It may be that these

_mOthers have resorted to nen-verbal forms of guidance.
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/'
'

Although no statistical accoun can be taken of situational factOrs,

it is true that in the case of four of the nine niIially more competent

mothers who showed a significant loss, their teaching behaviour on the ,
4 -

second occasion seemed, to the observer, to be inhibited by thR presence

of males from outside the family circle. Three of these mothersign fact,

gave a poorer performance-than initially'On two of, the three teaching

variables.

' Table VI.10

Changes in Maternal Emphasis on Specific and General Guidance

Stability x Experimental Group

Stabilit y
Home Teaching Library Total Families

Gain
No

Change Loss N. Gain

1

No
Change Loss 1 N. Gain

No
Change Loss N.

0
Stable 1 2 2 " 5 2 6 3 11 3. 8 5 16

Unstable 4 2 2 8 2 - 3 5 6 2 5 13

Totals 5 4 4 13 4 6 6 16 9 10. 10 29

Significant Differences: None

Stability of family unit does not seem.to be strongly linked with

patterns of change in these mothers in the use of verbal guidance when

teaching their children. There isa tendency for a greater gain among

the unstable than the stable families, particulaly in the Library program,

but this does not reach a significant lev,1 (p.-falls just. short of .10 level).

(iii) Maternal Warmth and Support of Child

Table VI.11

A

Changes in Maternal Warr7th and Support of Child

Initial Performance x Experimental Group

Mother's Initial
Performance

I .

Home Teaching Libra Total Families

Gain
No

Change Loss N. Gain
No

Change ss N. Gain
No ,

Change Loss N.

MIA competent 1 7 - 8 1 5 1 7, 2 12 1 15

Lees competent 3 2

y

5 4 5
\

- 9 7 7 - 14

Totals 4. 9 - 13 5 lil 1 16 9 19 1 29

Significant Differences: None

111
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The most striking information: in the_above,table is that the vast

majority of mothers (19 out of 29) showed no gain on this variable. One

would expect this personality variable, maternal warmth, to be less

susceptible to change than the use.of cognitive teaching strategies.
r .

There is a slight tendency (p < .10) for greater change in =Ethers who

i itially displayed relatively little warmth towards or support of their

c11..1dren in the teaching situation; this"tendency is revealed in both Home

Teaching and Library Groups.
J ,

Table VI.12
. .

Change; Vn Maternal Warmth and Support of Child

Stability x Experimental Group

Stability

. .

-Home Teaching Library .'Total Families

Gain
No

Change Loss N. Gain
No

Change Loss N. Gain
No

Change Loss N.

Stable 2 3 - 5 4 7 - 11 6 10 16.

Unstable 2 6 - 8 1 3 1 5 3 9. 1 13

Totals 4 9 -' 13 5 10 1 19 - 1

_

2916 t

Significant Differences; None

It is of interest to note that, if the 9 mothers who did exhibit a
4p

gain in warmth and supp9tof child, 6 were classified as belonging to

stable family units and only 3 came from the unstable group. All of the

6 mothers from stable units who increased in warmth had originally been

classified as exhibiting low warmth and support.

(iv) Mothers: Use of Verbal Praise and Bhcouragement

Table VI.13

Changes in Maternal Use of Verbal Praise and Encouragement
A

Initial Performance x Experimental Group

Mother's Initial
Performance

Home Teachin Library Total Families

Gain
Na

Change Loss
.

N. Gain
No.

Change Loss N. Gain
No

Change Loss N.

More competent 3 4 2 9 1 4 3 5 6 14

Less competent 3 1 4 '6 5 - 1:\\ 9 6 - 15

Totals 6, 5 2 13 6 6 4 16 12 11
....--

6 29..

42
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Significant Differences: Library Mothers - More competent, vs Less competent
motters

x2 = 12.74, d.f. = 2, p < .01

Total sample: Mo're competent vs' Less competent

X2 = 9.07, d.f. = 2, p < .02

There was no significant difference between the two exp,rimental

groups in the pattern of changes in the motherfs use of verbal praise and

encouragement as she worked with her child. Overall, only twelve of the

twenty-nine mothers improved on this dimension.

Within the Home Teaching group, the x2 test does not sugges that

level of initial performance is associated with pattern of change, although

three of four less competent mothers did improve. This was, however a

significant variable within the Library group. The gains in t1Ls groUp

were all made by mothers whO initially made only a restricted_Nse of praise

and encouragement; even so, only half these mothers did, in fact show an

improvement. .The competence variable exerts a significant effect in the

cOmbined sample.

Table VI.14
""

Changes in M4ernalUge of Verbal Praise and Encouragement

Stability x Experimental Group

Stability
Home Teaching Library Total Families

No
Gain (Change Loss N.

4 No
1

iGain (Change' Loss N. Gain
No

Change Loss ' N.

Stable 3 i 1 1 1 5 4 5 2 11 7 16

Unstable 4 2 l' I 2 5 5 3 13

Totals 6 5 2 '13 6 6
OL :

16 12 . 11 6 29

Significant Differences: None

There is no,association between stability and pattern of improvement in

maternal_use'of verbal praise and encouragement in either program.

SUMMARY : CHANGES.TIN MOVERS' TEACHING BEHAVIOUR

While the numbers are relatively small, certain trends can be discerned

in analysing the results 'on the teaching:task.

C.
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Firstly, and somewhat surprisingly, the type of experimental program

in which the mothers participated was not associated with their patterns of

change; viewed as a group, the mothers in the Home Teaching Program did not,

as we had expected, show greater gains in desirable teaching behaviour than

the mothers in the ibrary Program. Scrutiny of individual gains shows,

4)
however, that the mo hers in the HOme.Teaching Group made significantly larger

gains than those i -the Library Group on guidance,but not on any of the other

variables.

Secondly, the failure of the two types of experimental program to '

%xert different effects may have been due to some extent to' the distribution

of initial teaching behaviour between the two groups. Table Vk5 shows the

percentages of each of the two experimental groups in the categories of more

and less competent groups.

Table VI.15

Percentages of Two Groups

in Moreand Less Competent Groups

Variable

Home Teaching "-Library

More
competent

Less
Competent-

More
Competent

Less
Competent

Sorting Principle 62 38 37 63

Guidance 62 38 37 63

Praise & ,

Encouragement

. .

69' 31 ° 31
',69

Warmth
_ .

62 38 44 56

The significance of this distribution is highlighted when one considers

that significant,differences.in patterns of change were revealed between more

and less competent qtotal sample) on the guidance variable, and between these

same groups in the Library Progam on the Sorting Principle and Verbal Prase

variables.'

Thus, thirdly, the programs seem to have bean alive efficacious in

changing the teaching behaviour of mothers-who, before the intervention, made

relatively little use of the teaching strategies discussed.
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I

(

Fou thly, in the Home Teaching families, the mothers from unstable

units were he ones who were most likely to improve their teaching behaviour,

at least as far as.indicating to the children,thierinciple underlying the

presented, task. There was a slight tendency also for these mothers to,be

.:more likely than the mothers from the stable families to change their teaching

behaviour in the direction of,providing greater guidance for the children.

Fifthly, the programs did appear to bring about significant changes

in,a proportion of the families. Of the 29 families,

- three exhibited significant gains on the three teaching irariables*

- to .exhibited significant gains 6 two of the three teaching variables.

Only six of t e mothers (two Home Teaching and four Library) failed to exhibit'

a significant ain on any of the S yariables.

A Critical mment on the Teaching Task as an Indicator of the Mothers'

Teaching Stile
v

A major thrust of the program was the 'maximization of verbal:inter-

action' between mother and child. Underlying this waszthe assumption of the

important of the mother's role in providing a context of meaning within which

the child make order out of his environment. The degree to which the

program hae ade the mother aware of the importance of language in her inter-
/ ..

action with he child would be reflected, it was anticipated, in the Teehing
r.

Task, in her .use of verbal labels which would guide the child by giving

either specific or general categories or principles, rather than in Utterances

containing arbitrary instructions with no guiding principle/or category,

However, a difficulty inherent in the form of the sorting task was

that provision of a context of meaning need not be exclusively verbal. A

mother who pointed from the dot on top of one block to a group of. blocks-

with dots on them, saying: "Doesn't that one go with those?" would have

been giving her -child specific non verbal guidance (pointing); but since

her spoken direction contained no guiding category or principle, either

general or specific, (see p.105), her utterance would have been coded as

giving no verbal guidance. This however takes no account of the fact that

the situation As susceptible of being made meaningful either verbal1y or

* The Warmth variable is excluded here, since so few mothers exhibited
Change in this variable.

1 15
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non-verbally. The fact that the mother activated a correct response, by non-

verbal:but meaningful qui ance in a situation where non-verbal,cues were

.appropriate, tells us nothi g abOut her potential ability in a situation

where only verbal cues would e meaningful.'

While it might be argded, then, that an increase in a mother's use

of verbal quid Ce in the teaching task does indicate a general increase in

her ability to Providea context of meaning for, her child, the converse,

.because of the nature of the teachIngitask, cannot be aZgued..4* Perhaps a
.

,

different teaching task is needed: one which requires exclusively verbal

guidance.

Each mother was told that she could teach he'rchild'the scirt'ng

task "in whatever,way she thought best, just so long as he learne ow to

sort the blocks And coul1d explain the,reasons for tis groupings". However,

the Senior Parent Educator gradually ,came to suspect that instead of doing

this, many mothers were trying to teach the task in the way they had been'

..taught it: ;non-specifically (in order, not to impose ready-made labels),

",loy, trial and error and an elicitation approach "..

.Th s quite artificial constraints were introduced into the teaching

of some InD erg, thOugh others, perhaps more independent, did.appear to go

ahead and tea as they wished. On occasion,a mother remained non-specific,

. the child floundering, until she would appeal unhappily, "Can't I tell him

what to do?" When invitg0 again to "teach him whatever way you think best,"

Fier teaching style would then change, becoming dramatically more specific.

+,4

To a certain extent, then, the task tended to be.a reflection less

of the mother's. real teachin style than of the inters tion between her and

an (initially) unfamiliar " thority" figure whose style she felt obliged

, to imitate.

A lesson.to be learnt from this Might be,that an even clearer
or

invitation heeds to be given to the mother to teach in whatever way he

Wants. But can she be ordered to feel free?

1 4 C 6
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Slaughter .(1975) hasipuggested one answer to this question,.in

describing an intervention program modelled otl,thosei5J Levenstein (1970)

and Badger (1971). In order to observe "how mothers actually, teach their

children", she opted, in heylpre- and'post-observation sessions, for no

teaching task at all. To "

ease", twenty-five minute obs

of the housing projects where

a couple of magazines two or

toys, and mothers

Slaughter

imize the mothers' feelings' of comfort and

47ational,sessions were conducted on the site

the mothers lived;. --the room was equipped with

three "children's books, a TV set, and a few

were simply ask to be themselves" with their children.

reports that :

'...in this kind of anstructured, as close to ecologically
./\--.

L.valid
/ observationY'session as we can get with mothers of

,,. . ..-- .

these yo_ung-chil4k.dh, wejind wide variation in hoer) they),
.

I Irelate to thei,r ichldren. . (Slaughter, 1975:8) .

.

Muy not st wide variation, however, raise its ownproblem? Where,,

in the pre- and post-observations, a mother does not merely onstrate diff-
erences -,,erences in the same behaviours, but engages-in quit differen behaviotrs,

the measurement of changes is precluded. Moreover, one might. ask if even the

setting described by Slaughter was not relatively unnatural. Nevertheless,

the notion,of completely naturalistic observational studies of mothers inter-
\

acting with.their childrenas highly appealing; such studies,,made at home

over a period of time, must finally be the most valid way of assessing the

effects of an intervention program.

q) CHANGE. i A HIEV NT DEMANDS

As poi ted out earlier, one of the home characteristics associated

with"the chi d's success at school is demand for high achieyement. One method

Of assessing this (following Winterbottom,1958; McClelland, 1961; Bartlett and

Smith, 1966; Smith, 1969) is to ascertain from,mothers the ages at which they

expect certain .achievement behaviour in their ch,dren.

A choice of three achieVement behaviours was made from Winterbottom's

test",: to be proud of being' able,to. do things well; to try hard things for

1 Her original list included achievement, independence and caretaking.behaviours.
'Six more clearly achievement behaviours were originally selected; but three were
dropped because the Aboriginal mothers, on the whole were extremely reluctant to
assign'agestif expectation to them. The three which were excluded were : to be
energetic in climbing, jumping and sports; to be able to be'a leader of other
children; -to try hard to beat other children in games and sports.

117
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himself without asking for help; to do well_Ischool on his own. Mothers

were questioned about expected ages for these behaviours before and after the

program.

Data on mothers' expectations on these variables were available on

white Brisbane mothers of Grade I children from an earlier study (Watts,1970);

these data Cn mothers from a middle to upper-middle class'suburb are included

in the following table:

Table V1.16

Mean Ages at which Achievement Demands Were Made by Mothers

Demand.

White
Mothers

:Aboriginal Mothers
Pre-PrOgram Post-Program

. ,
.

To be proud of doing things well 3.33 4.13 4.11

4

To try had things for himself
without-asking for help ..- / 4.22, 5.31 4.29

To do well in school on his own 5.86 5.94 6.48

It will be seen that the Aboriginal mothers, as a group, expect the
tt

. child to exhibit pride in accomplishment at a somewhat later age than the

white mothers, and eposure.to the intervention programs had no effect on

their expectation in that area.- Interestingly, there was no ethnic difference,'

before the program commenced, in mean age for expecting children to do well at

school on their own. By the end of the program, however, the Aboriginal mothers'

were stating,a later age of expectation; it is tempting'to speculate whether

this is a respons-on their part to their children's actual performance at

CA..school.

Expectations about the third behaviour - to try hard things for himself

show a change in the Aboriginal mothers. Before the program, they were, on the

average, expecting this behaviour about a year later than the white mothers; .

after exposure to the program, they were matching the expectations of the white

mothers.

4. EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTS OF THE PROJECT UPON THE CHILDREN.

The major. aims, of the intervention programs were to determine if a
4

parent education program could. be developed and implemented for urban Aboriginal
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mothers, and, if so, to determine whether changes in aspects of maternal

behaviour believed to be -significant for children's growth and development

could be effected. 6.^

4

If changes in such behaviour can be brought about, one would expect

to find these changes mirrored in the children's level of performance; in

particular an increase in mother-child verbal interaction, an improvement in
,

----"'the mother's teaching strategies and the capitalization by the mother upon an

increased array of stimulus material could be expected to enhance, the rate of

young children's cognitive and linguistic development.

ve.

The extent to which such changes occurred within the children in the

research project and the degree of concordance between changes mother and

child were explored. However, it must be emphasized that marked changes in

the children could not, in the particular circumstance's of the project, be

reasonably expected :

a) The period of involvement in the project was relatively brief - at

most it extendOfor nine months and for some of the families it covered as

short a period as three months.

b) The program was deliberately unstructured. While some overseas

programs have reported significant improvements in children in programs where

the mother's interactions with her children have been predetermined and highly

structured, we felt that an approach such as this would be of little attractive-

ness to mothers in our project. Throughout, stir emphasiS was on showing mothers

new ways of interacting with thqir children, of encouraging them to discover

ways in which they could, within their normal environment, increase their verbal

interactions with their children and implement certain desirable teaching

behaviours. Our concern was to help them, firstly, to recognize that they played

a_vital role in their children's development and,secondly, to help them to feel

competent in what was for many a previously unperceived role. It was our judg-
%

ment, rightly or wrongly, that asking them to implement a tightly structured

program would haVe led to their feeling dependent one an 'outside source for ideas.

An approach such as this probably limits, in the short term, changes in,

children in the narrow cognitive and verbal skills measured by available

D
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standardized tests. It is 'our belie", however, that in the long'iun cognitive.

and motivational changes in the children will develop as-the. mothers.not only
If.

extend their teaching competence, but also perceive, accept and enjoy their
.

responsibility for shaping the early, learning-of their children. ThiS'.researth

project, L.-1111 .,tt In,Order to verify or

refute our predictions, a study over a much longer period of.time would need

to be mounted.

The nature of the research samples also makes evaluation of the

children's progress. difficult. Firstl , there was, fOr reasons previously

explained, no control group ftor'the ve year olds. Since 1972 marked'not only
.o.

the'involvement of' mothers and five year old children in our research project,

but also the enrolment of ;the 'Children'in the formal school syem, any changes

in:these children cannot beitttributed to the research pro g . Data on the

five year old children at the beginning and end of the year are presented;

tlfiey do serve to provide some description of a relatively unstudied Aboriginal

age group.

The smallrmss of the samples in the two intervention projects makes it

difficult to sort out from the complex interdependent forces at work,' those

variables associated with the cognitive growth of some but not all of the pre-
.

school children.

a) The Five Year Olds

Test data on the.children's performance, at the beginning of the prograric

on thecStanford-Binet and the Peabody Picture Vocd ulary

Table VI.17.

Table VI.17

Test are presented in

Performance of Five-Year-Old.Children on Two Tests
. of Cognitive Functioning

Stanford Binet P.P.V.T.

f f.
I .Q .

110 - 119

100 - 105'.

90 - 99

80 - 89

70 79

60 - 69.

rr

4

8

1

1

14

94.36
8.63

15©

1

5

3

5

.,1

15

84.19
11.48



Thr (hild,,m, Mt (4 normal intelligence, showed gains, Cw4 lroffi

the Home Teachi nil group and one 11rom t he la brary clrotip.
1.11r.,e chi I dreit fed gains; these were al I , on alit initial Vt., border.-

vet avd,Les No chi Id exhibi ifs on hot 11 I lief.;. measures of coclnii ivc

unet, i i t'1(1. 'pht;e1N ut Alto fourteen chi !droll in fact., 'exhibit si gni 1 icant.

losses; dal .1 I able make i t impo:;:;ilile to of ler an eXpl anal ion.

The fol lowing prof 1_ Les re...ord the Cii4-.101tritiance of the two groups '01.

i ye-year-old chi I f I r e i t on t he I l l inois Test of 1'sychol.
i Abi I i

at the befii inii ng and at t he end oil t he year.
tl

The psycho) inguist lc prof i le for the totti I. sample exhibits a sl

super fort ty 01 vi over auf,li t ory channel Lruu:Lionir>fl at both the ropresent-

iitional and i ve level:;. Ilsycho iniiiistic I:inlet:if-nail° for the

ar ,1 whole is slightly alepr( . ssed, the ffignillicant deficits being' in

Auditory Association and Grammattc Closure-

The treat:feria-if did not ell loci substantial changes in pre- and post -

. 'test profiles. Some :;lib- Les 1i; (Visual Reception, Audi tory Memory, Grammatic

Closure) show stighL inei-eas()s, and remainder very slight decreases.

'Cho pro- and 'post- treatment prof Les of the Home Teaching families

do not .diffe'r subst.Lutially from the toiltal sample Profile:I,. Slight pOst-

treatmiint increases are observed in Visual Reception, Manual Expression,

flramma ic Closure Auditory and_ Visual Memory. '['he remaining '.silb-tests

exhibit slight decrease:: with the except ion of Verb, Expression 'where the

di I feroince substantial .

The g3re-test and post-trocibmeiiii--rnyfiies of the Library families also
.1resemble .thof;e,of the tot.9 1 sample. This :jrc)up exhibits slight posteatmen't,

gains in Visual Pcc-plii0n, Auditory AssociaTS"pn, Visual Association, Verbal

Expression and crarnmatic Closure. With the ,eZuPpt.ion of Grammatic Closure

(wit ch correlates more ,lig)ily wi tic refk-trentational level than automatic level

ils) , all gains fOr this group were in representational level!'subtests, in
ti

contrast with ,the Tea(Jhinamilies who showed slight improvement in some sub-
,

test[: at both levels.

rd
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sugjests that the greater focus on verbal interaction between mothers and

children in the teaching program may be instrumental in improving automatic

level skills.

b) The Pre-School Children

Data on the Stanford-Binet performances of the pre -school children

are presented in, Table VI.18.

Table VI.18

Stanford-Binet I.Q.'s of Aboriginal Pre-School Children

I.Q.

W72 Group
(non-target children)

f,-

1973 Group
(target children)

f.

1973 Group

(con-Cron
f.

120 r 129 .1 1

110 - 119 4 3

100 - 169 0 5 0

90 - 99 4 4 1

80 - 89 2 5 2

70 - 79 2 0 0

< 70 1 1 0

N 14 19 5

R .." 4,, 96.14 96.53
Ic..
1.2010

CY ../4.
17.05 17.53

.

17.53

.,) #

On he basis of these results, the malOrity,of the.children are seen

to be of aver e or above average I.Q. Three could'be described as border-
,

line mentally etarded and onI.Q.42) as moderately mentally retarded.

In the experimental groups, ten of the 33 children exhibited signif-

icant gains; these were spread across the four groups:

1972 Home Teaching (not target child)

1972 Libra'ry (not4arget child)

Proportion Exhibiting
Gain in I.Q.

4/9

A

1973 Home Teaching (target.child)
2/8

1973 Library (target child)

155 .
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In contrast; none of the five control children who attended kindergarten for

the year exhibited a gain.

Successive analyses revealed no association between the pattern of

gains and i) type of intervention program, or ii) target or non-target child,

or iii) mother's improvement strategies. The two variables that did emerge

as signifi antly associated with in in I.Q. (in terms.of propoPion of the

group who i proved) were stability o family unit and initial poorer perform-

ance on the test. If one regards children with I.Q.'s below 92 (i.e. x - lie)

as poor performers, one finds the fol wing pattern:

Tabl .19
-A

Gain, in I.Q. associated with tial Test Performance and.
Stability of Family Unit

l

Child's I itial IQ.

Family Stability

Poor
Performers

Average
Good Performers Totals

Stable

Unstable

No.who
gained

Sub-Total
N .

No. who
gained

Sub,-Total

N

No. Who
gained

!Sub-Total
N

6

2

7

5

2

0 ,

.-

10

11

8

2

18

16

8 -'' 12 2 21 10 34 '

Thus the pre-school children most likely to gain were those of lower

ability from stable family

7
its.

/

One of the children who showed a significant gain is worthy of special

mention. In the pre-program test, he was at first found td be untestable. A

further attempt early in the program led to a result of I.Q.42. At the end of

the pram this child gained an I.Q. of 67. He was from a stable family

where the grandmother (the caretaker)"initially believed there was little she

could do to help him. .Considerable.attention by the Parent Educator led to a

more positive approach to the child by the grandmother.

In the Home Teaching groups theuwas ater direct encouragement of

the mothers ,o interact verbally. with their children than was the case in the

'Library groups. In the former, six of the,seventeen children exhibited gains,

as compared with"four of the sixteen Library families. A larger sample with

LfIr
a careful initial matching of the characteristicsof the two groups would .._

allow researchers to determine whether the increased intensity of contact inc)

the Home Teaching group in fact advantages 'tbe children more than the types

156
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of stimulus provided in the Library Pram, or whether the\,Support and

examples prcwided to the mother in the econd type of program are sufficient,

Larger samjies would also help to determine the types Hof program most helpful

to chilren\of differing levels of abilit in families varying in stability.

Approximately one-fifth of the children`(4 from the Home Teaching

'and,3 from the Library group) showed significant losses. Again the variability

in performance of young children may not be a sufficient explanation and

further study of such children is marrz ted.

The Importance of Non-Cognitive Outcomes for Children

The study attempted to measure cognitive outcomes only. Bronfenbrenner

points to 41e importance of other outcomes, which frthei'studies need to
take into4account:

" First, there are many important aspects dfthe
development of the human being besideg the intellectual,
especially the particular kinds of cognitive' skills
measured by standardized tests. In terms of the child's
fulfillment as a person, such factors as emotional
security, self-esteem, and the realization of special
talents may be no less important than intellectual
performance.

As for the social" realm, especially in our times, such
qualities as generosity, copperativeness, responsibility
and compassion ma# be of gr,pater, moment both to self and
society than the ability tojigerfOrm the restricted kinds
of cognitive tasks called for in objective tests.

There is also the question of whether the fOrms of
preschool intervention which are most successful in raising
the child's performance on objective tests may do so at thq
price of inhibiting the development of other desirable
human qualities, including even such intellectual functions
as critical analysis, curiosity and creative thought."
(Bronfenbrenner, 1974: 2-3).

Caldwell, reviewing what we have ,learned from a decade ofearly

intervention programs, also warns against a too-narrow evaluation of the

"4mutcomes of programs, and points up the problem of the limited techniques

available for measuring outcomes:

" We have learned that in our legitimate preoccupation with
evaluation, .that handmaide% of accountability, we took too
narrow a view. Why did ti of us who offered recommendations
about'evaluation designs ba in th- early days, of the early
intervention movement permit rse es to get Aecked into the

7`11t.4.1>'
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use of IQ tests, when mot projects were really not concerned
with -* per se? The early extravagant promises about what

_Head Start would achieve did not inclilde raising the IQ.
Most of the statements referred only to school achievements.
But because we knew that school achievement is highly
correlated with IQ, especially during the early school grades,
we allowed, ourselves to be seduced into using this measurement.
Why? Like Everest, the techniques weL,p ,there and We trusted
them to a certain extent. 'On the ottir'haud, we had
relatively little trust in most of'Uu available measures of
the other characteristics we were,' ip kritoimpact - self-
concept, attitudes toward sFh

S
y, mental health,

feelings of personal worth, sel l Papd general.
happiness." (Caldwell, l974 4

fi

58

A

j
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CHAPTER 7

LUATION OF THE PARENT/CHILD APPROACH

World-wide, a number of intervention programs have focussed on the

parent/child system. It is
7
too early to judge the effectiveness of K. y

ofthese programs in the short term, let alone the long. However,-It cah

be.said that some programs have proved viable for'peZ.iods of up to two

years and more (Nicholls, 1974; Badger, 1971). In the program we have

t described, it had been intended to work leth the same MOtherS'bver

twoy period; this did not prove possible because of the special

exigencies'of the program (recruitment of Parent Educators from within the

ranks cit the mothers; replacement, in the second year, of families' with

no younger sibling). 'But'of the.sixteen original mothprt, only four

failed to continue into the second year'because of lack of commitment

or moves to the country.,

J

The viability of parent/child programs, in terms of organizational

feasibility, availability of personnel and above all parental response

is confirmed'by Poulton (1975) who

programs with an educational focus

programs involving 15 visitors and

surveyed seven BritiSh-home visiting

on parents and children. Of these

129 families, he writes:

" The most encouraging and sustaining result has been
the warm acceptance of the visitors by the great
majority of families. Only two families withdrew during
the period of the initial schemes from September 1973 -
June 1974. Many of the visitors mentioned that children
and parents looked forward to their weekly meetings. "
(Poulton, 1975: 4).

Thus, in the short term, it appears that such programs can be

successfully mounted. On the question -of their long term effepts,
;

,Inowever Tizard (1974) has raised doubts, comparing the disappointing

long term results of group pre-school programs for disadvantaged

children with what she claiu)s are the equally disappointing results

of home visiting programs:
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American experience suggests that just as the effect
of school programmes for the young child 'wash-out'
without later reinforcement, so the improvements in
children's test scores which may accompany home visiting
schemes are not sustained once the visiting stops."
(Tizord, 1974: 22).

While it is true that some 'American programs incorporating a home-

) visiting element (e.g. Weikart, 1967;Grayand Klaus, 19W Karnes, 1969a)

have indeed demonstrated disappointing "wash-but" results over th long

term, evidence has 'wen quite the reverse with others (e.g. Kar , 1968;.

Karnes,1969b); Levenstein, 1970; Gilmer, 1970). Bronfenbrenner's

analysis o those program in which gains were, more enduring suggests

that more ositive long term results may be a function of three main

factors (Bronfenbrenner, 1974: 34):,

(1) the age of the childy- "The highest and most enduring gains

were obtained with two-year-olds" with gains descending with

the.ascending age of the subjects;
.

(2) the form of the. program - data appear to confirm the view that

home i tervention is most effective 'when it can "induce verbal

interaltion between mother and childsaround a challenging

task";

(3) "emphasis on the importance_of the parent as the primary

agent of intervention".

Encompassed by these three factors are important sub-issues wit

which programs concerned with parents and children must coma to grips.

Maximising verbal interaction around challenging tasks means determining

the length, structure, fod and setting of programs. Emphasis on

parental primacy involve sideration of the role and training of

Parent Educators, and of the whole scope of parent educator programs.

We examine these questions in turn.

1. TARGET AGE-GROUP

Our program was addressed init411y,to mothers of five year olds

beca&e we thought it would thereby be made more meaningful to,the

mothers: (A further reason was to test diffusioti ekects on,a yOunger
0

'Sibling). We felt ,.that in the first year' of theProgram, mothers would

160
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find the argument that they., i,were vitally important o their Children's
4.

learning more immediately relevant and comprehens' le when they could see

themselves helping their children, through activities at home, with

procedures that would be useful to them, in the school career they were

already beginning. In the event, when a number of new families had to

be found. in the second year, the replacement mothers, this time with

four-year-old chilOren, were just as enthusiastic as the mothers of five

year olds had been the year before. It would appear then, especially

in view of the warm response of mothers to a vAiety of British and

American programs, that maternal interest in such programs may be fired

whether the child is of school"age or younger.

The effectiveness of the programs, however, may be in large'

part determined by the age of the child involved in the programs. Indeed,

Staines (1974), who considers that parents are especially open to new

approaches in child development just before'arid after the birth of their

first baby, has developed a prograM, based partly on that of Gordon (1975),

in which Parent Educatortegin Visiting families at these earliest

possible stages. Such an approach finds convincing research support,

discussed earlier, in the growing documentation Of cognitive and affective

development from tie very earliest days, and of the intricate reciprocity

of parent/infant interaction.

The closeness of the parent/infant bond is a' c gent reason for

early rather than later intervention. Bronfenbrenner arglies the case:

...the resear evidence indicated that the infant's .

dependency on he mother develops gradually over the first
year of life, reaches a maximum in the second year, arid
then decreases as the young child forms new attachments
and interes s.- This finding implies that a mother - infant
interventi n program begun before three years of 'age would
be more of ective than one initiated later".
(Bronfenbrenner, 1974: 26).

Longitudinal results from Levenstein's program (1970), in which

mothers and infants were stimulated to communicate round the activity of

playing with toys, showed that it was the-youngest childr in her

experimental groups, the two year Olds, who achieved the greateSt and

most enduring gains.
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Gordon's (1975) results from Florida further reinforce

the conclusion that the most lasting effects come from'the earliest parent
C.

intervention. In his program, children varied according to entry age and

length..of exposure to the program. The only group which, two years after

leaving the program, maintained significant gains over controls had had

two years of parent intervention, with group intervention in the third.

Parent intervention for these children had begun in the first year of life.

'2. LENGTH OF PROGRAM

In our program we werenot .able to identify either qualitative or

quantitative differences between the small group of mothers and children

who stayed with the program for'two years (N=6) and the group whose

exposure was one year (N=24). Lolitudinal data, which might show later

developing_differences are not available] there were confounding variables

and the numbers were, in any case, very small.

In determining optimal length of programs, am important criterion

must be the time necessaryx4r the mother to,internalise net Viour

patterns stimulated by the program, ,patterns which must mesh in wi h her

existing behavioura1 and cognitive structures. It will t*e a certin

time for this.to.happen, if at all. At the same time, since one of the. .
_

goals common to all programs is that of, parental competence, including

the notion of self-responsibility and,independence, one essential aim o

any prograh will be to become eventually unnecessary, 'to work j.tself

out of a ).ob'. In Harrison's Home-Start program (1974) it was made clear

to participating families at the outset that visits would not last

longer than a year, though at the end of that time visitors Often

continued to call every now'and then as friends.

PrograMA such as those of Karnes (1969), Levenstein (1970), Gordon

'(1975) and_pur:own, whichtempt to test the underlying assumptions on

which parent/child intervention is based, need to build sufficient time

into their research design. Since they aim to help the mother redefine

herirole viS-a-Vis her child they may have to be in operation for a

lengthy perlcioitime before' measurable changes in the child are evident.

For example4 iadger s program (1971); which was part of the overall

'Karnes -project; Mothers attended weekly meetings devoted partly to
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child-centred activities and partly to mother-centfed needs: two years

were required before the differences between these infants and a control

group became established.

4.
A

Gordon's results (1975) cited earlier underline the point.. NoE

only were the children whose IQ gains were maintained those who with their

parents had embarked earliest on an intervention program; they were also

those fOr'whom the program had been sustained' longest, over a period of

three years.

Effectivene S of any program is, of"Course, largely dependent on

the effectiveness o its implementation. Reaching full effectiveness may

also take time. When the Parent Educ4Ors in our program first began

their work, they tended toNind it easier to interact'With the children

than with the mothers. This was partly.a matter pf diffidence. On the

other, hand, Gordon (1975) describes a reverse hazard which his Florida

Parent Education Program encountered in the early days. This was what he

calls the "major problem of convincing parent educators to be more open

and flexible and less orderin4'and autoCratic". (G. ''don,J975: 29).

What is needed, in Gordon's phrae, is for Parerft Educators to play ping

pong with the mothers. 'When our program ended, the AbOriginal Parent

Educators, each with a year's experience in the role, unanimously felt

that they wereijust.getting into tIlleir stride, just beginninq to play

ping; pong.

wh

Program outcomes are not only'dependent on the program and those

implement it but also upon the entering characteristics 'of the parents,

and children. This must be true not only of outcomes butalso of the

time taken to effect outcomesd Harrison, for example, reports that in

the Home -Start program some mothers appeared, after relatively few visits,

to have an expanded perception Of their educative role and competence;

home visitors found that with other mothers:

"....they spent their first few visits just listening to and
chatting with the mother.-...So often the mother needs some-
one to boost her confidence, before she in turn can begin to
stimulate and meet the emotional needs of her 'own children."
(Harrison, 1974: 3).
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Such considerations reinforce the need for programs capable

of being sustained over considerable periods.

ScepticiSm has been expressed by such writers asiaizard (1974)

both as to the genuineness and the lasting nature of changes in children's

achievement attributable to home visiting programs. This scepticism

extends to changes in parental behaviour. She suggests that internali-

sation of new behaviour patterns may not have taken place at all, no

matter what the length of the program:

" It is not known whether changes in parental attitudes
'wash-out' too, nor whether changes in parental behaviour
ever in fact occurred." (Tizard, 1974: 22).

We believe that our program does offer some modest evidence, both
,

qualitative and,quantitative, of suc changes. Similar data-are available

ifrom, for example, the Educational Prio ty Ar West-Biding Project -

where greater parental encouragement,-interest and awareness were observed,

taking such tangible forms, as the program.proceeded, as the spontaneous

purchase by some parents of developmental books and toys mith, 1975).

Badger (1971) attributes many of the changes Observed in the

childrAn in her program to changes in the mothers in both their personal,

and community orientations, changes achievable only over time.

" Any program for the "disadvantaged that directs itself
to the education of parents hits the real target.
BehAViOural characteristics related to.a child's success
in school and society are learned at home and extend-from
parent to child. If parents feel a sense of'defeat and
hopelessness,' so will their children; but if they exude a
feeling of self- confidence,-this will be transmitted to their
children

Change in the mothers' attitudes began when they discovered
) they were effective teachers of their infants and toddlers..
As they learned to control and order their lives 1.41 one area,.
they extended control to other areas. One manifestation-of
their new sense of self-determination was a changed attitude
'toward birth control. In this highly fecund group only one
mother became pregnant during the 2 year period.

Time is an important ingredient in any program that hopes
td effect attitude change coupled with social action. In the
first year of this program numerous attempts on the part of
the leader to encourage community involvement Met with
discouraging results. These mothers had'spent the greater
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part of their lives "tuned out" to theworld around them.
For them the goal of existence was to survive. Only very
slowly clkd they learn how to listen.and to, speak in a group.
The various kinds of community activities in which members
of the group engaged during the second year of the project,
compared with the resistance and defeatism encountered
during th7.: first year, clearly indicates that time is a
requisite in the evolutionary process of a group.approach."
(Badger, 1971: 172).

3. STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM

The structure of a program grows. like a plant out of its

philosophiCal roots.

The educational, consequences of cultural deprivation theory are

that deficits should be 2emediated through a%precise, structured, teacher-

initiated program.

Cultural difference theory uld sug'gest that, in the words of

Nurcombe:

...it is inappropriate and ineffective to impose objectives
upori culturally different people who have had no say in their
design. Educators must understand the culture of those
they seek tp teadn The aim should be for adults from
the indigenbus group to replace Europeans when enough-have
been trained." (Murcombe, 1975: 3).

Our program attempted a resolution of theC-4tural deficit/
7.1

difference controversy Such a _resolution is at "least possible because

there are in fact some goals and values which a minority group may share

with a majority group but which it has been deprived of the possibility of

implementing. Here, Alias -of deprivation, need to be identified and,
. .

measurat takpn to permit more effective realisation of goals. There are

also and values on which majority and minority groups differ;

here respect and an appreciation of difference is thi proper course.

Amon' the contributions of cultural deprivation. theory to the

isri_sbane program were the re'cdgnition on the-part both of the project staff

:Ind the participating _parents of an area of ovCrlaptetOcen mainstream

parental goals and program goals namely, the desirability of school

succes; the recognition also of a disparity between those goals a(>:;ome
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(

present means of )chiev. hem; and the possibility of stimulating, by

way of new inforMation and ongoing support, new behaviours in the service

of those goals.)

ti

The contribution to the Brisbane program of cultural difference

theory, lay in the respect of the pro-4-ram personnel the values held by

the'parents, whether overlapping or different from their own; in the

encouragemerit of parents to ievelop their own methods; kn the wish of

program personne to listen to and learn from the-mothers; in the ongoing

modification. of Program procedures in the light, of consultation and feed-

back' from all its paricipants; in the ina'easing responsibility taken

for the project by its Aboriginal staff members.

The marriage

dynamic interplay of

structured approach.

effective ways of

for the teacher or i

information, activities

differences the

anal the mothers meant

of deficit and difference theory, involving the

shared and diffe,4111/ goals, led naturally to a semi-
.

towards moreShared goals Ireq to work

Sing them cr a responsibility, we believed;

trour procjam, *treat EdticiT
and supporttothat,l' .

,teacher, and the taught ent Educator,

that the mothers woUld havd distIn'ctiye

introduce

1..:-.3.0411time the ase
s

contributions of their own to make and that t'ffe program would

modification. Indeed the' 6.essionecame more interesting. as the

be open to

Part
Educator Learnt as much from the moth aLk-tshe gave to them, and the role!,

of initiator and respondent were oftertinterchanged.

:Jot only was the _,rocs am cancerned to stimulate the ,_:,hiL7:"o

co.ntitive develoiAnent in this ay, but additionally fal;ernal cognitive

development, through the mechanism bfaffiliative motivations, might also

be stimulated when a long term relationship between parent educator

mother allowed for enduring anc! reoiprocj

'challenging activities.

In line with tie aim o

interaction around

and

sharing responsibility for initiation and.

response, the Erinbane 1.rogram did not adopt the approach of program's such

those of.Levenst,An (1970) anti Karnes (1969Y in which tightly pre-

struotured activitien were introduced, by the program staff an approach

("'
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,.,

capable of producing dramatic and even longlasting results, but perhaps

at the cost of violating the participants'- life-style, so that .activitiei

might well become ciutches4rather than springboards to the mothers' own

creative functioning. While in the Brisbane program materials and,

. activities Were ,introduced by the Parent Educators, and indeed pre-planned '',

''' at weekly planning,meetings, these activities were always deSigned with a
, I ' a
potential for modification as'seemed appropriate to the children, the

motherSor the:occasion. And -some activities were mother initiated.

e/
.f

, .
How alien, it may be asked, are such materials and activities to

t'1 households in which they are likely to be introduced? Materials and

activities may indeed.be so far from parents' usual modus opekandf as t*0'.-

have very little relevance. Yet a survey by Hubbacrd (l974) revealed toys
11:2!Y

and some books in.many working class homes. Though they may not be present

k-q.
)profusion, dominoes, cards, cheap children's books are not alien to

the culture of the participants in parent education programs. .Their

relative novelty in many homes is likely to be an advantage rather-than
_

a disadvantage in adding,zestand interest and sheer fun; but the

Underlying value of their*introduction (requiring naturally, sensitivity

and flexibility on the part of the Parent Educator) lies in the

developmental opportunities they make possible. It is the principles for

growt and rearning that lie within the dominoes, the carts, boOks etc.,

to wh h the tor will be seeking to alert the mother. If these.
'

prin iples are ciffectively perceived and internalised they may well have

gene --4Aued carry-over.

Thus a mother who has discovered that paying dominoes gives

opportunities,for her=child to learn to count - something she had not

thought of as an activity in which she could help may greet the Parent
1

Educator next time With excited news of other situations in which she and

the-I ild have counted together: e.g. going upstairs to bed, or counting

the petals of the floWel-S.'

* 41K 11

The West Riding project describes the way parent's in that program

ecame more awarec'of the possibilities of. play materials:
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" Parents became more conscious 6i the value and usefulness

- of toys and play. Most of the children were well provided
with large toys such as prams, bicycles and toy ,cars, but very
few of them had books or small 'edUcational' toys such as
jigsaws or building blocks. This is partly because these toys

are not widely available or advertise0, and partly because

even if parents knew of their existence and where to buy them,

they would ndt know if they would be suitable for their child.

When the parents saw what their childrens14,ked and could cOPe

with, they began to ,look round for similar.toys and books."
(Smith, 1975: 145)a. 4

A similar report,comes from the Home Link program in Liverpool

(1974)..

It has been emphasised that the Parent Educator needs flexibility

and sensitivity to the perceptions of the parents she is working with.

Materials, games, toys which may match mother's perceptions may indeed

be alien to another, or may not suit her at quite the same time. 'Thus

predetermined structure, rather than the appropriate Atroduction of

structured' materials pelt se, Was the factor rejected by a number of

British programs and by our own, in contrast to some of the earlier U..

programs.

e

4. FOCUS OF PROGRAM

This report has strong supported the notion Of the parent/child

system as the most effective target for early intervention. There are,..

plwever, other approaches.

a. Focus on Child'

While the dramatic shoEt-term gains of some programs involving

onrthe child are well documented, so also are the disappointing long-
,

term washout effects (Bronfenbrenner, 1974). Hence Bronfenbrenner's

designation of parental involvement, as an essential 'fixative's.

A er of.studies, originally focUssing on mother/child have

tended, a later stages, to give less attention to the mother. In,a study'

by Kar ,s (1969b)\, a group of, disadvantaged mothers attended a centre,
.

learning ways of using instructional toys at home with the4.r infants; the

teachers also visited the homes fortnightly to demOnstrate teaching



technigyies. Later, a similar program (Karnes,. 1969c)-- was conducted with

a further group, with the addition of a pre-school compoltrAANJethe
.

children in the first program made significant gains .i-etimparkson with

mated cintrols, this was not so for thesecond group: the contro

childre ained slightly more.

," Karnes offer's a Possible explanation of the motivational.effects of

Changes which had been expected to augment, rather than diminish, program

efficacy:

" These changes, which seemed relatively minor at the time,
'coupled.with the child's preschool attendance may have
signifieantly altered the mother's perception of her role in
this-pr,,zgE.1,1m. In the short-term study, the mother was aware
that she was the only active agent for change in her child,
arr as she became convinced of the merit of the program, she
ncreaingly felt this responsibility. The fact that project

4' staff placed a similar value on her role was demonstrated to
the mother by the weekly checklist and the biweekly home
visits to evaluate her work. In the longer study, motherg
appreciated the value of the activities for their children:
bdt may halie over-emphasized the role of the preschool in
achieving the_goals of the program. ,Teachers, through their
acliions rather than direct statement, may have unwittingly
reinforced this devaluation of mother child interaction...."
(Karnes, 1969c: 211).

A somewhat similar hypothesis, it will be remembered; has been

advanced to account for the unexpected failure of the Home Teaching Group

of mothers in our program to show significant gains over the Library group.

It was sugyested that this might have been due to the Library mothers

assuming more immediate responSibility for interaction with their children,

while the Home Teaching group may have tended to assign responsibility to

the Parent Educ. (In this case, of Course, the issue is clouded by

our failure to match the two samples.)

'Similar questions are,raised by the reports of tht two West kidirig

home visiting 'programs,. copducted in successive years (Smith, 1975; James,

\ ' 1975).: The first program called for the visitor to work closely with.the

parents who were seen as the primary educators. In the second yea.therei
'----------\ was a shift away, from the mother and child. as the simultaneous foci of they

, .f.

\,, 'program towards the childal.the object of-particUlar emphasis.

;;,.ematiy preparation, for entry to the scho61 program became the aim.
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1. tiC)antS..

oil In the first year parents were described as eager p
- - :

.

.

They were asked for comments on activities they had followed up with their
)

childreA during the previous week:
..-

All the mothers'enjoyed doing this and greeted the 'home.

\i.

....visitor the following week with excited' descriptions of. how

ttrtf:crl'h=e1;.ts."b7=Ve1397e5c:1

him, how he had worked

By contrast, parental participation in the second year's program

appeared less than whole-hearted:

" The technique of introducing :parental tasks' was persisted
with for some time trying several different formats. Sometimes

new ideas would be introduced, sometimes a continuation of the
'session's activity would be'suggested. It must be admitted,'
however, that little enthusiasm could be raised from visitor or
parents about continuing the types of activity through to other
times in the week-0n the parents' initiative. Indeed,. a:good

deal of difficulty was found in involving the mothers during
. the sessions, although when they were so involved the response

was encouragini." (James, 1975: 29).

In these programs, as in our own, confounding variables, for

example change of Parent Educator, change Of age-group, change in approach

to family social and economic problems, make it impossible to account

satisfactorily for

these comments are i

differen i-al results of the programs. Nevertheless,

ing.

b) Focus on Patent

Some programs have attempted to change parent/child interaction

patterns by focussing on parents only. Karnes (1969b) had sach an

objective: mothers were instructed at a centre in the uses of toys and
0

materials, as well as7being involved in group discussion. Dramatic

gains were recorded for their children. But results, on the point at

issue, are clouded by the fact that staff members visited the homes at

least Monthly "to reinforde the teaching principles introduced at the

meeting and to help each mother establish a working relationship with

her baby." (Karnes, 1969b: 251).

It is clear that in this program of Karnes, as in the later one

discussed in the previous section; 4he focus, at least for part of the

time was on the mother /child dyad.

170
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The Norwich Feasibility Study (Nicholls/ 1974) built on the

'interest shown by parents in their children's language development to

establish a network of trained teachers who made individual monthly

evening visits to parents. Since the child was not present, the format of

the visits was one of discussion only:
. -

\

t 'lorwich Cotrisellors work:with, parents and not
direcly;Ptth the child at all. -Secondly the Counsellors do
not work to a prescribed programme with such things as 'how
to use toys' etc. Their brief is an open-"e1,14ed one - to

seek opportunities, through discussion, to remind parents
that the mind as well as the body of their child needs
special care. The Counsellors look for opportunities,
arising from discussion, to direct attention towardt-te_7.)
kinds of learning the child can be seen to be successfu y
accomplishing in response to the daily routines and setting
of the home." (Nicholls, 1974: 1).

It may be argued that the, elements seen by Bronfenbrenner as

necessary to the child's development, "interaction between mother and child

around a common activity" (Bronfenbrenner, 1974: 28) were very much a focus

of the Norwich program: such common activities as the rituals and routines

of bathing, feeding, dressing, bedtime, and the opportunities these present

for language development. But these activities were discussed rather than

Er

experienced by parennt and counsellor.

The Norwich approach has been reported as being warmly received by

over a sustained period. The further question of interest is whethe

discussions alone can activate - at a remove - meaningful changes in

ti

parental behaviour.

5. SETTING OF PROGRAM: HOME OR CENTRE

The home is not the only,Possible setting for parent/child

programs. They may, for example, be operated at a pre-school.

Planned visits by mothers to the pre-school were one component of

Matthews' (1973) ,home-preschool liaison program. While small groups of

mothers observed their children at work and play, the liaison teacher'

was able to explain the purpose of methods and materials being used by the

dir tor.

0

1"d
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The West Riding EPA pre-school programs (Smith, 1975) included

'controlled learnin '
sessions in which'.an individual adult working with a

,

child aimed to help him see the relevance of t4ha\he already knew to a new

situation and thus extend his under tending. In hese activities, parents

cand other helpers were closely invo ved: k..
,

various methods were tried of involving parents in
the individual work. One vital element in 'parental
involvement' is the parent's understanding of how children
behave and how they learn. The individual work offered an
opportunity for parents t8 be Present 'at, and take charge,
of, a control learningssi uation- with their. child. If

the mother .w s present in the r up, she was used to reinforce

tie child!s ndividual experienc in the same way as the

group teach r; or she we.s asked 'sit in' at the in1ividual

session,and ometimes asked to t e over. Parents wAb were

present when he child made an exciting discovery could become,

. as excited as the child. Here it is possible that the
individual work may act as a 'primer' not only for the group,

work but-also for what,happen at homed'' (Stith, 1975: 106).
.

The following year, parent participation hat increase still

further:

Parents were encouraged not to soyie problems for
hildren but to put the child in a position where he

could solve them for himself.i By the end of (the year

several parents, were able to developlearni g
\situation by themselves." (Smith, 1975: 124).

Implicit irAthis account is the iMpressiVe, and\rare, ability of

the,,prograd. to generate the kind of. three-way ielationships - inVcaving

-Pre'-scllool teacher, parent and child - which can encourage the parent to

r\ try out for herself interactions which she has just seen modelled ey the

teacher. It is must this proceSs 'of mo elling followedoy actual putting

int/practice of new behaviour which, w

widdped pereptions on the' pa of par The West Riding experience

have maintained, can lead to

suggests hat it is possible to achieve his at a pre-schoOl centre. But

it would seem, especially with mothers who are diffident about patronising

such centre,,that the home setting is more likely to lea:1'th change for

anumber of reasons:

i) The mother is mory secure and at ease, since s is on her own
0

"home ground ".

3

1

1 al

/
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ii) The model can discusb\with the mother not only her4Own (the

model's) behaviours with the child/but also the child's 1:actions to these

behavioUrs-.

iii) The mother can participate, after observation, in actual interactions

with the chilA, opening up the possibility of her greater learnAg, and he

enjoyment of her child's success and her role in his achievement.

iv) The Mother. is free Co determine what tyPes of interaction suit her

personal style and her life circumstances

v) The mother is more likely to perceive

0

opportunities for her child
Vto practise desired skills in the daily round of,life.

There are vast differences between home and pre-school in terms'

of materials available, Spa'ce child reactions and diversity of demands

-1upon the participating adults. It is, in many cases, asking too much to

expect the mother, after observation in a pre-school, to evolve ways of

working in the distinctly different situation of her home.

r
Mothers' group meetings, held in a centre, do have advantages, as .

Karnes, Salt and Hubbard (1974) and others, including ourselves, have been

fo recognise. Bronfehbrenner has written of the motivational benefits

of 1:having the mothers meet in a grOUp which could provide mutual reinforce-

ment and a source of security." (Bronfenbrenner, 1974: 30).

It is of interest to note that'in a number of progradis (Harrison,'

1975; Home Link, 1974), group meetings were estab fished by "spontaneous

generation', the mothers themselves taking the i itiative and asking to

meet once home visits had become accepted.

In the program weave described, the Aboriginal mo hers who

experienced both indiv±dual home vj.sits and

appeareo derive used and Complement

group,meetings

enefits from

6. ROLE AND TRAINING OF-PARENT EDUCATORS'

A ritIm)Ar, of the :programs We hau,

c. exemplify the shoals on which it is only

to run aground as she steers a difficult

hazards:

n a centre

the two..srre ttings:'.

mentioned, including our-own; '
I"

too/easy fOr the%ParentEducator_
c

and harrow course

on the one-hand over-i#vorvement With the child as. she serves
/ - 2
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as a role model in a variety of activities; on the other, failure to

alert the mother to the many possibilities of her educative role.
a

Above all, she musk not rob the mother of the feeling of primary

responsibility;if, as is likely to be the case, the mother is already

'robbed of such a feeling, she must prdmote it. 4onfenbrenner's injunction

should bit heeded by every home 'visitor:

" Intervention programs which cast the parent in a
subordinate role or have the effect of discouraging or
decreasing his participation in activities with the
child are likely to be counter-productive."
(Bronfenbrennely 1974: 56).

The Parent Eductor's role, though difficult, is not impossible.

The home visitor in the West Riding Project did not find the task.

insuperable:

" The relationship with the parents, and particularly the
mother, was of prime importance..:. Since the most
important person involved in teaching the child is the
mother, the visitor must always remember that she is a

visitor in the mother's home a?Ienot try to exercise any

authority. Since the mother and the visitor are
observing the child on an equal basis they are more
like peers than teacher and pupil.", (Smith, 1975: 144)

At_the concrusiOn of our proje t also it appeared that Mothers

were moving toward much more active assumption of the teaching role and

Parent Educators were having greater success, and were more at ease, in

promoting this, movement.

Whea4mothers areinvolved who are -laCking in confidenceand any

perception of their educative tole a virtual-sine-qua non of such ',5E--

programs at their commevemen - a period of something approaching parent

apprenticeship may,be:almost inevitable. ,The way 'Rut of the parent

o

Educator'e dilemma may be realistically to accept :this while she and the
. P

parents alike are feeling their 4.y to,new.roles. Th)is iS'not to adopt a

view of parspt education programs which w0uld envisage parents
4/

-Subsidiaties,assistantS'i means to an end not determined.by the lves.

It means that Parent Educators keep in mind ataykthe primacy of the

palent, but accept that the procesS Of helping the parent also to become,

aware of that primacy mal%t4ake some time.' We have already suggssted that.

this is one reason fob ensuring., that programs are:sufficiently-sustained.

as

IC
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Some of the Parent Educators in the programs we have examined

were highly qualified teachers; some had not - completed primary school.

The case for having qualiqed teachers as Parent Educators has been

put by the Norwich project (Nicholls, 1974) in terms.of parents' resiect

for.such teachers' expertise. On the'other hand, there are cogent

arguments, summarised earlier, for employing memb, of the local community.

Programs which have called on thei services (Gordon, 1975; Staines, 1974;

Harrion, 1975) report no digce ible consumer resistance; indeed their

reception appears to have been enthusiastic. '.The further question is,

however whether such members of the Wel commun ,can fulfil program

aims-as "effectively as trained specialists?
,

repo

ine0

To date, results on this score have been encouraging: We'have

some early diffidence on theAoart of Parent Educators in moving

mplex interactions demanded by their role, while Gordon-(1975)

has reported early authSritarianism. Both these transient disadvantages

may have been offset by the very' lack of professional training: since

parents are less likely to defer to the Parent Educators than to the

presumed expertise of a qualified teacher, they are thus:less likely'to

abdicate their own responsibilit

--

The strengthening of home/school relations is an aim of-many.of the

programs we have considered. Parent Educators who are qtalified teachers

should. be in a position to further this aim. Is it possible t? equik

unqualif4;ed Parent Educators sothat they too may e effective in this area,,

or is 'it..likely that tlie history oftSchool failure and mistrust.'which many

of them'share with the mothers they are,yisiting will undercut whatever

/'measures are attempted? 0

On this question, 'it wrs our experience that through teacheit-parent

contact mediated by sensitive program organisation; a start may be made in'

buildingNiore poSitive relationships on both sides.4 In LiverpOol,

similarli5Successful Home Lihk visits by sphe trainee`Barent Educators

is were made to.sdhools and discussions with teachers held_both at the

, schools and at the course centre (Home Link,'1974).
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Further to the issue of qualification, it should be remembered

that no program, among those we have considered, envisages employing

untraAed people.

provided relevant traininl

example, covered child development, with emphasis on languagp an play, the

importance of parental attitudes, especially encouragement, cont ct with

Programs involving unqualified paraprofessionals have all

courses. Hong Link's training prograM,for

community agencies, andprcti.cal experience

such training courses a valuable pool

which future programs may draw.

in hAle visiting. hrough

of experience is accumulating from

Perhaps .the grealest eguard in the utilization of lay (though

not as we'llave seen, untrained),,h e visitorS,'1ies in their partnership

(in the programs we-I-cave consideredY 'th taiued secialists.:It could
lc

be that this situation may change'indtbe fu re'as thetarent Educators
0,

acquire even greater expertise and confidence. Poulton sees the possibility

of fpture autonomy, in Liverpool, where the mothe involved may wish to

develop their own control of the scheme" (Poulton, 19 7). The strong

of decision-. - pr sures within some Aboriginal groups fbr greater powers

making suggest the

aommunitY with the training and- confidence

urgency of equipping' more Aboriginal members of the

7: SCOPE'OF PROGRAM

' All the programs that we have examined have had an educational

objective. With -some (Levenstein, 1970;,Karnes, 1969), the objective was

highly specific; with others, such as our own,',the charter has been more

diffuSe:,\ Furthermore, the educational objective has been-more readily

with some families than with others.

to fulfil this role.

fi

Kannes (1969a); working With highly disadvantaged mothers, foun'

that whersethe mothers were working-,full-timeAheir.children's scores

uniformly fell'below those of the children who mothers were not-in thiS

situation;- similarly the formt mothers' 'attendances and ratings on mother/

ghild interaction.were correspondinry ;Omer:.

Karries comments:
.

" 4t seems fair to conclude thdt, in sp2te'of verbal support
of. program, the six mothers 4tho were fully employed did
not have time. or energy to implement program goals."
(Karnes, 1969a: 260).

I 70

r\
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.

Bronfenbrenner has written of the situation in whiCh the most

disadvantaged familieS live: .

" The conditions of life are such that the familyvrb.,*y.,
cannot perform its childrearing functions even'tho
it may wish to do so. Urtder these circumstances no
direct form of intervention aimed at enhancing the chil
development or his parents' child-rearing skills is likely
46 haVe much impact." (Bronfenbrenner, 1974: 48).

:Our program has similarly underscored the problem of trying to

focus a-mother's attention on her educative role in a imily situation so

stressful that, as one of the Parent Educators remarked; "She didn't know

if she- was coming or:going."

Scott also,found in her work with" Aboriginal children and their:

arents that the key'issues affecting participation'were'family staialityl\

and freedom from multiple problems of family survival:

" Attendance, figures....show....that most families
are interested to (involve theMselves actively in a,
regular pre-School education program) during periods
when family circumstances allow," (Scott and Derbyshire,
1974: 185).

There may- well be a threshold'of parental energy, different for each

individual, below whickoecological intervention can alone bring amelioration.

Even above this threshold, choices may still need to be made concerning the

scope of parent/child programs. Trying to confine these to educational

.issues max be quite unreasonable.

2In the first home visiting program i_31' the West Riding

it was felt that the social and economic problems of the families were

central totlibir lives and coulf:not be ignored, indeed were a proper focus

fb; tie visitor:

In a programme:tb promote'the development oT young
children, it is.impossible to neglect this aspect of
family life. , Foi it.is such economic and social factors,
which influence the relationships within the home
between mother an child -.. A prograMme which ignores
thes& problems, arid, concentrates on strictly educational
activities, call have little long term effect."
(Smith, 1975M57).
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In the later, rogram, however, such problems were seen as
.

inevitable but umfortuhate distractions:

There-is a tendency for the visited family to treat
visitor as confidante and infortal social worker.

None.of these difficultieS, can be completely overcome;
indeed it would beuncooperative to ignore the families'
social proble s, and the opportunity for the visitor to
act as a fro t linefor the professional social worker
could.be mis ed. The visitor's strategies for keeping
these distra tions to a minimum will depend upon
rsonality and the nat re of -ti.jie difficulty, but an

jimporta initial strate to make the educatiohal
empha s oaf the programm o sous from the start and to
show that the parent's par icipation is an essential clement."
(James, 1975: 21).

,

The dilemma is that it is precisely the parent's- participation

whim is. likely 'to be the casualty if the visitor insists on 'keeping these
t

6 distractions t6S'alminimum'.
'.e

Parental particiption did diminish 1h this program when compared

with the earlier program, thou as las been noted earlier; it is difficult

to assign a particlar cause among a multiplicity of possible causes.

'
4 44.-

These West Riding prograMs'.operated, for the. most part, with

-c,stable families WhO had the energy, and re free enough from other more

immeidiate and pressing problems t-O-Isedrawn closes into-educational projects

and reinforceprogress,made by their childrcn" (SMith, 1975: 259); But

even in that stable and homogeneous area, the situation could quickly 4

.

_change:4 as was demonstrated in the 1972 national coal strike which affected

every family in the, town. A home visiting program needs to be respOnsive

to such family pressures-.

Both Home .1_,ink and Home-Start-hAve kept the educatigpal objective 4.4

always in mind; they have, hoever, net reearded multiple family pressuret.
.

421

as distractions to be minimised -but as:part of .the total fami-ly situation

on,which it may be'possible, however slowly and little by little,. tobuildr

By working with.a parent inh own home, the H.S.V.s (Home-
Start vo`unteers) are"abLe.to look at the problems where they
ekist, and build on what:the mother has got. Many mothers .

feel de eated and hopeless, inadequate and helpless.' In sOme
P

ihst, -s it is evidently the H..S.V.'s enthusiasm for the'task,,
thechildren, the mother and eventhe home itself;,, combined = ,s

18

I
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with her confidence and optimism that something ('(10 he clone,
which transmits itself and begins: to encolirage the tirSt hint

hope. She can reinforce the impor4tiance of the mother and
oven the ..nitiquacy of the. home, pointing out how it can become

erest.ihgyinil it.innllaCi.ng to the ,chi ldrun and how;the
1110t 1101' can trlwdce till!, I RI: I Wit) of the space and e;inipment
avai table." (ilarrispn, 19 : 6).

The I.et;::un for other' home visiting.. program:; maybe that tin)
oducat. lona t niphos is is -necessary but for some groups, those subleet fo
part...Cen1.1): ::tress, ail.' it:Lent. For such groups a program such as Home-
:II. art, has part. I unto': strongths, uti [...Anil a:: it does. volunteer visitors
vitio have a sma I. Ca: ;0-1 Oad allowingmore concentrated SuPport.itze: visits
In times of crisis, and itidependknt.,. of -"the authorities" , though with'
Keady .n:c:oln: to thou:.

:iupport for this view come:: frotri,,a iecedt study by van der Eyken
'( 1)7'0 of the reasons why collie motherS' do got use plCyqr:cincls even when

these ,irt4 kilablu. from the responses of one gtoup of mothers, indicating
feet ingt"-: of titktenation and helplessnesjs, van der Eyken charact6rises these.
women all;/ immature. relationsliip With their laiit'd)ren whom they

neei at '10 rve them a role identity.' Ile 'makes this recommendatioq:
'home Visitorii should be used 'to supplement Play-

9.ro ps. These- visitors would not be accepted if they
441peared to be silit ,by of ficialdom, in the sense that Health
Visitpr :; are Their 'sym4lathy must be with the mother ,-and
It hey shbula be preliared -1/? offer her support, in any way,-
:Cot i ust Ley preparing play materials, and 'showing her hoW to

),')ut with the aiipmof :itfengthening her as a person."
(Vt. zard, 11)74 30)

41'
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CHAPTER II

Vtk,

REVIEW AND REd
..,

1. VIABILITY OF MOUE-BASED PROGRAMS WITH URBAN ABORIGINALS

Educational actioff-research programs with Aboriginal. popplations

have been-, in the school-based (,inclOding pro,-schools).

The resvareh reported here lids demonstrated thallit possible

to doNelop paront education Programs and ter. implement them with urban

Aborigi'fial faMi lies in such a way that. the mothers find satisfaction in

lheix,particiPation 4the sources of satisfaction are highly variable within

the group) . The pr'oject.-, with its admied bimitationtAlk design, seems to
"AP

have favourable oisiolicomes with a significant nbmber of the project

motherts.
ti

In reporting%ny intervention pr gram, one clearly needs to be

,
cautions abobt.attributi4 any changes ri.the participants to the program

itsel:,f. At:the time of the initial oliservation of the mother's interaction

with the child in a teaching situation,'environmental variables exerted a
. ,

press on both Mother and child as they interacted. ProM their interaction
L..

came new learnings. Mother and child also acquired new learnings inde-

pendentlyof each other Jy acting on. and through.the,environment. These,
it6

new learnings were incorporated by Loth, mother and child into their

repertoixe for further interaction.

When the.m.1)Lhor''..:.tedching behaviour was again observed, after the

operation of the, intervention ptogram,.changes in the interaction should

have been 4tribyt.:ible to the introduction to the.mother-child System of

..,the new variable', Uhe intervention program, Prc.rad the original'--

mivironmental vAriables had remained relatively constant
,

It' is ,true that other changes Occurred&n,the pre-pr9gram post-

program:interval,;'for the child became older and presumably more

competent.. There may have been changes too, not attributable to the program,

in tfie mothets. Certainly the Mothe4-s, during the inter r1; came to knoW
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'A I he i l e t i i or l ' , 1 1 0 1 1 1 FAIll:a1.01 WI' I I this may have influent:ed tivii.i.i.,,Iiiiliiivititti-
-

10.
in 1 he reoi,i1(10,1 1.I. k kiluk !;1!;100115 at the cow:hi:Mon ut I he project. However,

,.
.

In view ol. the iipecittrliicatiirtial teaching behaviours iiinalysed (etiunciat_ion

1,)i- the child (K. t lie prine'rilil titiderlyinili.the: t ask, the extent of vedial.
.,

,,

guidance and t ill. .W;k. Id VI'1.1).1 1 1-0-illi4, ill 't.11(:()1.1 rage1111`11t) , It. !loC!IIIN I.Qal.;()Ililbl.0
." ' '`.. d'''

I k.) al ,t1.' 1.1)111.,' til..! (11.111,1(,:; that_. did ()CCM" (:(). tilt! IWO() 1:,1111 i tl!;0.1 I:.
. . ..' I

(:11,1114)1,: (1).111011:1 1,(1 in tit' '1,(11:,211 and )('0';011 I 11(1 the

iieveral iii1:4qe wale. postudated as pi)babir explanations.,

i) "tiogrami which aim hi help the mother redetine her role.vira-vis

hr hi'tin need h) he In operation for a lengthy period of

Lim(' belore change:1 in the child are .evident. Badger's program

(Id71) has eydemplified this med.

ii) '['be age ot.'ilw ehild 0 .th institution of such a program is; as

indicated in the research hiview, probably a signifkiapt variable

of change; the younger the child, the'gruatiq: the likelihood

(ICchantiti.

I. I ) Part. h:i.pat l.1)11 (A: a 0111.111 hl a program 'cif this type may lead. Lo

chaniieii in both p'eri;onali fa(71.:01-1,; and. cognitive' functioning not

captured by intelligence t-,e.:it'perfOrmance. Hertzig and Birch (19. 1),.

MI their loilaiti,dina1 study of moasure4.intelligenCe, suggest tha-

for disadvanta'aed children -1.;I. levell is alraady well established

by ,1,10 Lhr.9; and Lends to remain stable'thereafter. They suggest,

accordingly, that tAle'impact of:pre-schocil program:; should be

assess,id by more sensitive measures:than overall 1.Q. They point

cogently,

Obviously even when I.1. remains stable, sulf4)1 aLtainment
may be iiignificantly,Modified and children of the same 1,.Q.
may either Lunt L.tO;i as:.-tai:larg-orn-chievers in .{school

situations:" (Hort.i_q and Dirch,:1.67l:'425).

,
.

Ili general, as the resufLniaolLevcd dn.the prO-ject Lire considered,

it is important to remember is unrealistic Lo. ).11.lacjine'thpf a4given,

approach will be pOsitive for all families 'Or that q will be equally

el f,bt! for a 11 cirOui.,s. In regard to the f,ormeri points olckViouLya

011 1,C09r,Lin sIII%: not be jmi4bmen Cud readily in homes where

4.4



the primary caretaker is in st.eady employment*. In ot er'cases, some

paren1sw111 find such a program, however sensitively lrAled and implemen-

Led, unappealing, and yet: others will. he so pressed by-life c:.i;rcumstances
ow

that ttis unlikefy that.):ht.ey can organizettheir lives Li) L RA Meaning-

fully with their children' Lo promoLe desired behaviotirs.

With regard to effectiveness, outcomes are' obViowdy dependent not

only on the protto:tm and those who implement it but also upon the entering

characteritivot of Lie 1w-etas and children. Herzog et al 1972),found

that, even within a 'poverty' group, differences in socio -ec imr.ic status
. -appear to influence the responimi to a program of pre-school enrichmenti'the

children who appeared to gain most were those of 'relatively high'

economic status -and relatively low 4. In our project, th,re'was a tendency
towards greater gain among children of low abifiCy from stale homes. In the

case of the mothers, t.ire most responsive (in of chan s of*teaching

behaviour) were those-who were initially the 'poorer' ushers And who'also

came from unstable family unfts.
o ,

'1"A

Much Further research is required to determine the types of program

which have most to offer. rb families with differing characterdstics.

2. PARENT EDUCATION ANO.THE WIDER. SOCIAL SETTING: PRIORITIES IN CHAUGE

Obviously, education cannot by itself, in whatever form it is

conceived and whatever its-mahner of delivery of its services, ensure

egudlity oC opPOrtunity; equality of acces or freedom of. choice to ,families

who are rendered by th4life circumstances. Broad social

pro(irm?. dru concurrently with educational reforms.

The Commi.ssion of Engtfiry.into Poverty sums up the present situation:

" RUason for thisjOlure of the education system to Meet the
noes] 4)f both AborLuIwil,childrou'and adults are manifold. It
i:,;.Clear that their position in the total society will affect
the outcomes of educ4tion: they are the poorest, worst housed
section of the community with the highest Mortality and morbidity

* A smaller proportion of Aboriginal than of non-Aboriginal women is
reported to be in the workforce; the 1971 census shows 23.6% of Aboriginal
r' omen to be kilmBaloyment cbmpared with'37.. ill total Australian women
(aged. 15 and over) . 0

s 0

ow
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rates, Because oCtheir poverty, powerlessness and cultural
differences, white' attitudes towards them have always been
unfavourable, and expectations,' whether by teachers or the
community in general, are low".. (Fitzgerald, 1976: 222 3).

Is successful intervention in the total socio-cultural situation of

a group of people in fact possible at the 'one point in time? Are .some area's

of need more urgent than others? There are various answers to this

question.

0
Grey, for example, in his work in developing the Aboriginal Family

Education Centre:;,., reports on the issues of.bAsic survival facing the group --

work, health, lEick of land, lack of a voice. He suggests the following
-.IV

" There is a fundamental and developmental circler which, for
Aborigines who are still faced with survival, places owner-
ship of land and on effective voice equal first with
education continuing life-long education; third in the
sequence is job skills for employment; fourth, hotisi(g and
.,finally, fifth, health." (Grey, 1974: 381)

priority:

It seems difficult to defend any ordering of priorities. On purely

empirical ogrounds, is health a less urgent issue than emiploymentror

1-

education? The issues are all so interdependent, that programs of amelioration
1

in a'given area cannot be fully effective unless attended by'constrtictives,-

action in the related areas that determine social functioning and individual

mental health. Theref e, governments and communities Must find some way

of establishingfor nority groups usticvnd equity.'

But, tie Mbers of the minority group must themsdlves hel guide,

1 policy. determinations that affect them. This means,that.they must be

'encouraged to articulate their' needs and wishes, 'to take action. ,/

if this can be achieved so that they feel they are, in fact, and

in he eyes Of the majority culture, responsible people able'to Aetermine

their own fate, their consequent feelings of self-detdrmination could be

expecped to:lead to Changes in their interactions with their own children

d7so-o.a more developmental environment fer''these children.: Scheinfeld

is -one emphasiTs the.'need for changes in the life situation.ofleople

1

1 .c) 4.;)
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before they can help their children, to relate effectively to the world:

" Parents cannot construe the child's relationship to the
world In ways Chat are fundamentally different from the way
they construe their own relationship to the world. Hence,
to change child-rearihg practices effectively, one must
change the parents' own experience in the world."
(Scheinfep, 1969: 2).

His view is sharec on the Australian scene by Scott. She maintains that

educational assis_anceto parents themselves must precede attempts to direCC
, .

their attention t) children's needs; and interests:"

" With Ti view, then, to helping parents: arrive at a position
from which they can make home conditions more likely to
sustain educational effort, this project suggests a change
of ObjectiVes in work ith parebts. E(, her4than focusing on
the acquisition of kndAledge and techn.g
with child-rearing, one might'need to e 6onde'rfied with how'I(

reotly concerned.ues

to help parents to extend their,own cognitiVe.kills and
oieneral knowledge to the pent where they can deal, with less
strain, with the usual parental responsibilities. In this

Ai, parents may also experience the meaning of education
C7r. a person's lift: .--in the sense that they can act in the
present with moreaWareness,Anowledge and understanding of
the conseguences55r themselves and others.

The whole idea of causal relationships anctthe possibility
of influepcing_events to some degree appears to be outside the
experiyipce of some families. If conditions needed for.adult
.learning (as previously discussed) are present, help can be
given with thinking with reflecting on and learaing,from
personal experience; with obtaining information and Using
resources relevant' EoOrile. immediate goal; with antidipaLingz.',
possible results and ,4 evidence of,actGual results; With-.
sling the. appropriate pieces of events, These, and other
(7ognitive skills are necessary assets in situations requiring
one to take individual ,responsibilities; . ?,;

Once a degree of control is established, it is much mare
realistic -- but likely to b?mudh lesS necessary- to direct
,attention to children's needs and inteiets. Hom6 conditions
'helpful to children's development are. -more likely to exist
automatically, and parents will be :in,,a better position to
stimulate, spontaneously,"similar cognitive skills in children."
(Scott, 1974:: 236).

. I
%

s:.,

In relatio6 to the point made by Scheinfeld and Scott, one might;
-. ./:

1 ile seeing the logy of their pointof.y4eW, legitImately question the

4P
, .

^A, 'e

, dcus of initial change., Might it not beir'that it'ds in some ways, as an

0.
initial undertaking, easier help a mother recognize and extend he

-,

,competence in hild-rearing than to help 11.f:to extend her own cognitive -P,,

,]girls?* An'addlional point in favour ofthe-former approach is that
\
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the offer Co help a mother Co help her child may be perceived by her as

less threatening than anAoffer Co help her help herself. It has certainly

seemed tous relatively 7asy Co achieve the foffieer goal.

The endpoint, of course, is not parental competence in child-

rearing, but such competence may well be a first step Cowards arousing in

the mother a desire to extend her competence in and control over other

areas of her G erg would seem Co endorse the possibility of this

happening:

" There are constraints aria.. limitations on what can be
accomplished in working directly and solely with families
themselves. These families are part of a larger social
and cultural milieu and cannot help but be influenced by
thelarger-dontext:---It-ls-possible-,--howeverhat changes
brought about withirothe family, if they can be effected,.
despite conflicting pressures, may in the long run
produce changes in the social and cultural environment."
(Grotberg, 19WJ). 1

Is there evidence to support . thfs belief that a planned, neld

experience in the life of a p nt can act as a catalyst and trigger off

ore fundamental changes in parental?' and-family behaviour?

IP

:as
'

Some overseas-presearch programs have shown thatlafekr participating

in pi rams where they.:Were called upon to. play an integral part invthe

educaCjon, some at least of the mothers took, action to improve their'

c4ncatiljnal'.4nd ocr:upationalstatus (Miller,v,1968:' Karnes, 1969) . Some

Showed'a change of life style from hopelessness and helplessness and
v,

became determined to change their lives ana.tlae lives of their children;

nine of the fifteen-mothers in this project went on to become leaders
6

in communitty affairs (Badger, 1971).

The pr gram described, in this report Chas shdwn that'Aboriginal

,rs can, themselves, becoMe effectiVe parent educators working with

Cher Althers. This not only leads to changes In their own patterns of

unctioning 'wit also makes them visible tOthkli. neigh rs as sudcessful

Ofessionals. Perhaps-.in this waythey:offer prbof to th qAboriginar

Women with whom they work that change.idpossible.and that .they themselves
A -

toohave a respected Jolace to occupy-1n the society,
4 ,..

. ,e
v
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3. PARENT EDUCATION PROGRAMS AND EARLY CHILDHOOD SERVICES

There should be a wide range of options in early childhood services

available to families. Like Bronfenbrenntr, we believe that home-based

programs, with a central focus on the E4ient-child system, should be included

in the options. We bell"! that many Aboriginal parents, after 'evolvement
,r

in such a program, would seek to utilize other forms of early 417edhood
)

services as their children approached school starting age.

-
It seems to us, moreover,,Aighly probable that Aboriginal families

orw

- who have participated in a4home-based program and then utilized community

early
4
childhood'iortxvites (catering for mixed or single ethnic groups

according to their choiee)are likely to havOfound asource of satisfaction

in 'heir increased range Of'interactions with their children- Following the

sch8O1 enrolment of their children, they are likely to continue their

"informed interest in their children's progress, to be surer of their

pk, responsibilities and roles, and to be conscious of the ways in which they

and the school must complement each other in providing optimal stimulus`

to the children's 'development. Thus not only will'ithey be likely to
r 4

exercise their own parenting responsibilities, but they. will be likely' also

to initiate interaction with the school to ensure th4 it, too, plays its

proper role.

It is not suggested that such parent educaej.on programs are a

universal panacea; it is suggested that'they are a Jiable and effective form

of family support appropriate for certain families.

It is further suggested that innovations in.schOol practices are,'

urgently required. Bloom (1976:. 1) has shown that:

". Most students can learn what the SchOols have to teach ^.2 if

the problem is approached sensitively and ,systematically,'"

This systematic and sensitive approach needs, in 14s view, to take account

of each student's cognitiVe entry behaviours aNdhis effective entry

characteristics; furthermore, the teacher must.use appropriate instruction:

that is, he ratst provide appropriate cues to the learner, he must endure
'e) o ,

the participation of the learner in the activity and provide to'each child

appropriate reiliforcement and feedback.

4
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It would seem that many Australian schools are'a. Jong way from
. ,

achieting a quality:..gp instruction such as that deScrlibed by Bloom.

And even iftheiteachers,Of Aboriginal childun were 'to approach the

'Children "sensitivelend systematically", as defined by Bloom, 'there would

stillbe a strong .argument for the support of parental involvement. Hunt

.has urged throughout this last decade, the central purpose of parell

-.-education and support:

.Such education 110y-:,;..take the formtoT a deliberate effort
to help parents learnjlow to arrange circumstances for their
young children the better tb foster from birth on the sensori-
Motor, attitudinal and linguistic'baSes for the abilities, the
attitudes,:.the motives,'4 and the Nalues which must be acquired
later, if the child is to become able tocopetth school
and later to,parficipate in the mainstream of our increasingly
technological society." (Hunt, 1969:

a.

4. RECOMMENQATIONS

r: In the light of evidence from the Brisbane- project, the conclusiOns

444,ched.by careful evaluators such,,as Bloom and Bronfenbrenner, and

nition of the critical role of patents in developing the cognitive

acteristics and motivational orientations of children, it is

t?c, mended that programs of parent education be instituted in a number

of pilot' projects and sustained over a lAiod.of some years.

These pilot projects, with careful. control of relevant variables
f

(patipularly mother's style of teaching, stability of the family

t and child's level of cognitive functioning) would enable a

borough testing of the assumptions underl ng the Brisbane prOject.

aluation- shoul4dricompass the wide range of behaviours and

aracteristics thatrmay be affected by this, type of program. We

m .1.
,

would req* end, further, that such progiNis-tbe. implemented with -,

1

mother/ekld earlyin 'the child'p life.

,,- -41

Aborigine
i.

::.t.t. is'Avecommendc(fthat Aborigin,Amotherg be trained and used as
..,. -----,." ;

- p,drent educators twarent education procirams for Aboriginals.
..,

In the initial stages Of their operations, it seems they.would need
!

support and guidance-from a more highly trained ParentEchor. The
°,3..

experience in the Bri-sbane projectsuggests ?that they ned t.'1O- be helped
. .1

-us

In their professional development by regularorthe-job diagnostic

Ra

-



evalhation of their practices, supplemented by regular Off-Che -j,ob

1diScussionsOf principle; underlying Le practices. This type of

assistance'should help.sthem reach the stage %;herb-they can function

effectively and creat4ly, making full 114, tqleir intimate knowledge
m-

orthe mothers who, of croup-as. ,themselves, have many

life experiences Simi4tr to their own.' This Could lead to the 47

development of a cohort of parent educators.

r. .P

3. Throughout the research project, we addressed ourselves to urban.
4

Aboriginal families. We believe, however, that the approach we have

tried is likely to be fruitful with some rural; as well,as with some

urban Aboriainal families 111(i with some members of other groups who

functioti a; minority groups within the total iluStraiian community.'

'11, la 1.,:cummended that our proposals be examined in the light of their

irobable appropriatenecs .4 and effectiveness With other groups;
0

if they seem appropriate, pilot projets with such groups should be

inatituted and evaluated.

q
q 7'

4 J

4. It i3 ecommende4.that there be exploration of all possible means of'

helping Aboriginal parents -
'a.

. -) to become informed c)out school poZiciesond programs,

li) tc becit, informed about the roles they need to play to assure

the edUca .1.onallprZ,gress of their childreA, and
qt

.

ill) tc parti'cip,te in deSiti.on making about the education of their

chlidren. )

5. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we woulj like to reiterate: education has not been

responsive to the Leeds of the Aboriginal community. Nor is it likely.to

become responsive, a wide body of research evidence, would indicate,

unless and until the effqrts of, the school are guided by and reinforced

by.the Aboriginal parents:

From the earliest' times, schools and school people have-

''...entrted:on the Aboriginal/. children and eXcluded their parents from

meaningful involvement; as la result many of these parents have come to

ti
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, \

, ..

believe that they. have nolrole at all to play in the education of their
.

-

children Most see no cennection betWeen.the activit.1
.

0 . of the home.
1 .

and Tarent --child interactions,on the one hand, and school succes -dp.
d 4

the other.
..

We can excuse policy Makers of an earlier day for their sole

concentration on children. Recognition of the complementarity of hoMe

and school in fostering the avademic progress of children and tecognition

of the rights of parents in relation to the education of their' children

are relatively recent developments. Earlier policy makers, then, acted

in accord with the best knowledge available 'to them. They were, relatively

ignorant of the complexity of the-interacting forces shkping-school

achievement.

Current policy makers do not have, this excuse of ignorance; as

Bloom would phrase it, they have 'lost their innocence'. Bloom writes:

" These advances in our understanding of education and
related phenomena hale not always been reflected in our
educational practices. I am convinced that
be done until the meaning and consequences of these new
advances are understood by educational scholars, educa-
tional leaders, and teachers. I have 'suggested that these
new insights and understandings may be conceived of as the
loss of innocence about the relations among educational
phenomena. This way of posing the problem suggests that
the burden of responsibility fot- appropriate actions and
practices rests with the professionals in tie field once
new ideas are adequately communicated. But long.
experience in education has left me

1

the impression.:
that innocence is .not easily relinquished and new respon-
sibilities al-e .avoided as long as possible." (Bloom,' \

1972: 349)

Will Australian educators and policy makers relinquish heir
,

innocence and assume the new :esponsibilities, especially*thosq which

ifthe'critical roleS ofbparents? Unless they do; what es may,
,

we 'reasonably have that education in the future will be more successful than

in the past in discharging its responsibilities to its Aboriginal clientele?
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A TYPICAL TEACHING SESSION - YI I MOTHgR; FIVE-YEAR OLD CHILD
ANt.SENICR PARENTEDUCATO

7?.f

DIVISION With''rods
. .

R' .

Parent Educator shows mother how, for example,' tan rod can be "'cut ".

into 2 pink rods, and mother then sets child fuither divisiOn

problems.

Follow -up acti-vities suogested by Parent Educator and/or mother

more, practice with rods. And what do we have around the

house tha.t we often divide ?" - Apples, oranges, -packet of

_____,biscUits,...cake.:.-8UggeSigH that%chrld be asked to dividean, No

apple into half, quarters. Recipen for.- Playdough, and

baking set including butters left as part of library borrowing,

so child can measure and diVide various quantities of dough.-

2 WORD RECOGNITION AND MATCHING through game of "Up the Garden Path."
0,

A set Vay 8 words (far example, mother, dog, sits,; etc:) is

1-infi : Ijfici dealt, to ,be matched "with the same words, each ',,ir

occupying one marked square on a cardboard "path". There are 2
. . . .

sets of words and 2 paths - the game is to see who first can go*

right up the "garden path% reading each word aloud as it is

dealt. (Earlier i.n the year this game will have been played with i;

pictures). First Parent Educator shows child how to play the game,

.titen child a0111 mother play. This game can easily be made at home
A

by mother and 'child. V

FZIold-up activities. In what other ways can mother encourage

'child to practise the words he knows? Mother may suggest that

he picks out words in the paper or on the Carnilaes..packet

breakfast. One mother suggests a scrapboot- child cantpaste'.
1.

in pictures and she can write, labels for them which he4can.

coin/. (This'mother asked-whether the Parent Educator would

look at'scrapbook on subsequent visits and suggested

encouraging child with a merit .sampi') "Animtl Grab" or
e .

"Donkey" may be orrowed from the Program Library and the rule
(

stressed that the child should read the printed name of the

animalias he matches it with in pair.

190
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APfNDIX (contd)

3. RESTELLIKIG A STORY,. . The,parent Educatorhas taped a fai4ly familiar

story, for example, "GoldilockS", ,Which,is.pliced, then re-told by/ " f
.4.-

Hisversion is taped and re-played to the delight of, all.

Hearing one's own voice always adds enormous fun to such 4n

exercise.

Follow -up activities. The importance of being able to pemember

what one has heard and tell aboUt it is stressed to the mother.

In whatways can she,get child to do this around the,house?

A game play0 on a previods session may be, recalled: "I went

to the shop.and I bought...." with each participant adding an

item to the shopping list, and'having to remember the

cumulative total. GiVing the child directions (say two at once)
- .

and seeing if he can remember them, may be suggested. . Or mother

might sUggest'reading a story from the library, and seeing if

the child can remember it,. or a part of it.

4. READING A STORY. The Parent,Educator.maymdemonStrate how mother

might get the child to remember what happened on the previous page,

or in a picture which the:reader and child have looked at and talked4,.

abo - The point is made that'even 5 minutes reading a day is

tremendously valuable, but that it should always be fun, not a chore;

r-'5. A book and a game are finally seleCted by m6ther and child from

the Program Library, to be exchanged at the next Home Teaching visit.'

4.!

A TYPICAL TEACHING SESSION -.YEAR II - MOTHER, PRE-SCHOOL
CHILD AND PARENT EDUCATOR.

In the teaching session described below, the Parent Educators had,dev4sed,

ways of capitalizing on the local interest in -the Brisbane ExhibitiOn,

which was about to take plate.

SAMPLE BAGS. A counting game in which a number of miniature paper

Frogs , are made, each holding one item, say a.ballooncosting 5 cents
I .(5 dots are ,inked on the bag) a Freddo Frog cotang 3 cents (3 dots),



APPENDIX I (contd)

a jelly-baby'costing 1 cent,(1 dot). Child has to $be

right number of cents to the 'Ellow man'. (Parent Educator or

mother) toreceive his sample bag. The roles are the' reversed.

Follow -up and mother can mak,other

'sample bags' rfor other items at home; at the Exhibition

- 185 7

and when shopping the Child can help pNy.fOi- small items

and count the change.
,

: .

'GRAND PAI,1DE A Counting, vocabulary-builping and m y game.

Some,6 Or 7 plastic animals are placed in a circle on t etable:

they are in the Grand Parade. Child hides his eyes.; one (or,,

more) animals are removed, and he must 'try ko remember which''

they were and count how many are left. zjhen he can be the one
o

toremovethe.animals, and the others must...remember.

FaIow-Lip. Talking about the animals at the

Exhib_itioh, and later trying to remember all the different

kinds'seen.

3. LOUDSPEAKER. A game to develop 'descriptive power-, yocabtil'

..and confidence. An effective if simple loudspeaker is mi

a rolled-up sheet of paper, and Parent Educator, mott4r and

policemantake turns in pretending to be the l announcing and

describing a missing person.

a.otivitl:co,. Said one -Parent Educator:

.
The mother can follow this-up by losihg he child at the

Exhibition,"

A

4. 1141':ADIVi 4.1;TOi;7 and CHAN'CI: LIBRARY tM ERIALS as in Year I:,

complete .the teaching session.



APPENDIX II

EMU EVALUATIONS OF PARENT EDUCATORS BY SENIOR PARENT EDUCATOR '

Parent

Educator

P.E.1

*P.E.1

P.E.1

P.E.2

P.E.2

P.E.3

Family

Family 1

Family 2

Family 3

Family 4

Family 5

Family 6

Family 7

Family 8

Date 1, Wlmth f4Awdo ohad

10.73

1.0.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

11,73

Marked warmth

x

x

x

x

x

x

Some warmth or at

times

x

* kw cal - mother ahent. 12 year old daughter stood in.

,P.E.1

P.E.I

P.E.1

P.E.2

P.E.2

P.E.2

P.E.3

Family 1

Family 2

Family 3

Family 4

Family 5

,Family 6

Family 7

Family 8

10.73

10.73

10.73

10,73

10.73

10.73

10.73

11.73

Little or

infrequent warmth

Marked lick of

warmth

2. Abill:tp to cum ohild's participation

Child highly

engaged

Child fairly en-

gaged or at times

x(though shy)

x

x

x

x

x

x

Child rarely of ortly

spasmodically engaged

Child totally

unengaged

x(attentive but mostly

not participating)



Parent

Educator
Family Date

.

3, Abilitu to pracnt rzobloity to chi.ld in comprchoulble expo
, ,

P,E.1

P.M.,

P,E.1

.P,E,2

P,E.2

P.M

P,E,3

. P,E,3

.,

M.1

P.E,.1

P,E.1

P.E,21

P.M

' P.E.2

P,E,3.

P,E,3

..

Family 1

Family 2

Family 3

Family 4

Family 5

Family 6

Family 7

Family 8
it

Family 1

Family 2

Family 3

Family 4'

Family 5

Family ,6

Family 7

Family 8

,

10,73

10.73

10.73

10,73

10.73

10.73

10.73

11.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

10'..73

10.73,

10.73

10.73

11.73

Activity very

clearly

presented

,

x

x

x

x.

x

x .

x

x

Activity, fairly

clearly

presented

.

, .

,

,

Activity prtsented

in rather disorganised

I
Way

,

.

Activity presented '

in Very disorganised.

way

. ,

.

.

, ti

Porget.?, of verbal,' interaction with child

Much verbal

interaction.

with child

,

x

4

,

,

gbme verbal inter-

action with child

,

x

x''

.

.

x

' J

6 ,

1 OA

Little verbal inter-

action with child

,

x(tried but child tOo

shy to respond)'', ,

,. ',
,

,

,

o

Very. little verbal'

interaction with child

4°

',

1

.

/ ,

%

.

w

I

,



AP NDIX Il (col])

Parent

Educator

Family Date 5. Use '0 ' encouragement
,

P.E.1

P.E.1

P.E.1

P.E.2

P.E.2

P.E.2

P.E.3

P.M

P.E.1

P.E.1

P.E.1

P.E.2

P,E.2

P,E.2

P.E.3

P.E.3

'i

Family 1

Fami 2

Fam y 3

Family 4

Family 5

Family 6

Family 7

Family .8.

-

Family 1.

.Family 2

Family 3

Family 4

Family 5

Family 6

Family 7

Family 8

,

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

],0.71

10,73,

10.73

11.73

,

.

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

11,73

A

Tone very

encouraging

x ,

x

x

x

x

x

i

Fairly

encouraging

x

(i ',

...

.

,! r

couraging

y

x

.

,

,

.

,

Very ;

discouraging

.

,

.
,

Creativity and retevance in presentation of activities

Many creative'

relevant ways.

of presenting

activities

\

0 .

i

1

Some creative or

relevant wayS,of
/

presenting yi

activities' /

/I

c

,

/

4f110

Few creative or

/televant ways of
/

presenting

activities

1-

x

x

4 ')(

x 1

x . ,

x '

, x

gr

,

.

,I

i ,

kcreati/ve or

relevant, .gays of
,

preseny.Ing

activities

. _

1

,

.,

,

.

t



APPENDIX II (contd)

THE PARENT EDUCATOR AND THE MOTHER

44

Parent

Educator
Mother Date Ability to relate to mother

P.E.1

P.E.2

P.E.2

P.E.3

P.E.3

P,E.1

P.E.1

P.E.1

P.E.2

P.E.2

P.E.2

P.E.3

P.E.3

)

I.

Family 1

Family 2

Family 3

Family 4.

Family 5'

Family 6

Family 7

Family 8

Family 1

Family 2

Family 3.

Family 4

FR1ily 5

Family 6

Family 7

Family 8'

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

11:73'

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

X1.73

Marked

warmth

Some warmth or

at times

x

x

Little or infrequent

warmth

t.

Marked lack of 0

warmth '

Ability to bring out principles and value of activities

Principles

underlying all

activities

brought out

Principles

brought out

sometimes

1,6

Principles brought

out infrequently

Principles not

brought' out
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APPENDIX II (contd)

.

Parent

Educator
Mother Date' Ability to involve mother in teaching activity

P.E.1

P.E.1

P.E.1

P.E.2

P.E.2

P.E.3

P.E.3

,

Family 1 110.73'

,Fpily 2 10.73

Fmily1 '10.73

Family'4 10.73.

FaMily 5 10.73

Family 6 '10.73''

Family 7 10,73

FaMily 8 11.73

I,

. P.E.1 Family 1

P.E.1 Family 2

P.E.1 Family.3

P:E.2 Family 4

P.E.2 Family 5

P.E.2 Family 6

P.E.3 Family 7

P.E.3 Family 8

10:73

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

11.73

Mother closelyclosely

involved

x

x

Mother involved

at times

x

4. Ability to withdraw from doMin

Mother involved

infrequently

x.

(5'

ant role &Acourage m

highly en- Sometimes en-

couraging of couraging of

mother's mother's

leadership leaddrship

x

Mother not

involved

Se, m encouraging

cOmother's

Aeadership

ther's leadership

Not encouraging

of mother's

leadership



APPENDIX II (cOntd),

Parent

Educator o

/
Mother /bate

.

,

.

5. Ability to protote verbal interaction between mother and child

P.E.1

P.E.l

P.E.1
.

P.E.2

P,E.2

P.E.2

P.E.3

P.M

LJ

e

.

.

P.E.1

P.E.1

P.E.1

,

P.E.2

P,E.2

P.E.2

P.E.3

P.E. 1

1

Family 1

Family 2

Family 3

Family
. "4

Family 5

Family 6

Family 7

Family 8

I.

,

,

1

Family 1

Family 2

Family 3

Family 4

Family'S

Family 6

Family 7

'Family 8

1073

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73 ii

10.73

10.71

11.73

,

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.71,

10.73

10.73

10.73

11.73

,

Promoted much'

verbal inter-

action between

mother & child

.

\

.

J

,

'

Promoted some

verbal inter-

action between

mother & child

"k,, ,

x

x

x

x

,

Promoted little verbal

interaction between

mother.& child

x(tried but

child shy)

I

Promoted no verbal

interaction between'

Tther & child

,

,

Promotion of mother's use of encouragement
,

Marked promo-

tioh Of

mother's use of

encouragement

,

.

x

Some promotion

of mother's

use of encourage-

ment

.

'

. ,

Little promotion

of pother's use of

encouragement

,

,

,

Did not promote

mother's use of

encouragement

.

x

x '

x(Mother very

encouraging anyway)

x ,.

,

1 8



APPENDIX II (contd)

Parent

Educator
Mother Date Ability to convey to mother the importance of her teaching role

P.E.1,

P.E.1

P.E.1

.P.E.2

P.E.2

P.E.2

P.E.3

P.E.3

Family 1

Familyul2

Family 3

Family 4

Family 5(

Family 6

Family 7

Family 8

Family 1

P. Family 2'

,P Family 3

P. Family 4

P. c.2 Family 5

P.E.2 Family 6

P.E.3 Family 7

P.E.3 Family 8

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

11.73

10.7

'10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

Laid much

stress on

importance of

mother's

teaching role

x

x

Laid some stress

of importance of

mother's teaching

role

x

Laid little stresss

On importance gf,

mother's_teackrig

role .

x

Laid' no stress on

importance of

mother's teaching

role

4.'

x

x

Follow7up of previous activities

Followed up

many activities

Foll!bwed up some

activities

Followed up few

activities

x

/
x(seldom seen

mother lately)

Followed up no

activities



APPENDIX II (contd)

Parent/

Educator
Mother Date 9, Ability to sugge'st or elicit follow-up ideas ,

A
la

e

P.E.1

P.E.1

P.E.1

P..E.2

P.E.2

P.E.2

P.E.3

P.E.3

,

.

Family 1

Family 2

Family 3

Family 4

Family 5

Family 6'

Family 7

Family 8'

,

10.73

10.73

10.73

10.73

10..73

.10.73

10.73

11.73

Suggested or

elicited many

follow-up ideas

. i

,

.

Suggested or

elicited some

follow-up ideas

x

.

,

'

ix

x.,

x

x

Suggested or elicited

few follow-up ideas

x

"

Suggested or

elicited no

follow-up ideas

x

;

,

Parent

Educator
Mother Date

4

T

,Feelings of lightness and enjoyment .

...,

P.E'.1

d

P.E11

P.E.1

P.E.Z

P.E.2

P.E.1

P.E.3

P,E03

Family 1

rFamily 2

Family 3

Family 4

Family 5,

Family 6

Family 7
,

Family 8

10.73

10.73

10.73
i,

10.7

10.73

10.73

10.73
, ..

111.73

Heavy going until near end - finger plays were enjoyed by all.

Child's shyness caused feeling of tension.
, .

; . v
.

Very jolly. '
.

Gay; much'laughing and enjoyment by all participants,

/

Because of child's shyness, heavy going till near end, though P.E.2

remained smiling and jolly:

4

Obvious feeling,of enjoyment (though also some tenseness because of Child's

unpredictability). Mother obviously felt suppokt from visit.

Tremendous enjoyment by all participants (including other children).

All participants enjoyed visit,. though P.E.3 sounded a bit harsh at times.

However, neither mother n child wap put off. Their infectious

laugh helped relaxation.

/

Warm, gay atmosphere. '''

200



Parent

Educator
Mother Date

,

\
2. Face N inter'est of presentation' .

P.E.1

P.E.1

P,E.1

Family 1

Family 2

Family 3

10.73,

10.73

10,73

Pretty slow till finger plays at end. Long hiatuqes while P.E.1 asked

questions which the child voulan't answer,
; ,

,Good,fast-moving.
.

P.E.1 kept program moving well.
.

jP.E.2 Family 4 10.73 Slow. Too many pauses while 2,E.2 and mother asked questions which child

wouldn't answer.

P.E.2 Family 5' 10.73 Speedy, well judged timing by P.E.2 of child's limited' concentration' span -
,

she handled well the difficult_job of keeping his attention. . 6

P.E,2, Family 6 10.73 Brisk p?esentation and each activity well covered.
,

.

P.E.3 Family 7 10.73 Interest well maintained. Child never bored.
-

P.E.3 Family 8 11.73 Lively, good presentation.

.

.

P.E.1 Family 1 .10.73

'3. Flexibilitu in dealing with unusual situations
,

P.E..1's recourse in face of child's shyness was Cat last to change activity;

could, howeverhave disdIssed principles with mother.

P.E.1 Family V2 10.73 When mother.:bad to go out, P.E.1 got big sister to stand in effectively.

P..E.1- Family 3 10.73 Baby distracted mothei at times,, P.E.1 kept on teaching lost mother.

P.E.2 Family 4 10.73' P.E.2 unable to salvage too much from the difficult situation of child's

intense shyness.
1 00

,

P.E.2

P.M

Fawily 5

Family 6

,10.73

10.73.

Very flexible In capitalizing on whatever engaged child, even when this

was not ,on program.,
,

P.E.2 was',able to successfully involve 3 other children and see that

target child, who is shy, got Erfair go.

.P.E.3

.

P.E,3

Family 7

, Family 8

10,73

11,73.

Visitors arrived, P.E.3 maintained child's interest with non-crucial

activity till mother's return'.
t

,

. Mother out of home, but P.M able to interact just as comfortably,41.th father.
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APPENDIX III

ANALYSIS OF MOTHER'S PERFORMANCE ON TEACHING TASK

(a) CODING SCHEDULE

J. Types of instruction,- information cnd question's::
content-based utterances

1.1 Utterance focussing attention

or directing placement,

giving specific category or

principle

lq Utterance focussing attention',

or directing placement,-

giving general category or.

principle,
.

1.3 Utterance focussing attention

or ditecting placement,

gfiling no 5uidingcateOry.

or. principle

1.4 Task- irrelevant or misleading

'utterance focussing httention

or directing placement

1.5' Utterane recal

past experience

ing relevant

1.6 Repqated:utterance

1.7: Claritication

1.8 Request ,to verbalise

reasons for placement.

-202

. Examples

You've got to .put- those

into 4 piles.

These are. dots.

Big or small?

Put all the ones together

that's the same.
1

They've all got a mark on them.-
.

What size are they?

Put this one there.

That doesn't go there.

Where are you going to

put them?'

,i.
Lookjor.the squares

(where. shape irrelevant).

Which are the other red ones?

(where colour irrelevant)

You know.hoW you sort

matchboxes in piles.

What does. Nana wear

round her neck? (Cross)

(See Procedures)

Put them-into four

groups four hgaps.

Why are they in the Same piles?

Why aid yob put those. together ?'''
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2. Motivational Utterances

Examples

2.1 Exhortation to action Come on. Go on. Keep

2.2 Exhortation to look

2.3. Praise, encouragement and

supportive noises:

2.4 Negative remark followed'by

. positive guidance

2.5 ' Negative or .critical remark

going.

Mummy'll give you a lolly.

I can see it - can you

see it?

Look. See?

Mm. Yeah. Okay. Fine.

Good girl. You've got

it! That's right.

No, put that there.

Hang on. Aren't you

going to

No, because....

No. (Followed by silence.)

followed by no positive That's not right. ( " ")

guidance

Miscellaneous

7 Abandoned utterance Put them

The big

Sr3.2 Utterance ambiguous, to coder

3.3 . Request to child to repeat What? Eh?

(Mother had not heard)

..

3.4 Utterance addressed.to

outside authority

What do I do now?

3.5 Repetition of interviewer's Interviewer: Can you

question ask why they're in those

piles?

Mother: Why are they in

-tliose piles?

233
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APPENDIX III (contd)

(b) CODING UNITS AND PROCEDURES

Coding Units

To qualify as a unit, an utterance or utterances could either

1) refer to a, single placement or focussing.

e.g. They're big ones. Where do they all go ?-

1.1

Or 2) mark a change of category within one placement or

focussing.

e.g. No, that's not right. You have to put them there.

2.4 1.3

Thus it was possible for one unit to be embedded'in another:

e.g. Put all'the dots together, that's the girl, all .those

ones with the dots.

1.1 2.3

Time: Five seconds silence between utterances was taken as a

(necessarily arbitrary) cut-off point for focussings. After this

lapse of.time, a new focussing was assumed, hence a new unit.

Coding Procedures

All but two categories were exclusive of each other. These,

were

lran:utterance givi4g a specific,or general category

or principle which was also misleading or task-

irrelevant. v Such an utterance would be coded both

.as 1.1, 1.4 or 1..2, 1.4.

2) an utterance giving general guidance which was also,

recalling relevant.past.experience. Such an

utterance would be coded both as 1.2, 1.5.

N.B. In calculating frequency of utterances, of course, such

utterances would be counted only once.

Repetition. Immediately contiguous repetitions referring to the same

placement or focussing were coded as one unit, lower levels of

specificity being.subsumed into the highest level used.

2
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."4 . e.g.
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Put all those ones that art the same together. The

same marks. All those ones. with the circles:

1.1

However, not all Xepetition was thiscontiguous.kind. For instance

a mother would'sometimes rePe utterance foi.loiltgring an incorrect

response by the child. This was termed a rapeated.utterance: if
o

it referred to the samd focussing oY placement; was not a

clarification; could not be subsumed into a, hillier category; and

followed a substantive response by the child.

To sitollifyas; 37-at'ificion,-an utterance referred to the

same focus:4* or.placemeryt 'and used different explanatory terms

on ,iTpcci: or.t/ as the pri r utterance.

e.g. Put them in four groups. Fogr. pile:.

;,e7 1.7

t

sere an utterance giving specific guidance

was followed- up by an utterance requiring a new focussing but

the specific category used immediately before, then the

follow-ur utterance qualified as specific:

Tha,t one's big. And that's?,

1.1

Similarly, where an utttranc giving geherdl.guidanee.was

followed up by' an utterance requiring a new focussing but 12:1!)7?:.:7r;

'the general category usea'immediately before, then the follow-up

itterance qualified as general:

Look,at the marks_. 'Ohat's'hat one?

1.2 1.2

2 r)
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